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ABSTR.ACT

This thesis ig about the concept of urban quarters. This concept represents an

urban conñguraüion that composes a city in series of precincts or sectors. Each

quarter, âs a distinct part of the city, embodies a homogeneous identity and means

of operation which constitute an integrated u¡ban environment that serves the

essential and the coilective needs of its inhabita¡ts.

The basic concept of the qua¡ter as an urban design unit has occurred repeatedly

throughout the history of urban civilization, although there appears to be a loss of

this principle in favour of other Eethods of city conception in the recent history of

the twentieth century, especially in the North America cities. Many aspects of

contemporary culture require a new means of conceiving the city if they are to

respond to the collective natu¡e that defines urbanity. The quarter, as a timeless

planning principle, may be of greater relevance than is commonly recogrrized in

the context of contemporary Canadian cities. To impose such an order on the

current fabric of Canadian urbanity is a radical notion which goes against the

current architectural practices, and entails alternating the basis of logic that

motivates urban design.

In this thesis the quarter is discussed under a variety of contexts, all of which a¡e

derived from a theoretical bagis as to what an urban quarter is. The quarter is

exa"'ined in terms of its architectural, spaüial, sociai, spiritual and utilitarian
conceptions. These concepts are initially understood through studying the

quarter's historical na¡ifestation and development. The historic framework is

combined with notions of cu¡rent urbanity to create a contemporary üheory of the

urban quarter that responds to present-day cultural activities.
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FOREVI/ORD

The parts of city have been tortured into
the submission of service, but the parts that
people tried to erase are struggling to
emerge, to erupt, to explode in a revolution
of feelings. Their passion has been
disguised, but their soul cannot be hidden.
It is time to un-fuse the parts of the city
that whisper in the welded bones of
the metropolis, the parts that speak of
the reflection and intensity in human life
as a richly rewarding and complicated
struggle that should inspire, not retire us.
Vacuity of meaning has come through
the decisive attempt to rid urbanity of
emotion, but emptiness has only a bitter
taste and now we yearn to be full again,
and to be full of everything all at once.
The city and its quartered seeds are among
the greatest symbols to human creativity,
and they will continue to speak of the
foolishness in tryrng to silence them.



introduction

This thesis is about the perception of cities. It explores a theory for planning and

designing cities based on the concept of urban quarters. An urban quarter is a
sector or district of the city wherein all essentiai urban services and spatial

components are found. It is also a place that embodies a signifrcant identity and

meaning about itself as a particular urban environment. The quarter's

integration of various utilitarian services and spiritual ideals provides a complete

urban environment in a limited portion of the city. Essentially a quarter

represents a smaller city within the frame-work of the larger urbal context, or the

metropolis. A city based on the conception of urban quarters might be called a

quartered city, in the sense that it is composed of distinct areas, each of which acts

as a¡ individual urban entity.

The quarter, as a unit of planning and urban design, and the quartered city as an

urban conception, are not novel or innovative ideas about urban form, but have

had a long and f¡uitful history in many parts of the world. However, in the last

century the notion and use ofthe urban quarters has rapidly disappeared from the

milieu of urban desigrr, and modern cultures have assumed alternate modes of

conceiving, designing and building cities. This thesis examines some of the

reasons behind the quarter's dismissal, and to what effecú other principles have

affected urban conception since.
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Also investigated in this thesis are strategies for reviving the quarter as unit of

urban planning in contemporary design. This investigation is done in light of

certain undesirable situations within the existing urban arrangement that have

resulted from the use modern design strategies. This suggests that by using

urban quarters there are va¡ious advantages to be gained in regards to some of the

problems facing contemporary cities. To this consideration one must also state

reservations about how much of the historic proposal for urban quarters is still
meaningful and practical in the contemporary Canadian context, and what parts

of such a design theory have to be re-thought and restructured to meet the current

directions of culture.

To achieve these objectives the main body of this thesis has been divided into four

main parts, each of which develops a particular aspect of the entire theory of the

urban quarter as followg:

Part I of the thesig deals with a definition of the urban quarter. This description

represents my ow¡r understanding of the concept. The reason for starting this way

is to introduce the quarter as background to further discussions. I feel that the

subject of the urban quarter is not well known in cu¡rent architectural theory, and

it seems important to clarify this concept before any meaningful discussion about

it can take place. To achieve this objective the first section looks at the principles

that organize a quarter; how a quarter operates as an integrated urban

environment; how a quarter entails an certain collective meaning; the typological

components required in defining a quarter; and, the morphological evolution of

urbanity over time.

In Part II the historical pretext and the development of the urban quarter are

explored, This section examineg the origins ofthe quarter to show its developnent,

f¡om Roman traditiong of settlement. Then, an exploration of Medieval life is used

to illustrate what might be considered an ideal or archetypical conception of the

urban quarter. Like the Roman city, the schema of úhe Medieval city was also
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based on the quarter, but this conception was more integrated and resembled more

closely the theory developed in Part I. The exploration of historical contexts is also

necessary in understanding developments related to the quarter's occurrence in
Canadian cities. Medieval urbanity is comparable to the flrrst of flrve forces -
fortifrcation - that strongly effect Canadian urban development. The other four

forces examined - industrialization, suburbanization, metropolization, and

decentra.lization - are fairly consistent indications as to why the use of the urban

quarter was discontinued in the development of Canadian urbanism. The

examination of these forces is important in understanding the potentials and

problems of a contemporary revival of the quarter.

Part III examines the possibility of incorporating the urban quarter into

contemporary cultural shifis. Much of postmodern philosophy has developed as a

reaction to the modern conceptions of urbanity. It is important to consider how the

quarter, as a historical construct, is compatible with these current philosophies.

The examination of Postmodemism is especially important in consideration of the

fact that much of the Modernist urban design principles have worked directly

against the conception of the urban quarter as an integrated, holistic urban

environment. This section explores the notion of the urban quarter as a

theoretical basis from which practical applications to the contemporary city can be

developed.

Part IV of this thesis looks at some a¡chitectural theorists and practitioners who

advocate the use of urban quarters, or a similar conceptions of urbanity. The

efforts of Iéon Krier, Andres Duany & Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, and George Baird

are presented to show the possible diversity in both the theoretical interpretation

and constructed form of the urban quarter. The exploration of work by these

designers is done as a critical review based on comparisons to the theory of
quarters developed in Part, I of this thesis. These reviews work from a concern

about the needs of contemporary urbanity, and how such needs might be more

specifically understood in respect to a Canadian u¡ban context.
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Finally, after having explored va¡ioug aspects of the urban quarter individually

the conciusion begins with summaries of each of the four major parts of the

thesis. These summaries are brief and intended only to remind the reader about

the essential concerns in each part. The major aim of the conclusion is to create a

decisive opinion about the validity of the modem urban quarter as design unit for

contemporary Canadian cities. To achieve this objective a cross-examination

between several of the ideas just, summarized creates a more accurate picture of

how the urban quarter might begin to evolve from contemporary urbanity. The

conclusion ends wiüh a series of considerations that detail the difference between

the quarter's classical conception and how it might be conceived for a

contemporary urban environment,

A Note on the Allegorícal Text
The italicized text, starting from the right hand mârgin, that accompanies this

work is an attempt to include concerns and discourses about urbanity from

sources outside the realm of architects, designers and planners. This text has

been compiled from an intentionally broad spectrum of sources to reveal the

language that others might use in talking about urbanity. The hope is to address

the universality of what the built environment means to all us.

He kept dreaming, he kept drearning
Of the day they'd reølize, whøt he uas feeling

Only so ï¿any songs can be sung, uith two lips, two lungs and one tongue
No Means No : Wronel

No Meons No. 'Two Llps, Two Lungs ond One Tongue' fom \úeng. (Wrong Records, l9g9).



port I
TOWARDS A DEFINITION OF THE URBAN QUARTER

TTIEQUARTERED CITY

The city is red.undant: it repea,ts ítself so that something will stick ín the mind...
Metnory is redundant: it repeats signs so thøt the cíty can begin to eríst.

Italo Calvino : Invisible Cities.l

A quartered city is one where a series of locales or places have occurred in
autonomous harmony to form the larger urban complex. Rather than regarding

the city as an entity onto itself, a singular experience or construction, the

quartered city requires viewing as a collection of distinct areas known as quarters.

The individual quarters that make up the quartered city enhance and complement

each other, but are not strictly dependent on one another, and theoreticaìly each

quarter could eÉst and operate independently. Thus the quartered city is one of
repetition - the physical reality and the ideological notions of the quarter are

repeated to make the quartered city. The distinction of individual quarters is

achieved not so much through their structu¡al differentiation, as through their
ability to be viewed, and to exist autonomously. In this way the quartered city is a

collection of smaller cities inside a larger city.

lfolo Colvlrþ. lnvlsible Clües. (London; Pon Books Ltd., 1979), p, 18.
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The notion of the quartered city is markedly different fron that of the city as

singular entity - the metropolitan city or the mono-centric city' This kind of city

has a single geographic, functional and ideological centre' rather than the many

centres of the individual quartera in the quartered city. To lustrate this

difference compare the plan for Brasilia (ae deeigned bv Lúcio Costa) with the (re)-

clesign for Luxembourg (as proposed by Léon Krier') In Brasilia one can discern

from the imprint of the city plan a series of functional fragments' Each separate

area of the city has a different texture and structure to match its unique function'

The whole is ¿lominatetl by a pair of spines that crosg aB axes' to defrne the city's

centre. In contrast Luxembourg showg a eeries urbanized cells or separate parts

of the city. Each quarter is of a similar pattern' but adapted to a specifrc location'

Each quarter has its own centre and variety of urban functions' The difference

betweenthetwocitiegcanbefurtherclistinguisheilbyinferringthatthepolitical

organization of Brasilia is singular' metropoliian form of government controlling

thewholeurbanarea,whereaginKrier'sLuxenbourgthecitywouldbea
federation of quarters each with their own political determination'

lio.l Brasilia, bY Lúcio Costa.- (source: Gosiling & Maitland'

Òonceots ol Urban Desion)'

lio,z Luxembourg' bY Leon Kr¡er.- (source: Architectural

iÞlisn Vol 49 no. 1).

ì_-
K\S()'
I

ln



TTIEQUARTER

Euen the ultinxøte city of imperfection has íts perfect hour, the wøtcher thought,
the hour, the moment, whekî#Ji|'i!,i#¿

If an individual quarter is the unit that makes up the quartered city, or as Léon

Krier would say the "city within the city," then the quarter must be like a city in

itself. It must have all the functions, emotions and meanings of the city; in short,

the quarter has all the qualities of the city in reduced quantity. However, the

notion of the city is such a vast and differentiating concept thai it woulct be hard to

describe in its entirety here. What follows here is rather a personal impression of

the what is important in understanding an urban quarter as a representation of a

city, and as a distinct component of the city.

Concerns of Accessibility and Function
The quarter brings about a meaningful relationship between the infrastructure of

urbanity and the people who dwell within the given precinct of their quarter.

Christian Norberg-Schulz has described the act of dwelling as :

... more than having a roof over our head and a certain number of square
meters at our disposal. First, it mea¡s to meet others for the exchange of
products, ideas a¡d feelings, that is a multitude of possibilities. Second, it
means to come to an agreement with others, that is, to accept a common
set of values. Finally, it means having a small chosen worlã of our own.3

These activities suggested by Norberg-Schulz indicate the richness and variety of
things that can and should occur in an urban quarter for which a¡chitecture is

responsible in providing a f¡amework and physical construction that enable them

to happen.

Itolo Colvlno, lhê Wotcher ond Othêr Storjes. (London; Horcourt Broce Jovonlch pub,,
l97l). p. 28.

Chrlslion Norberg-Schulz. the Concepiof Dwêlllng: On thê wov to fçurõt¡ve orchlt€cture.
(New York: Rlzzoll lnlernotlonol Pre$s, lnc., 1985), ,p. 7.

2

â
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In a more praguatic sense the urban quarter needs to make provisions for people

to do all the things ihat they v¡ould normally do in the city. One must be able to

rest (sleep); to have a home (place of residence); to shop (commercial trade); to

work (employment); to produce (manufacturing); to meet others publicly
(congregate; socialize); to govern (politics); to worship (religion); to meet others

privately (love, companionship, sex); to raise child¡en (regeneration, procreation);

to learn (education); to talk (exchange information an sentiments;

communication); io play (recreation and leisure pursuits); to eat (nourishment)

and to be alone (to contemplate onegelÐ; to move abouü (circulation); etc...

Such a list of activities does not represent a complete list of things that happen in a
city - requirements will vary for different people, places and times, and this list
suggests the potential magnitude a programme for an urban quarter would

require. Another way of describing this set is to say it represents the entirety of

essential functions required on a daily basis. There are functions which do not

happen on a regular basis, and therefore, need not be accommodated within the

quarter, like world fairs, conventions or vacations. Secondly, it suggests that there

are things that are intrinsic to cities rather than to rural settings, and one ca¡
gather that farming, and nature reserves are also not to be found in the urban
quarter. The distinction between city and country should be clear in the sense that
the low rural populatione would not be able to accommodate the specialized

opportunities of urbanity. Conversely, people who live in cities sacrifice natu¡e
and open space for the opportuaities that arise when large numberÀ of people

come together to produce, create, trade, consume and enjoy.

One would like to think of the quarter as a self-contained, and self-sustained

community, but there a¡e limits as to what it can offer and produce for itself.
Cities have always been places of specialized production a¡d refrnement ofthe raw
materials produced from the land. These operations are often more effrcient in a
collective approach to manufacturing and many quarters have gained a strong

identity and sense of homogeneity by becoming specialized in a particular freld.
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Because trade exists and allowg goods and materials to be exchanged between

different quarters, cities and rural areas, it should be possible to obtain most

commonly required products and sereices iuside the quarter. In this sense, a

quarter should be so self-contained in urbanized manner that people can live their

with a great amor¡nt of comfort and accessibility to their needs and desires.

The idea of self containment implies that there must be limits to the size and

di-ensions of a quarter. One of the most important criteria in defiaing functional

concerns of an u¡ban quarter is the circulation system which allows accessibility

to all parts of a quarter in a time frame ñtted to human comfort. Traditionally this

has b€en achieved by creating a density of inhabitants high enough to support and

facilitate the rich variety of services that are needed to.make the quarter

representative of the city. The population density allowed for a containment, or

limitation of the area that could easily be covered in a fifteen-twenty minute walk.

The idea of pedestrian accessibility thus becomes an important concern in the

notion of an urban quarter, necessitating a limit to the area it covers, and in
creating a human scale to the urban environment.

Freedom of circulation is an art form dependent on the advancement of
technology. In suggesting a quarter's circulation system be pedestrian orientated

does not mean all movement should be accomplished on foot. Pedestrian

ci¡culation provides accessibility, but thig can also be accomplished by other modes

of transport: Pre-industrial cities had carts driven by animal locomotion, and

today private automobilee and public transit systems have largely replaced the

animal locomotion. These tertiary transport systems are important in moving
goods that c¿Ð rot easily be carried on foot, as well as assisting individuaÌs who

are disabled from walking. As most of the essential accessibility of ühe quarter

could (and should) be achieved on foot, the primary objective of tertiary movement

systems is to supplement the pedestrian circulation. rvVhatever form of tertiary
circulation arises it must be compatible with the pedestrian system which is still
the easiest and most economic way of maintaining comfort and complacency.
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The quarter is not an isolated occurrence, but, exists in a relationship with the rest

of the city. Although most of the objectives of its inhabitants should be contained to

their own precinct, this does not mean there is no need or desire to go beyond its

boundaries. The circulation system must also provide aicess to other parts of the

city. This becomes another component of the system as a whole, rather than an

un-differentiated extension of the local system. Circulation operates on different

levels of function and accesgibility that relate to the type of movement within the

system of any quarter, and the various objectives it must achieve and coordinate.

Another way of iilustrating this complexity is the need for a circulation systen to

enhance and enforce the distínction between various socially implicated

defrnitions of space and place in terms of its public and private embodiment.

There should be a definitive hierarchical sense of order between the collective,

public, semi-public, semi-private and private spaüial settings that are found in the

urban quarter. The transition between these different spatial modes is another

important aspecú accomplished by the circulation system's ability to delimit the

accessible area of the urban quarter. It is responsible for demarcating and

identifying different, zones that relate to the difierent modes of dwelling, as well as

offering a differentiated level of servic¿ that characterizes these areas.

The various modes of interaction between members of a community define what

settlement achieves when dwelling occurs in a meaningful way. The essence of
the quarter's purpose, facilitated by accessibility, are the various types of
interaction between the individuals that make up the community. The acüive and

involved mixing amongst any or many individuals can be called the public mode of
dwelling, The public sphere comes to an agreements on how their community

should operate by unanimous or majority coDsensus, and this can be called the

mode of collective dwelling, Finally, a third mode of dwelling is the private mode,

which constitutes the actions and desires of a given individual.4

Chrlstlon Norberg-Schulz, Ihe Conceot,... lbld. p. 7.
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The three basic modes of dwelling form a complex set of interactions in both the

spatial organization and the community structure. The urban quarter must be

able to accommodate and enhance all these modes of dwelling and do so with a
great mode of variety and meaningfulnesg. These different modes of dwelling are

actually descriptive of the functionality of an urban quarter. lVe have aiready

briefly discussed túe various kinds of activities that are faciütated by the quarter,

and these things relate to the pragmatic aspect of fu¡ction. However, function is

in essence the purpose of a person or thing, and thus we can see that it relates to

the various modes of dwelling in a fundamental seuse; Bpace as a thing requires

dimensional, emotional and constructed qualities and quantities that make it
possible for a person or people to do what they must do in it; and people inhabit
space, different spaces for different purposes. The urban quarter therefore

provides a multitude of purposeful spaces which are more than basically

functional, they are purposeful through their abitity to bring about dwelling in atl

its various modes.

The o re tic al and Spiritual Consideraúions
The activities encompassed in dwelling represent on the one hand a variety of
functional or pragmatic concerns that a¡e physically necessa¡y üo make a quarter

first operational, and then comfortable for numerous humans to live together; on

the other hand, a quaúer must also be concerned with more incorporeal things

that occur in human settlements. That is to say that a quarter must bring about a

ms¡nì¡gful relationship that goes beyond the operative serr¡ices of the daily needs

for a community. These qualities arise from the more sublime nature of
humanity's existence through time and deal with the concerns of how and why
humans come together to form places and cities of collective dwelling.

It is difEcult to distinguish between the city as a result of the desire for, or the

cøuse behind, the collective agreement it entails. Most people live in settlements to

which they contribute to the continuation of that settlement in some way, They do
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this by either nurturing the material reality of their piace, or through the

enrichment of meanings about their place. (Often the material and immaterial

become a combined effort as the a¡chitecture illustrates particularly well.)

Conversely, most cities were built before the current population came to live there,

and this pre-existing urban structure must in some way affect the development of

people living there. Regardless of such dualities, for they become a somewhat

symbiotic, self-enhancing relationship, an urban quarter is an expression of the

collective agreement ii entails as both a progressive and retrospective notion.

One way in which an urban quârter expresses some incorporeal concerns is

illustrated by the theory ofthe collective memory of the city developed by the Italian

architect Aldo Rossi. This theory implies that cities, and parts of cities like urba¡

quarters, come about through the collective will of pasú constructions affecting the

architectonic and social sensibilitieg of the present ciüy. In Rossi's definitive book

The Architecture of the Cify he states that :

One can say that the city iLselfis the collective ofits people, and like
memory it is associated with objecis and places. The city is the locus of
the collective memory. This relationship between bhe locus and the
citizenry then becomes the city's predominant image, both of architecture
and of landscape, and as certain a¡tifacts become part of its memory, new
ones emerge. In this entirely positive sense great ideas flow tbrough the
history of the city and give shape to it.

Thus we consider locus bhe characteristic principle of urban artifacts; the
concepts of locus, architecture, permanences, and history together help us
to understand the complexity of urban a¡tifacts, The collective memory
participates in the actual transformation of spâce in the works of the
collective, a transformation that is always conditioned by whatever
material realties oppose it. Understood in this sense, memory becomes the
guiding thread of the entire complex urban structure and in this respect
the a¡chitecture of u¡ban artifacts is distinguished fron art, inasmuch as
the latter is an element that exists for itself alone, while the greatest
monurnents of architecture are of necessity linked intimately to the city.5

Rossi suggests that the city's history, its historical collection of artifacts and

infrastructure, affect the present city in two basic ways; frrst, in the actual

Aldo Rossi. The Archltecturê of lhe Cltu. (M.l.T, Press: Combridge, MA, l9B2)p. lgGl.
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existence of historical spaces, places and building materials that are currently

employed and experienced by the contemporary citizens who inhabit a city; and

secondly, that these historic elements carry with them, and exude a value system

ühat is constantly being absorbed and re-interpreted by the contemporary citizens

creating a mutation about the meanings within their particular place. I wouid

ìike to stress that these principles apply in a like nanner to the quarter as they do

to the city, because a quarter has to apply itself to emulating the reality of the city.

My eørs øre rínging ønd. these eyes høue it l¿an your hea.d to the waII
these walls haue ears and those edrs are ringing support this wonderfiil wall

insíde the mortør there's tølk about lean your.head, to this waII
Hunters and Collectors : "Scream Who"6

The importance of collective memory in the creation of urbanity can be further

noted in the complex meaning(s) of the word quarter. "The intended meaning of

the word is more or less retained in an expression like 'working class quarters,'

where it suggests a residential area which has evolved in ttie city rather than been

superimposed upon it (by zoning, for exampls)."7 Thus clarified the editor of ?l¿¿

Architecture of the City in explaining why district was used to translate the

Italian word quørtiere. This editorial note suggests that quarters evolve anil

develop over time confrrming the importance of the collective memory. Collective

memory is both a mutation of the original meanings, as well as an influence in

the current vision and construction of the city. Thus we see its influence on the

shape and form of the ciüy over time.

In this thesis I have opted to use the the literal translation of quartiere, namely the

word quørter even though it has many 6f,ls¡ asani¡gs in English; (one fourth; a

portion of; to subdivide; a twenty-frve cent coin; to lodge, particularly in military

terms... to name but a few). My choice of the word quarter instead of district is an

attempt to strengthen the novelty of the idea of urban quarters in Canadian cities.

Hunfêrs ond Colleclors. 'Screom Who' from Humon Frolltv, (Humon Frollty PTY, ltd.. 'l982)

Aldo Rossl , -Editor's note on Englis¡ì tronslolion -
MH; M.l,T. Press, 1982) p. ó5.

6
7 (Combrldge,
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The lesson here is that any structu,'e is only defensible
øs long as ít remøins fleríble ønd. ca.pdble of euolution;

lífe itself is ín ø state of constant flut and, no merely
human construction catz hope to suruiue íf ít cannot ad,api.

Alfred Douglas: The Tarot.S

ïhe Tower, larol card .

(source: Douglas, Ihq
Târot. )

The notion of permanent settlemerrt is a result of the opportunity to evolve over

time. Permanence embodieg the ability to harbour successive generations of
inhabitants who accept qnd operate within the infrastructure of their
predecessors' efforts, as well as embracing and constructing their own set of

meanings and directíons for their community. As such permanence implies that
a quarter must be able to regenerate itself grasping at new opportunities and

hopes while editing and transforming the older ideologies that have become

neaningless in their present context, The notion of permanence is not a stagnant,

rigid construct, but rather one that operates under a certain amount of flexibility

- it bases itself on the very foundations of a settlement, the locus which has been

selected over otherg to become and stay an ur.ban precinct, but alternately it adapts

to new constraints fi'om within and without of the community. Only in this way

can the notion of permanence become truly permanent,

In the adaptive aense of the word, permanence begins to describe and encompass

the quality of meaning of a place. The word meaning in this instance relates to

understanding and comprehension of things, as well as an increase in the

significance of the things that are meaningful. When a place has gained some

history it displays a Bense of permanence over time, and that which is, was and

will be meaningful has become a permanent notion that in itself can experience

lig.3TIIE TOÌVDII

Alfred Douglos lhglglqt. (Morkhom, Onl,; Pêngu¡n Books Of Conodo, 1972), p, 95,
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changes. What becomes permanent in a place is the concept of meaningfulness,

not necessarily a specific meaning,

In the early BtageB of settlement pronounced community concerns are of security

and survival. In many inetances thig factor is the cause of a particular

settlement: Medieval towns built atop hills choose their particular topographic

location as a vantage point and a place that was especially hard to assault. Even

afler the location was established .for defensive reasons, one of the first community

effortg was the building of a forfifred watl. Of primal concern and at a great

expense to the economic well-being of the town was the notion of security.

fig.4 lmags of cily kom
Ulrechtpsallsr.
(source: Gutkind,
lnternalional Hislory of lhe

Cily, Vol lv).

fig.5 lmage of Codex Egberli.
(source: Gulklnd,
lnternel¡onal Hislory of lho
Cjly, Vol lV).

The sense of meani.ng about the community can shift from a notion of security to a

sense of well being and accomplishment as that settlement matules and achieves

a sense of permanence. In Parig of the seventeenth and eighteenth century the

medieval walle were removed as the city's defensive need was diminished. Thig

allowed not only the eventual expansion of the city, but where the walls stooal

grand boulevardg were created on which it became fashionable to promenade.

From this newly created vantage point one could comprehend the city in a way not

ffis.2'Ê r\.i
iì':¡'.
î-,:r,
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possible while it was enclosed. One could look into the city and marvel at its
accumulated splendour and prosperity, while conversely surveying the country in
the prospective terms of expansion,

l¡9. 6 successive forl¡l¡cations and
boulevards, Par¡s.
(source: Morris, Hislory of
the citvl.

In the even more mature stages of settlement when secuúty and well-being are

already taken for granted, a community begins to focus on its intellectual and

emotional notions possibly bringing about a sense of deep introversion and

introspection. The collective 4emory takes on new symbolic proportions that can

become almost inverted mannerismg of their original meaning - "There no such

thing as human rights when you walk the New York Streets A cop was shot in the

head by a 10 year old kid named Buddah In Central Park last week The father and

daughters are lined up by the coffrns by ühe Statue of Bigotry You better hold on

something's happen' here , . ,"9 One can note how Lou Reed ironically refers to

the famous symbol of fi'eedom and hope, the Statue of Liberty and has tra¡sformeal

its association with the citylife force of immigration, to an image of death, like a
gianù gravestone for the coffrns that are figuratively lined up by it. This gense of
inverted, introspective vision need not always be so bleak, but, in this case it is
meaningful because of the racial te¡rsion and violence the city experiences between

various factions of its assimilated and immigrant ethnic cultures.

These three scenarios are but possibi-lities i¡¡ the interpretations that were chosen

only to illustrate the potential change in the meaningfu-lness of places. There is

often a rich variation between different membere of a conmunity as to what

./.

lt
t>

Lou Reêd, Lyrlcs from song 'Hold On' on lhe olbum Nêw York, (Slre Rêcords U.S.A., l9g9),
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exactly a place means, but in general terms the quarter as a meaningful place in
the city can be described as a limited portion of the city that is endowed rvith a
particular set of values for the individuals who reside in it; these values can be

comprehended by others who do not live there, but they a¡e of more intrinsic and of

greater signifrcance to the quarter's inhabitants. Thus a quarter becomes an

unique identity in the city and assumes a certaitr mental as well as physical

homogeneity. The uniformity in this case is a reference to its character, as a

whole communiüy, and to some degree the morphology of its architecture, but not

in an totalitarian or segregated sense. The compact completeness of the quarter

make it symbolic of a world of its own, and the world is not a uniform thing.

TYPOLOGY

Typology deaìs with cataloguing the essence of things. It is the consideration that

all things are derived from some baeic idea, or a combination of several basic

ideas. The type is the i¡dividual u¡it that makes up the set of ideas and essences

represented by typology, "Ultinately v/e can say that the type is the very idea of

architecture, tÏat which is closest to its essence. It spite of changes, it has always

imposed itself on 'feelings and reason' as the principle of architecture and of the

city."1O When we speak of the type house we have made a typological reference to

indicate a building schema which relates to the domesüic scale and operation of a

home. TVe know f¡om experience that the house as a type can take on a multitude

of confrgurations which we have seen in the expressions of differenü houses, but

all these contain some essence to the universal idea of what the house is. From

this we can gather thaü type "is an object according to which one achieves works

which do not resemble one another at all. Everything is precise and given in the

model; everything is more or less vague in type. Thus we see that the imitation of

type involves nothing that feeling or spirit cannot recognize."l1

]9 Ado Rosi. the Archltecturê ôf the Cttv. (Combrldgê, MA : M,l.T. press., l9B2). p, t3O - 41.
ì I Quot¡emére ds Qulncy quot€d by Rossl, Archltêcture of the Cliy, (Combridgê, MA : M.l.T,

Press., l9ô2). p.40.



fig. 7 domestic typologies,
Australia.
(source: Saini, The Auslralian
House).

The scale at which typological considerations are made is limitless because

typology can concern itself with the different parts of a building, individual kinds

of buildings, configuraüions of buildings, urban configurations, and types of citiee

as a whole. We can see this in the senee that typology "is concerned wiüh the

manifestations of modes of dwelling. The very word indicates that places are not

an endlese multitude of basically different cases, but constitute a u¡riveree of

meaningful identities."l2 Ag all architectural constructions bear some notion of

identity, either as a part of a settlement, ol as an entire settlement, they must vary

in scale but not in the specifrc, essential qualities of their type.

A meaningful identity refere to more that just a niche in a system of classiñcation,

because meaning deals with the very essence of the idea, and identity is concerned

12 Chrlsllon Norbêrg-Schulz. Thê Concept,,,, lbld. p, 29,
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with the recognition and comprehension of that essence. In the typology of
architecture we can then discuss ideas of space, style, function, composition,

organization, materials, and components as different ways of understanding

architecture's complexity, Also the making of architecture is not a spontaneous

act, but rather it involves contemplation, discussion and undergtanding before

proceeding with the actual act of construction, and typology provides an ínvaluable

form of communication for identifying and enhancing ideas; or as Christian

Norberg-Schulz says:

Types are the essences of architecüure, corresponding to the names of
spoken language. Namea belong to things, and thue designate content
over our everyday life-world. The world, in fact, is not only given as a
world of things but also as a world of names. 'Language is the house of
being,' Heidegger Bays. Language therefore does not Betr/e as
communication, but discloses basic existential structures.l 3

The value of the language can thus be understood to allow not only discussion

about built-forms but more importantly it allowe architecture to have the ability to

communicate about ideas in terms other than the built-form.

lig.8 Triumph ofCeaser showlng
symbolic models of conquest:
Jacob of Slrasbourg

l3 Chrlsllon Norberg-Schulz, lhe Concept,... lbld, p, 29.
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Typological Componerrts of the Urban Quarter
Extensive reference has already been made to the quarter in discussiong about its
function and theory which indieated it was the essence of a¡r ur.banizerl settlement,

This notion was presented as a part of the cii,y, a defined locale within a larger

urban framework that satisfres the daily operations of the whole city. As such,

little more needs to be said here about it as a type for we have already indicated the

basis of the idea that is emulated through the variation of bui-lt forms.

fig. I
I

comparison of cil¡es and
quarlers: Krier.
(source: Arch¡leclural
Design, Vol 49, no. l).

lig.l0 bastide plans lrom Modieval
Flancg.
(source: Morris, AHjsþIyjf
Urban Form).

'.*¿ïÞ É{ r}Ìap{N ft'*4' g 
fl
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fig. 11 ldeal plans for fortif¡ed
cities, l4lh. and 1sth. C.
(source: Moris, A Hislorv of
Urban Form).

Aside from examining the quarter as a whole typological entity, it would be useful

to break it down into its component parts. Things that make-up larger things

bring their own essence and ideas to the larger construct by adding their
individual intuition and reason to that whole. The urban components of the

quarter are thus responsible for shaping and defrníng what the quarter is as a

whole. If these pieces or parts are properly understood they convey their own

intrinsic senge of building ruleg and organization, which when collected into a
quarter can defrne and create the whole, For instance a fortifred wall or edge

element has only one possible location in the scheme of the quarter, namely at its

border, and thie structure serves a set purpose in defining the whole community.

When all essential components of a quarter are arranged according to their
intrinsic values and logic, they in üurn defrne a unique and total quarter. In
examining these components we will try to discern their natural organization by

focussing on three aspects for each:

1. The essence ofthe type and its spatíal dimensione.

2. The function or purpose of the component. (One should note here that we

rvill concentra{,e on ühe function as meaningful entity rather than the active

sense of the word. This allows for a more intuitive judgements of typology,

rather than a scientific, data based evaluations).

3. As a component, how its essence and built-form relate to the quarter,

Ø;'¡: A
I f z/¡lllf f ll l\\ \\\\
'l I lllt rrlrrtÉt\\ \\;ll l[rf rr [ll\\ \:ll lir¡rrr |úataat/ /-ll ll¡l aÁáa;a ú/ /l''t \EE¡E¡Errrr/ /lzNry/l/
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house / housing

I know just how to stand.
Alone with perfect balø,nce, hønd in hand

Prepared. with boards a.nd. hdmmers. And, seuerøl bags of nails
I could, build, a wall to lean on, roof ouer m.y mind,, but I see you got your own plans

Please dnn't put your nøils into this heart of mine
Bob Mould : Warehouse : Song and Stories.(Htisker Dü)14

The house is the essential home of the individual. It is the basic outgrowth of

human need for shelter from the natural elements. As the house is the domain of

the individual it is the essence of private space, relatirg to the individuals' need to

shelter, distinguish and protect themselves from others. In a banal sense,

protection is the need to be possessive of material things, but, in a more intuitive

sense, it is the need to possess one's privacy. The house is a territorial consüruct

in which indir¡iduals can identify themselves. It is not a closed-off entity, but

rather, one in which the individual has the option to control of his or her privacy

- we are frequently welcomed. into the houses of others, a¡d this welcome can be

extended to a more or less permanent expression in which the individual chooses

to sha¡e the house with others. This act of cohabitation is frequently explored in

terms of reproduction and thus the house becomes the home to a family.

As the city is home to a population, the house is the home of the individual in
his/her larger city home. The house, therefore, is an essential and dominant type

in any urban complex. As the house is repeated, its multiple extension becomes

housing. Housing explores the similarities and collective needs of the individuat

while allowing or retaining the individual's for privacy. When housing loses its
ability to allow individual expression it becomes nothing short of a jail.
Conversely, when it fails to convey âny likeness of a neighbourly context it
represents the forced confinement of unequivocal ideologies which cannot make a

community. Housing, as an accumulating many houses, is a distinct type but still
related to the type house. Like the house it comes in many forms and expressions

of it essential idea, creating a multitude of sub-housing types.

l4 Bob Mould (Hrlske¡ Düt). 'Bed of Nolls' from Worêhousê: sôno & stortês (B,M,l. records, t9gó),
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l¡9.12 Taylor Homss, Chicago.
(sourcs: Miller, Urbanizelion
in America).

l¡9.13 Highrise ofHomes: Site,
(source: Sile. A.&LJ. soeciel
edilions).

The housing of a parl,icular quarter constitutes the bulk of the built-up land area,

or the mass of the quarter once the public, civic and industrial areas have been

defined. This can be proven by noting that if the house is the most eeeential

component of dwelling it must be the moet prominent and dominant type in larger

urban complexes which represent collective dwelling. This is supplemented by

considering other buildings types which relate to the essence of home by becoming

houses of government (parliament buildings), or houseg of God (churches), etc.

There is a tendency to speak of the housing of a particular quarter even when all
the houses or residential units are quite different explorations of the house as a

single type; this is because the housing in a quarter ghow some notion of
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homogeneity, The housing of a quarter must show some flexibility in the

exploration of type to adapt to various contexts lihe the corner versus the centre of
the block, or the top verses the lower floors. The housing can even be comprised of
different conglomeratione like ühe single detached house, the row house or the

apartnent-block, Homogeneity can be expressed through a means of dealing with
cultural, social, climatic or economic influences rather than just spatial

organizations of type. More commonly though a quarter's housing gains its
homogeneity due to the wide-spread use of a particular spatial type which becomes

an important trait in creating, defrning and identifying a particular quarter. The

homogeneity and dominance a particular type produces the frgurative quality of
what can be called the urban fabric, because it tends to be the smallest spatial

divigion or the finest grain of typological elements and thus produces a united

background through which the identifrcation of other types can be more easily

comprehended.

lig. 14 Barcelona, stþw¡ng variations
ln houslng lyps thal stlll form
urban homogene¡ty.
(souræ: Mâd(ay, Modern
Archileclurs of Bercelona).

lig. 15 Telc, showing housing tyF
cont¡nuity which creates
homogeneity.
(source: Morris, A History of
lJrban Form).
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i¡¡stitutio¡rs

T'wøs on ø Holy Thursday, their innocent faces clean,
Tlre Chíld4en uølking two &two, ín red, & blue 8z green,

Grey headed, beadles walhd, before with wands as white as snow
TiIl into the high dnme of Paul's they lihe the ?hames flow.

William Blake: Holy Thursday,

The institution is the architectural construct which houses both the symbolic

meaning and the practical operaüions of a particular group, cause or

organization. This makes it a collective buiìding that represents a select group, or

a private-public. It is more public than private domain of house, but not

necessarily open to, desired or required by all. The institution should act both

externally and internally in the identifrcation, and promotion of the idea that it is
the essence of. The outside acts as sigrr or signfier ofwhat is collected inside, and

the inside then must able to cope with the practical act of collection (assembly hall)
as well as the pragmatic operatione (ofTices, retention of records, etc) of the

institution. The definitive, objectìike cha¡acter ofthe these building is synbolic of
its singular cause or purpose and should be easily distinguishable from the

regular urban fabric both through scâle and symbolic expression of the building.

When we stand in frolt of the public building it should offer the promise of
how things are by gathering and ordering the multifarious meeCing of the
¿rós into a 9yq!he!i9 image or ñgure. And when we enter, the promise
ought to be fulñlìgd by the space which appears as a meaningful
tnicrocosmos. The public building is, thus, an imago mundi, but always
'as- solething,' as 'church,' as 'city hall,' as 'theatie,' as 'museum,, aã
'school.' In other words, the public building is not an abstract symbol, but
partakes in daily life, which it relates to what is timeless and common.15

The function ofthe institution depends widely on the specific cause it relates to, but
in all instances it provides a seryice to the entire public or a select public. In this
sense it does provide some employment in a limited sense. The specializai,ion of
the service can be considered under six different aspects; namely institutions can

serve a research purpose (arts, sciences, and general knowledge), or an

educational need (schools, universities), or an entertainment function (theatres,

15 Chrlstlqn Norb€rg.Schu¡z. Ihe corrceot,.. lbld. p. 71.
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arenas, galleries), or a religious pulpose (churches, monasteries, synagogues), or

a eocial well-being function (hospitals, family services, welfare offices,), or,

frnally, community uniting function (town-hall, political buildings, community

hall). The service of the institution, depending on its nature, can be extended local

totally local group like in the community hall, or to a regional group like a

hospital, ol finally to national or even international interest, Iihe some universities

or arts foundations, and the tendency is for the institution to be smaller when it
serves a smalìer group and larger. even to the point of being many buildings, like a
university, when it serves a group larger than a particular community.

lig. l6 Amphitheatre, Nimes.
(source: Photo Archives,
Universily of Manitoba
Llbrar¡es).

f¡9. 17 Assembly halland v¡llage of
Koeksotenok Kwakiutl,
Gilford lsland, c.1900.
(source; Bruggmann &
Geber, lndÌâns of lh8 Norlh
West Coasll.
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flg. 18 Panlheon, Rome.
(source: Ross¡, Architeclure
ol rhe cilv).

The meaningfulness of the inetitution is essential to the development of local
pride, because it has the potential to create an image for a particular quarter.

This pride can be displayed to both visitore and local people, giving the quarter an

identity within the whole city, or as a means of giving it a specific and special

purpose as an integral part of the city. Many larger institutíons develop an almost

synonymous relationship with a quarter especially in the case of the universities

rvhich oflen act as a complete community onto themselves. Thie leads to various

spatial locations for ühe institution within the quarter, where in the local
institutions can be more deeply located inside the urban residential fabric that ít
relateg more closely like a school, while conversely the more inter-local
institutions should be placed on access routeg to and from the quar.ter. The
institution is monumental to establieh and identify its purpose, but this
monumentality adds to the codification and ordering of the quarter, and in this
Eense the institution becomes a landmark. Finally, the institution which can

occasionally over-lap with industry, as in the case of large, prestigious factories,

maintain opportunities for work in the quarter adding to complete character,

the squalrc

The term square hete refers to hard, but not built-up urban space. The square is

the essence of freedom in urban complex. It is a totally public entity that, acts as

relief from places of confinement and constraint defrned in the private and semi-
public zones. Freedom can be expressed thr.ough the notion that it relateg to many
causes as opposed to the single pur?ose of the institution, We can underetand why
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the square ia an open-spac¿ where the meeting of d,ifferences occure, rather than

the enclosed space of the institution where the meeting of liheness takes place.

The square is an open-space, and yet, it is often surrounded or enclosed by

buildings, more Bo than the open Bpace of the park. It could also be considered an

urban room. In a way the square is the institution hall of the whole community,

because it is physical and legal openness to all in the meeting of differences. This

meeting of differences can be further seen when we consider that many Bquares

are surrounded by the different institutions and public buildings of a community,

In this case the square acts as neutral territory, symbolic of debate between

different groups within the community. The square's association with
institutions provides a location, a frame of reference or viewing platform from

which the monumentality of the institution can be better comprehended.

f¡9. 19 Ïananmen Square, Beijing,
wilh students.
(sourcs:New Stelesman

Saciqu, vol. 2, 1989).

The major function of the square is to provide interface for the conmunity. If a

square becomes associated with one specific function, like trade in the form of
markets, it still illustrates the notion interface, because it allows different and

independent traders to sell wares unlike a large department stores. Furthermore,

the markeü is dismantled at night and so the space remains transienü to allow
other functions to occur. Traditionally one mqior functions of public Bquares was
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as places of assembly where the entire public could be addressed, but this is no

longer necessary as other means of communication have surpassed public
oration, However, many symbolic assemblieg take place in the square aõ a means

of communicaüing a set of ideals in ritualistic manner.

Its relationship the quarter is vital not only as relief from the private, enclosed and

built-up areas that dominate the community, but also because it is a stationary

space unlike the street. This helps to bring about the possibility for the meeting of
people, from both wilhin beyond the community, and as such it becomes a public

destination. The square can help to organize the hierarchy of streets by taking a
centralized location wiihin the quarter, making it most accessible to all while
acting as a public focus. As mentioned the centralized quality and location can

make it a useful place to associate with any other public institutions,

out Lf

mottuments

The essence of the monument is the sculptural embodiment, of a meaningful idea

or concept. The monument is a public entity, slightly different from the institution
which can relate to a select public. It is for this reason that monuments tend not
to contain or enclose space, but rather, are represented ae a point in space, unlike

f¡9. 20 Guelph,onlario, 1827.
(sourcs: Urban Hlstory
Rev¡ew. no. 1.77).
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the institution which has a monumental facade for the entire public, but an

internalized space for purpose and select public. The monument, or its qualitative
embodiment of monumentality, can be achieved through various principles or
combinations thereof; it can have a scale beyond scale of ordinary fabric; it
represents a point in space versus a place or enclosed spatial notion; it gives off a
sense timelessness and materialistic eternity which relates it to the idea of
collective memory; it has a richness in the craft, of the architectural or sculptural
language which distinguishes it from the mundane; and frnally, the importance

and relevance ofthe idea it portrays makes it neaningful.

lig. 21 OdeonplaÞ Monumenl to
Bavarian Amy : Project by
Læ von Kleu€, 1818.
(source: Rowe & Koetler,
Collao6 Citv).

The monument is not technically practical like the institution. As a purely
symbolic entity it cannot provide much pragmatic function. However, the idea of a
thing as a symbolic in itself has a primary value through its quality and quantity
of meaningfulnegg. llumans are distinguished by their sense of sel$ their ability
to feel and think, which are conveyed in the monument, making the environment
both meaningful and beautiful. One can understand from this, that when duúng
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modernist era, symbolism aB a prime function of nonument was unacceptable,

the number of monumentg decreased significantly.

_ O_.!t their greatest natíonal holiday, Ifungarians walh to the statue ofa poet,
Sandor Petöfft. on tlæ d.øy he prínted. ø poent without pernzíssíort from the ceisors.

Carlos Fuentes :"INTRODUCTION, THE CITY AT WAR.'I6

Íig. 22 May Daycelebralion and
t\.4aypole Dance.
(source: Encyclooedia
Amedcana, 1990 edil¡on.

In terms of the qualter the monument acts a both spatial organizer and codifier.

Monuments are landmalks, distinct features of ùhe urban landscape which relate
to the community by creating memorable experiences, and thus monumente serve

in locating places within the quarber. When mundane and practical elements like
lamp-standards are monumentalized throughout a quarter they create an unifiecl

image and homogeneous identity. As a spatial codifier the monument has the

ability, through the quality of monumentality, to impart the meaningfulness of the

space it occupies with in the qualter, as well as the speciflrc idea it portrays. This
idea is perhaps best expressed when a monument deals with a histor.ical event

that was signifrcant to the community and was specific to place where the
monument now stands, Furthernore, every moltument becomes a historical
entity, and thus it able to add to deline the collective memory of the quarter often
becoming associated with some form of ritual.

i ó Corlos Fuentês. 'INTRODUCTION : THE clTy AT WAR, to Thê Ctty Bullder by George Konród,
(New York : Vlklng Pênguln lnc., t9g7). poge xll,
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sh€€t

The street is essence of the path, of accessibility, and thus it belongs to the domain

of motion. Motion implieg direction and direction implies an axis, and so the

street leade itself somewhere in a linear fashion. The street is part of the public

domain of the city because it is open to all, and all must use it to leave or retu¡n to
the private domain; in this way the street is active space being used to create

accommodate the movement required when the inclividual moves from his pr{vate

domain into the public. Most communities have more than one street, and as

streets cross they begin to delineate areas inside them knowing as blocks. Blocks

and streets together form a system which in most cages is regularized in some

sense of creating a pattern or repetitive fïgure which subdivides the community
into smaller parts. 1'hus the str.eet, system plays a mqjor role in texturing the

urban fabric which relates to the organization, and cognition of the city.

fig.23 Mulberry Slreel, New York,
1900.
(source, Girouard,OLieÊ
and P€ople).

The gtreet' as basic circulation Bystem is needed to create accessibility around the

urban environment. It moves private individuals aud public entities to all parts of
the community helping in the mai¡rtenance and service. Because the street is the
thread that connects all parts of the community with all other parts it acts as a
one-to-one interface between houses, stores, institutions or any other urban
component. Because it is public domain it can serve to enhance the possibility of
chance meetings but with limited proportions in comparison to the la'ge places of
assembly. The street serves all types of movement for practical transport to
eymbolic procession.
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As the street is essential to the notion of accessibility it is likewise necessary for the
quarter. If the streets of a quarter have a consistent character, which is likely to
occur if the housing on it is relatively homogeneous, the street and the street
system can begin to develop a specific identity for that quarter. The hierarchy and

organization of the streets and paths within the quarter need to recognize where

the centre is, and create a circulation flow to it, while simultaneously providing

the definition for the key access points into and from the quarter.

lig.24 Llnear Town in Jâpan.
(source: Tranick, Finding
Losl Soace).

boundary / erlge

The boundary or edge is the esse'ce of territory defi'ing the limits of where re
community begins a'd ends. As all things have limits to their presence

somewhere, and therefore they must have boundaries in a spatial sense which is
the essence of the urban edgg.l7 originally this concept was explored in a manner

similar to the house, which provided shelter for the individual, but in this instance

the boundary provided shelter or defence for the rvhole community. The notion of
defended territory does no longer necessarily result, in the boundary being
demarcated by fortified walls, but it is enacted in political and spatial divisions

t7 Chrlslion Norberg-Schulz, Thê ConceÞt.,. lbld, p, 27.
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delimiting an urban territories. The edge is often enhanced or suggested by some

natural feature and when such practices occur. the genus loci is being
incorporated in the notion of city building. The genus loci can even operate in
creating boundaries in urban areas where there is little natural auggestion to
limits but, interpreting the essence and qualities ofthe existing urban fabric.

lig. 25 Huron Village, Nodwellslte.
(source: Nahkov & Easlon,
Nâl¡ve Americân

lig. 26 Quebec Cily, wilh
forl¡licalion dividing upper
and lower lown,
(source: Art¡bise & Stelter,
edit., Shaoing the urban
Landscepel.

The function of the boundary is to define a manageable area, population, and
resources' which in the polemics of a city relates to the human dimensions of
communities' The boundary becomes a function of politics, and politics in turn
must satisfy itself with the limits deecribed by its territorial status and ability to

Archilecture).
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affect. Because all things have their limits the boundary represent the functional
and physical dimension of what it contains.

I!! a.stLatlge th.ing øbout the-llalL Of course it was built in 1961, wøy øfter the
war. Yet it feels øs if it came rþht out of thøt tínte... It creøtes an awareness if you

liue tlære, ø heþhtened, sense of fi'eednnt ønd tolerance because its endanjeíed.
Wim Wendere: Interviewed Bethany Eden JacobeonlS

(source: Photopost Karten).

fig. 28 The te of Erbit (Ancient
Arbela); lraq.
(source: Morr¡s, Hislory of

Wm Wênders lntêrvlewêd by Bêlhony Eden Jocobson
(loronto; lmpulse Mogozln€, l9g9). p, 70,

lñìÞuls€ Mogozlne Vol ]5.. No. l
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The very essence of m¡Þing a quârter comes through its ability to suggest where a

thing starts and where it stops, and what must be found within those limit to
make it meaningful. As such a well defrned quarter starts and ends at its
boundary. The boundary serves to mark and defrne it within the city and if the

boundary does not exist in any shape or from, the quarter does not exist. It loses

itself in the ranks of a continuous city. A boundary makes the quarter a

meaningful entity not only onto itself, but also the larger urban framework.

park / public garden

The park was in th-e meadowy early summer glory, with long plumes of uncut
_- grass møhing,ø luscious light yellowy green between the splashed, shadows.
The aír us.s thich with soft polleny smells that made breøthiig ø luxury. Trees
hazed the Albert Memorial and smudged the rosy front of Kensington Þalace,...

Iris Murdoch : An Accidental Man 19

The park is the essence of nature. No matter how contrived, or how little it
resembles or is created by natural elements, its primary qualiüy relates to the
essence of the natural, organic world. It is not so much natural, as it is a
reflection of things hunanity has described as natural, but in comparison to the

square which is also an open space in the u¡ban framework, the park or public
garden has a much stronger affiüation with natu¡e. Like the squa¡e it is an open

space without ceiling plane or walls, and thus, it also falls under the public
domain, but, unlike the square as an urban room, the park is less enclosed

spatially' The park is more a space of personal reflection and contemplation than
congregation, which derives from one of its original intentions as place of
meditation. over time the park has developed many meanings for many cultures,
but these all seem to have some affiliation with the natural, as opposed to the
urban, cosmos - from the pastoral setüings of cemeteries to the village common;

from wildlife sanctuary of nature preserve to the meditative silence of the Zen

garden, the park is instinctively tied to the concept of the world outside of cities.

19 lris Murdoch. An Accldêntot Mon, (HormondsÀ¡/orlh : pêngutn Books L ld,,l97g), p, 127
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fig. 29 Hyde Park, London.
(source: Real Britain Ltd.,
Postcârd).

f¡9. 30 Fountain Square, Portland.
(source: French, l[þA[
Soace).

The park functions as a place of interface, but not between different, people, but
between people and their perception of nature. Thus we can find many different
functional att¡'ibutes occurring in different parks. As containers of horticulture
they relate to scienl,ifrc collection of plants, As floral gardens and plant nurseries

they relate to the wor.ld aesthetic and the quest for beauty. As agricultural
reflections they relate to nutrition and health in the production of crops and
medicinal plants. As places of leisure they relate exercise and competition. As

quiet contemplative spaces they relate to the individual taking his privacy away
from the womb of his home. And, as places of rest, for the dead, the function ofthe
cemetery has as much to do with the living rvho remember. In the overall
stlucture of u'banity one of the essential functions almost any park performs is to
act as "breathing space" or urban relief and it can perform this function in most
any of the above menüioned functions.
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The park is the latest addition to a set of requirements for an urban quarter, in
part because it is the ha¡dest to describe in a typological context, failing to ñnd any

a definitive shape, form or purpose, Furthermore, naturai elemenüs of many

kinds are standard material in detailing other primary parts of the quarter; like
tree lined streets, flower beds, or patches of lawn on the square. As such, the park

as a typologicaì component is often hybridized with other components, like the

squa¡e, the boundary or housing. Because the park goes through a variety of
dramatically different expression of scale it also may not be possible to include it in
any one quarter in its larger configurations. However, when smaller urban parks

of any size less than city block are included in urban quarters they bring with
them an affiliation of nature that until recently the quarter has not considered

essential, but now is becoming accepted as stândatd urban component.

MORPEOLOGY

Morphology is derived from the Greek words morphos, meaning form in the sense

of a thing's shape and structure, and, logos, which pertains to a discourse in the
sense of a doctrine or theory. Together they denote the science of form and

structure. When we apply this discipline particularly to architecture we can say

"in general, morphology studies the concrete structure of floor, wall and roof
(ceiling), or in short, the spatial bound,aries, The character of a form is
determined by its boundaries."20 However, because morphology is an in-depth
study into the form of things, especially when we consider its relationship to
bioìogy and ühe science of livings forms, we must take into account the element of
time and context as an influence in changes to the form. The notion of tine can be

explored within the a¡chitectural frame-work of morphology in two ways which
relate to type; namely morphology can study the evolution of formal expression of a

specfic type, ot, it can study the evolution of form in a specific artifact, especially a
complex a¡tifact like a city which has acquired history and t¡ansformation.

20 Chrlstion Noþerg-Schulz. thê conceot,.., lbld, p.27,
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lig. 3l sultability of steel struclural
syslem for skyscraper.
(source Jencks, Skvscrapers
. Skvpr¡ckers . Skvc¡ties)..

l¡9. 32 growth of ¡.4etro Toronlo.
(sourco: Jackson, IIÞan
Canada).

lil'::::l::ffiïiìi,,, "92 ffi--
rs6r rckdrdrro I ¡
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Typology insüinctively concerna itself with form as an essential trait of a type _ a

squître toora, a routtd, space, etc. - and in turn, morphology must examine, and
start with the comprehension the essence through which a form has developed.
Between typology and morphology there is clearly some over-lap, because both deal
with folm. A way clarifying there difference is to consider that üypology is
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concerned with the primal essence of things, or their basic intuitiue construct iD

an almost Platonic sense of form, and morphology is concerned with the way

things come to resemble what they are, or shall we say the how and why of a

form21. Consider that any level of building or environmental creation involves the

assemblage of parts, which relate more closely to the objective essence of typology,

while the assembly of these parts, the "how" of how things go together relates

more closely to morphology. Thus we can see morphology as more complex and

total language of architectu¡e resulting a contextual from rather than typology's

more fragmentary, isolated objectives.

Morp h olo gy of the Urban Quarter
It should at this point become clear why I have basically refrained from
discussing the typology of the whole quarter, and conversely, why I will not
discuss the morphology of urban components that make-up the quarter. If we

consider the quarter in terms of an historical continuity on which forces of
collective memory have acted, it is not a stagnant entity, but a field of development

and experiment, and these forces will manifest thenselves in parts affecting the

whole through its composition, organization and level of completion. As such we

see that the forn will not remain constant or consistent in any one particular
example, or iu the many manifestations of the quarter as a type of urban
development unit. Unlike the smaller typological elements within the quarter

which can to some degree be viewed as a¡tifacts or architectural objects on their
own righú, the whole quarter as an entity is more contextual creation that
prescribes and derives some of the formative rules through and from its
components, but also from the adjoining parts of the city or landscapes. The

individual components must reiain their typological iilentity while morphology, as

a systematic approach, can bring harmony and unified understanding to them in
the creation of a quarter.

21 Chr¡sllon Norberg-Schulz. Ihe Conceot,... lbld, p, 27.
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f¡9. 33 Danzig, pre-WWIl.
(source: Rossi, Arch¡lecluro
of lhe city).

one method of unde'standing the development into unified entities is to examine

how three different forces act on a locale over time. Manuel de solà Morales has

identifred urbanity to be the outcome of "division + urùa¡ization + construction,"
or more explicitly that morphology of the city is dependent on the nature of
subdividing and parcelling the land, of the creating dictums, methods and
physical linkages (roads and other services) to make the set ement operative, and

finally the congtruction of the structulee that make a city inhabitable or physically
livable for a number of individuals. "But, these three operations are not
simultaneous acts no¡ are ühey connected in the seme manner. On the contrary,
it is out of their multiple modes of combination in time and space that
morphological richness of the city comes."22 These steps represent the transition
between viewing land as an essentially two-dimensional consideratio', into the
three-dimensional construct that buitt urban form represents. In an informative
diagram solà Mo'ales shows how different combinations of building patterns
produce individual urban configurations.

22 Monuel de solò Moroles. 'spocê, llme ond lhe clly' ln Lolus lnternollonol #sl, (Mullngj Elêcto
Perlodlclsrl, 1987), p, 27,
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lPo*""""ron U*uon,"n"rox Eor.r"o"ron f¡9. 34 diagram of bu¡tding process :

Manuel d€ Solà fi,loralss
(sourc€: Lotus lnternâtional,
no. 51).
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The primal consideration of morphological development intrinsically must be the
division or parcelling of land because all setülements were begun with eome

expression of basic terlitorial definition for the settlement as a whole and for its
individual members. The essentials of land divieion arise from the reality that
human and their cities are gravity based, and therefore, are rooted to the surface
of the earth. The general construct of human spatially in regards to territory is
two, because humans are surface dwellers unlike some other animals, like bircle
that fly through three-dimensional space, or moles that burrow into the earth.
since their beginning settlementg have made use of gome sort of territoríal
distinct'ion t'o faciliüate the fact that two people cannot occupy the same space at the
same time, Land division ie thus a characteristic development of any settlernent
and has a marked effect on the resulting three-dimensional form of a community,

Land is divided differently based on varying assumptions about, cultural and
geographic ideologies intringic to the people eettling on a distinct piece of land.
Political, economic, social and functional values of community react with the
physical properties of the land itself, and thus insights into a culture can be
gained based on their method of land divieion. As both the physical properties and

Ll4

H
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more frequently the cultural ideologies change with time initial land parcelling
may require further re-divigion. A basic scenario in development ofland division

can be formulated through four stages which relate to development of
urbanization. These stages of land division are generally from larger to smaller
plots of iand in the transition from agricultu¡al to urban development.

the frrst stage of land division occurs when land is used for agricultural or
natural resource purposes. settlements associated with this stage of land division

are generally small because generally the land is required for the organic
properties of soil, or the intrinsic material found in or under the soil and

settlement on a large scale would make it difficult to access and utilize these

resources. As the success of the resource venture matures the development of
secondary seütlement occurs which is primarily concerned wiih the facilitating
the refrnement of natural resources and this begins the physical development of
collective u¡banization.

, During the time when the deep structures within nty brain where følling into
place, sew.ers and wate-r mains were being put into the enuíronment ãroun1 *",

repløcing thè ryiuate wells and septic fî.eld.s-of the first pioneer,... It was easy to see
how and. where indiuid,uøl ønd, førnily life connected,-to ciuil tife and iß cållectiue

infrastructure. The subconscious conclusions I d.rew were probably unauoid.able.

o-ne-of those conclusíons was that my life ønd, thøt of rny førnily were tied to those
of others, not .[only] by the uølue of sentiment, but by the physirãl apparøtuses that

were pørt of the necessøry design of ciuil existence,.,-. I wàs-pørt oiti powerfut ønd
numerous species forced by our growing nurnbers to liue collectíuely.

Brain Fawcett: Public Eve : 23

The second stage is the basic transformation of agricultural land in preparation of
urbanization. It, represent the essential proposal for the division of land into a
series of streets and blocks - the most basic level of defrning public and private
areas - and allows other morphological factors to begin like developnent of codes

or guidelines for urba¡ization. with land divided into smaller parcels intended to
represent street a¡d block-layout urbanizing factors such as zoning laws or ruleg

23 Eroln Fowcott: Pub c Eyê. Ooronto; Horper &Co lns, 1990.) p. 9+9S.
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of conduct in u'ban building. Zoni'g laws have only existed since the turn of
century, but some form common rules has almost always guided certain aspects

of urban form. cities are more-or-less collective agreements and thus a common

set of rules on how private properüy and personal urban conduct should occur is
required. Zoning laws shape further, smaller divisions of land the insirle the
blocks and strongly affect the kind of construction that is allowed to develop there,

ïn the second stage of land-subdivision

conceptuaiizations that occur which relate

urban differences in urban development in
methods for proscribing ur.ban layouts can

planning and mechanical expansion,

there are three general types of
both historically and culturally to

Europe and Nor.th America. These

be called organic accretion, holistic

35 Bern, c.1642.
(source: Fr€idman, Florentine
New Towns).

organic growth in u'ban form relates to a euccession of increments in which
natural features affect, and a¡e themselves transformed into urbanized forms. In
ùhe central core ofBern, we can see how the streets have been shaped to follow the
contours of the embankment rising fr.om the river, and the river itself becomes an
ulban element in the sense that it actg as an edge to the settlement and has been
strategically dammed and incorporated into the function of the settlement. There
is a notion here that urban development relates direc y to natural featu¡es of the
existing laudscape, a¡¡d that natural features are rarely rectilinear.
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l¡9. 36 Development ofTur¡n.
(souræ : Rasmussen fg¡g¡g
And Buildinos).

Holist'ic growth relates to the notion of the quarter and operates from the idea of
adding entire, eelf contained parts to existing urban settlements, like new buds of
urban development. 'rhe notion is nol, eo much that an entire new part of the city
appears inetantaneously, but rather that a new part of the city is envisioned in a

delimited area and consciously added in a conce¡rtrated manner till it reaches a

stage of completion at which time new growth efforts are relegated to a new locale.

In the 17th. c' illusl,r'ation of rurin successive, distinct parts added on to the
Roman core are clearly visible. Each successive stage has it own morphology and
method of urbanization which adds to the clarity and distinction betlveen them.
The reason this type of urban growth occurs is in part due to a defensive need, and
also because (especially in the feudal period) the land surrounding a settlement
belonged to a single individual who could easily force this concentrated effort,



f¡9. 37 New York Cily and the
infinllo urbân gr¡d.
(sourca: Morrls, A Historv of
Urben Fom).

In the mechanically planned additions to the settlement urbanization is expressed

in expansion in all directions at once, outwards from a central core. This
morphology can clearly be seen in the grid that spreads out from the lower end of
Manhattan Island, were the setülement of New York began, till it reaches the
surrounding water bodies and can spread no fu¡ther. The endlesg grid becomes a
expression of land developed under private ownership for capitalist gains,

Everyone owning land beyond the urbanized limit of the city can present it, for sale,

Land value increasee riseg with the smaller eubdivisions and further
parcelization of land that is commonly associated with urbanity. The contiuuous

urban grid is also a morphological expression of increasing dimensiong in u¡ban
travel that accommodate new modes of accessibility.
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After the tra'sfornation of agricultural land inio the basic expression and

accommodation of ulban form occurs through streets and blocks, the next stage of
land division comes âs yet a frner grain of divicling the interior alea of the

individual blocks for' ühe private domains of a settlement. The size of individual
dwelling plots and ordinanceg to govern their building activity determineg the type
of construction that will occur. O¡r large plots with wood construction, ae is in
much of North Amer.ica, fire regulatione enaure that housee are aeparated as

individual entities causing a dispersal of the urban fabric. Conversely, on gmaller

plots of mole expensive land where the construction materials are fire resistant
the urban form will likely be a side-by-side, multistory stacking of residential
units, as is common in older European cities that have a dense ur.ban fabric.

Finally the last stage of dividing land represents a re-formation or re-ilivision of
the existi'g urban development. This type of re-division occurs as a result of the

deterioration of ideological and physical structure of an urbanized area, or,

thr'ough large scale destruction of the urba' fabric by way of some environmental
disaster lihe earthquakes, wars or fires. what is basically constituted here is a
change in the forces which have acted to create the urbanized settlement thug far.
such forces might be i'troduced as elements of chance in urban morphology and
what appears to be constituted here is an unforeseeable set of circumstances that,

alter the form from what seemed to be a stable condition.

/,\'j---ti.
. r'.-- I :

l¡9. 38 layout for the centre of
Lisbon alter lgth C,
earthquake, Eugens dos
Santos and Carlos Andrea.
(sourcs: Lolus lnternalionel,
vol. 51).?+l.l--
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This last stage of land re-parcelling represents the determination of historic
continuity (and discontinuity) in morphological developments, Changes in
circumstances affecting the morphology occu¡ continuously during the first three
stages and represent an idealized set of conditions useful in understanding the

development of an u'ban form, However, cities represent a constant state of flux,
and these changes in turn affect the existing morphology. phrases like ',the city is
alive" reinforce this notion, as does the fact that inhabitants of a settlement alter,
as do their beliefs about how a settlement should be. The morphology of a
settlement depends on the specifrc circumstances that determine its history, as

opposed to another's history, must be carefully noted in their effects to the existing
form and structure. Further contemplation of a specific settlement involves a

careful analysis of possibie changes that must be carefully considered especially if
a modification of the built form is envisioned. The relationship between

morphology and the speciñc history of a place can also work in reverse order - by

studying an existing urban form, historical circumstances and events may be

discernible through the interpretation of the morphology of elemenüs and residues.

The acute relationship between morphology and circumstantial history is vividly
illustrated in the transformation of Roman arenas into small residential
environments. In all the cases illustrated below one can deduce that the need for
such a large assembly building was a facet of Roman culture, and with the fall of
the empire, the use of the this type changed in its particular context. A different
set of inhabit'ants with different cultural requirements adapted the arena
strucüureg into residential commuaities.24 we 

"ulr 
see how the morphology of the

city is malleable, but noü able to be erased, and, that form can be adapted through
morphological innovations of a type. Furthermore, when one compares the
examples of arenas-turned-residential communities, the morphological
mutations are similar but not the same, owning to a general need for the
adaptation ofthe tåeatres, but a different set of speciñc realities in each case.

24 Aldo Rossl. (M.l.T. Pres: Combrldge, MA., 1982), p. 87-0.
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fig. 39 land claims around arìdent
amphitheatre, Nimes, 1809.
(source: Rossi, Arch¡leclure
of the citv).

fig. 40 Amphitheatre at Arles, kom
the middle âges.
(source: Girouard, Cjties and
People).

The relationship between norphology and the urban quarter repreeents a holistic
conception of urban growth rather than the expansiveness of the mechanically
inspired grid. This relates to the fact thaü quarters are by defrnition complete units
of urbanity, and they must offer the norms of a whole city in a delimited a¡ea. A
scenario for quartered growth starts by a geogTaphic limit for. the quarter, then
allowing the typological components to fill-in until eufficient url¡anization is
achieved to create a complete quarter. The quar.ter's homogeneity is a reeult ofan
urban growth history thaù is distinct in terms of rest of the city, but relatively
consistent onto itself. This suggest that the morphology ofthe quarter is definable
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as a creation of a particular historic period, due to an intrinsic expression of
spatial, structural and cultural values.

rffhen the Barceloneta quarter is compared to the rest of Barcelona, its
homogeneity is the result of an organization distinct from the medieval or mod.ern

city. Not only is the block pattern distinctly rectilinear from the organic fabric of
the medieval city and the truncated-square blocks of the modern city, but the
dimensions of the streets are very rigid, long and nalrow, unlike curved streets of
the older fabric, or the broad, open streets of the nodern fabric. we can see that it
represents a unique set of planning values interacting with a specifrc location. Its
original intention was to serve a specific group, namely sailors and other ocean

related wolkers. These people had inhabited the peninsula prior to a siege in 1?14

which destroyed much of their existing settlement.2S The conception of this
quarter ae a homogeneous morphological entity is intrinsic in the constr.uction of
the built artifacts of the fabric and not only the urban layout. The long, narrow
blochs and the etringent regulations for housing types produced an extremely
uniñed character in the area which is still vieible today even though many
variations of the oúginal building regtrictions have been allowed.26

fig. 41 Barcelona in 1859, with the
Barceloneta d¡strìct on lhe
triangular pen¡nsula.
(source:
no. 51).

25
26

Monuêl do Sold Morolês. 'Spocê, time,.,. lbld. p. gl.
Monuel de Solô Morolês. 'Spoce, lime,... lbld, p, 39.
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f¡9. 42 Barælonela housing,

c0ntempofary proposal.
(source: Lotus lnternelional,
n0.51).

i.gËïFrs+:+i+ç
The vision of quartered growth is generally reserved for urban activiùy prior to the
moderniet era, and hence it was a mor€ frequent conception of pre-industrial
Europe. Because indugtrialization was an intrinsic to the modernist vision iü
effected the conception of the city in terms of transportation, collective places of
work and zones of functional identity, and North American cities which developed

during the period of industrialization, never expanded by the addition of individual
quarters. In general cities experiencing growth in industrial era expand by
outward thrusts in all directions where land is available. This pattern of growth

spreads form the core without a concentrated effort to one particular area, except

along major transportation arteries for reasons of accessibility. This method of
organizing urban growth in such casee was usually via the grid-network of etreets

as can be seen in both the modern parts ofBarcelona and eepecíally in many North
American cities like Chicago. This spread-out, expansive growth created a

definite lack of smaller, intrinsic parts of the city as the urban morphology became

a continuous web on the metropolitan scale of design.

Inside the framework of the over-all grid, smaller communities did arise as more

holistic conceptions, but these so called subdivieione had an overwhelming
homogeneity in the sense that they lacked anything but residential functions. In
terms of both a limited building typology, and, an act of complete plan-to-building
process over a relatively short period of time, the mor.phology could not evolve, but

ú---j
.1-ñ

-
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rather, had to come simply into existence. 'Ihe morphology of the subdivision
became stagnant in light of its singular creation.

fig, 43 plan for Chicago, Bumham
and Bennet, 19f 2.
(souræ: Benevolo, Hislory of
rho city).

The realization that the suburban places of North America are not a unified or
complete environments has come to a forefront in recent architectural thinking.
There is an acceptance than some improvement and adaptation to the pattern of
morphology should occur; however, most of the work in this area is pursued in the
direction of yet newer settlement patterns. This does little to improve existing
conditions of built urban. I would like to suggest that these existing environments
constitute a morphological and functional entity, one which can be suitably
adapted. Their mere existence, even if it does not constitute a complex
morphological development, gives them a concrete reality and structure, which
can be added on to.

Aer¡al view of slandardized
Norlh American subdiv¡sion.
(source: Halcy, Your Citv
Tomorow).

Íig. 42



fig.45 porlion of Milwaukee, showing
variâüons of indìv¡dual
subdivisions w¡lhin the gr¡d
framework of reglonal
skeets.
(source: Altoe & Logân,
America Urban
Archilecture).

As morphology is the study of form over time, there is reason to try and interpret
what new forms may be possible within the framework of the existing
environnent - new forms like an adaptation of the quarter system to the ulban
planning of existing subdivisions of North America. Rather than simply
performing new exercises of urbanization on new landscapes, experiments within
the existing urban form could be based on enriching the existing strucüure, The

needs of a quarter, could be implemented in both an theoretical and actual sense

in such an exercise. Rather than following the older European pattern of
developing quarters as â new area of concentrated growth, the North American
quarter theeis I suggest requires the acceptance, and development within the
present urban framework, The kind of thinking that would impose a
morphological evolution on the contemporary urban fabric, rather than a

revolution on the contemporary landscape around the city,

To achieve the development of a modern quarter involves the understanding of
history, and hence the morphological developnent thus far. As was already
noted, a quarters meaningfulness comes into being as a partial resutt of its ability
to represent a permanent settlement, Permanent settlement, was denied as

defined as both persist'ent in place, and flexible in its refleetion of ur.ban life.
History, in this instance, is seen as both the phyaical culmination of existing
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infrastructures, and as the enbodiment of a meaningful entity. This allows

historic development to act as morphological seed to shape future form, almost

like cell divisions which represent a mutation of form that remains true to the

essence of the material substance. The combination of these various
morphological readings ceìn suggest possibilities in the direction of how and why

further modifrcations c¿trr. occur, Morphology is the historic evidence of change

and hence, it is an accessible reality in the formation of the urban quarter.
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port II
A SELECTED IIISTORY OF TEE URBAN QUARTER,ANd TIIE DEVELOPMENT OF C.A,NADIAN UiIBANISM

This section contains a two.fold history of the quarter, its conception and rise on

the European continent to its decline and fall in North America and especially

Canada. This section might, therefore, be loosely considered as two themes ; the

first examines how the notion of a quarter arose in ancient towns of Europe, and

how this concept was further deveioped into a more integrated from urbanization

in the Medieval period. The second half explores how the quarter made an

âppearance in early Canadian fortiñed settlements, and how subsequent forces of
urban growth, Iike surburbanization, industrialization, metropolitanization and
decentralization, erased it. The historic European context of the quarter is only

surveyed until the Middle Ages, and ignoring the rich history of the Renaissance,

Baroque a¡d Neo-classical urban desigrr, because the first settlement in canada
where essentially based on Medieva.l conceptions.

ANCIENT BEGINNINGS

Legend has it that Romulus founded the city of Rome by ritual nte as a Roma
quadrata, i¡ 753 B.c. To found a city in ancient, times wag not a simple exercise.

It meant brin$ng together the spiritual urges of the gods with physical realities of
the site, which as in the case of Rome, with seven hills amidst a swamp, was not
always an easy task. Buü Romulus, in agreement with Remus, had decided to

build a town in the general area were they were found by the she-wolf, the exact
location of which was to be dete¡nined 'scientifically' by the ftight of birds.l

Jos€ph Rykwêrt. lhê ldeo of o Town, (prlnceton, NJ.; prlnceton Unlversliy prêss, 197ó), p.44-s
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once the site was determined various ritual and technical exercises had to be

performed. For our purpo8es, the moet interesting of theee rituals were the
templiunt, which defrned the outline of the town, and, conrectio, the division ínto
four parts according to the compass points, on a spiritual level these exercises

related the town'e foundations to the centre of the universe, which in the image of
ancient world consisted of four quarters of a flat, circular earth, and central,
vertical axis that reached towards the heavens,2 on a more practical, technical
level the templium and conrectio began ühe subdivision and demarcation of the
land for distribution among the various people who were to inhabit the town.

fig. 46 D¡agram ofd¡v¡sion ofRoman
setllemenl.
(source: Norberg-Schulz,
The Concept of Dwelling).

Although the exact dates, forms and facte of the tale of Rome's founding ate
uncertain, what is more important for us is the conception ofthe city as quadrata,
Joseph Rykwert, in The ld.eø of a ?oran, suggests:

,,,that quadratø simply means 'rectangula¡' seemg to al¡stract for a ritual
term. The only translation of quad.ratø which might fit this context is
'q.audripartiei or sqlared in the sense that the fo-ur angles 

"t 
th. .unt". *"

right angles. It would mean that all Varro and Ennius-tell us about tüe --
topo-graph_y of the Palentine city when they describe it as quøù.atø is that
cørd.u and decwnønus crogsed at right arigles. Thia was ãone, ;, al ¡h"
evidenc,e quoted confir'I' s, so that the towñ could be 'square,' immovabie in
and at harmony with the uníverse at whose centre it was placecl... 

-'- - ---

landl

As to the earliest ¡¡¡611"Ít, hill_settlements, there is no evidence yet, when
these walls were linked by an enclosure; certainly not until thð --:
constr.uction of the agger sonetime between the ênd of the sixth and
beginning of the fifth centuries 8.c., on the latest estimate. This encloees
a Rome which is quad.røtø in another sense; the city was ¿lUae¿ intoìãur

chrlstlon Norbêrg-schulz, lhe concêot of Dwêlllng: on lhe woy fo flgurollvê orchllêcture,
(New Vork: Rlzzoll lnlernollonol pre$, lnc,, lgg5). p. 23-4.
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tribes by Servius T\rlius, n¡med after the four sections of the city:
Suburran, Ðsquiline, Colline and Palatine.S

We can say then, that Rome, at some point in its history, wag divided in quarters,

and that this conception wag done along geometrical, spatial and social terms

creating urban districts that corresponded to the original qøudripartie.

The notion of sub-dividing the city into composite parts was stable enough

conception that even in 7 8.C., when Augustus re-organized the city into fourteen

regions, each region was still fu¡ther subdivided into quarters, or uici. pliny, in ZB

4.D., counted 265 such uici ,4 and, if one accepts estimates that the population of
Rome could have neared the one million mark, each such quarter would have had

between three-and-half to four thousand inhabitants on average. Although
population estimates are sketchy, it is k¡own that there were enough people in
each uic¿s to entail it to its own magistrate.S we can see how the initial notion

created by the Roma quad.ratø was simply multiplied to accommodate the
phenomenal growth of the city.

As Rome grew so did ihe empire. Imperial growth required new settlements to
maintain and arìminister the Empire. The notion of the town .plan as quad.rata
was refrned and purifred for the foundation of new towns and cøstras (military
camps) which the Empire founded from London to Babylon, The plans of these

new settlementg were always based on a rectilinear street grid rvith the crossing of
lhe cardu and decumanus as central axes, agâiÌr dividing the settlement into four
parts or quarters. These principle axes always led to an openings in the town
walls where gates were found, as well as an open-space in the centre of the
settlement known as t}re forum.

Jos€ph ltykwêrt. lhe ldeo.., p. 99.9.
A. E. J. Morris. tllEtglyo|Llôon Urbon Form; prehlstorv lo Rênolssonce. (London, George
Godown Ltd.. 1972). p. 43.
E,A. Gutkhd. lnternotionol Hlstorv of Clty DêveloÞment . Vol. lvr Urbon Develoomeni ln
Southêrn Eurooe: ltolv ond Grêêce. (Nêwyork; Freê press, l9óti, p. 4l&9,

,t

4
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lig. 47

lig. 48 Town plan-lypes suggest by
the Manasara Silpasasfa.
(sourca: Rykwerl, The ldee
of a Town).

In fact, this theory of urban planning, like so much else of Roman culture, was

the combination of ideas from other, older races. The Egyptiáns a'd the Greeks

both employed rigid, orthogonal plans for some of their town layouts, and, along

with the Etruscans, used complicated rites that involved all manner of divination,
limitation, relic burial, orientation and quartering in then foundation of
settlements.G The obvious reason for the guccess or the quad.røtø ag an urban
conception was perhaps due to its universality. It was a wide-spread, ancient

conception that universe existed in four palts which occurred in many cultures
that would have little or no contact with the Romane. The most obvious example

here being the mandøla from ancient India, and its effect on these plans for
ordering and laying out new villages through a series of complicated rites.

Timigad, North Akica.
(soulcs: Gulklnd,
lnlernalional Historv ol City
Development; vol. lV).
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ó Joseph þkwert, Ihê ldeo.,. p. 72.
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Throughout the Mediterranean l¡asin the legacy of the Roman empire left its
imprint on the fabric and conception of urbanism. The names for the dietricts that
grew beyond the original four quartere were still called quarters, showing how the
essence of an urban type was developed. The quadrata attributed to Rome was

abstracted from an ideal that never really existed in such a pure from as the

versions of it that were employed throughout the empire, Considering that some

of the qualities of quad,rato, were applied retroactively to Rome, the importance of
its conception as both symbol and ordering device for urban culture become

obvious. The crossing of the axes, that meeting of cardinal points organized the
practical and sacred aspects of the Roman settlements. The essential orientation
of life was ühus defured for the Romans, and was transferred in part through the
urban typology that resulted from this orientation. The peoples conquered by the

Romans, and the euccessive generations that inhabited the towns they built all
came to know and accept urbanity as a qualtered notion.

f¡9, 49 Roman floor mosaic of
lort¡lied, quartered
selllemenl
(sourca: Rykwerl, The ldea
of a Town).

fig. 50 Teranuova, founded ln 1397.
(sourcs: Fr¡edman,
Florentine New Towns).
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THE MEDIEVAL CITY AS INSPIRATIONAL EXAMPLE

she is so learned in med.ieual things, ønd, surely høs enough sense to understand
what-underløy so -¡nuch of med.ieual belief is stilt øtiue in our minds toda.y,

and only waits for the word, or situation, to wake it up and set it to work.
That ís_often how we fall into these archètypal inuolue¡nents,

thøt d.on't seem to-.¡nøhe øny sense on thè-surface of things,
but møhe irresistible, compelling sense in the world belnw the'surface.

Robertson Davies :The L]'re of Orpheus.?

This brief overview of the Medieval cities is intended to show how they embodied a¡
essence of the social and morphological structure, which make them definitive of
the the concept of urban quarters. More than just demonstrating clearly defined
examples of the concept of an urban quarter, Medieval towns and cities can be

thought of as the founding seeds in much the development of western urban
tradition. This represent a link between the ancient almost geometric idea of a
quarter, to one based on urban social and spatial divisions. As this investigation
occurs it is important to consider what of these forms is still pertinent to today and
what is irretrievably lost to situations and circumgtances that defïne this
historical period. This gection can ùhen be thought of as a referential,
inspirational definition of an urban quarter.

Medieval settlements are cha¡acteristic of a microcosm, or self-contained and self-

susüained community, which was essential to the intrinsic development, of their
uaique form. As places, towns or cities they represent more than just an abstract
collection of people and buildings. There was a tentative, complete interaction
between the inhabitants and place. As Christiân Norberg-schulz explains:

When^settling ìs accomplished, other modes of dwelling which concern
basic forms 6f þr,rn¿n togetherress, come i¡to play. Thð settt";;;a ---
functions as plac! of encounter where men may exchange products, ideas
and sentiments. From alrcien-t,-times urban spaóe nas ¡"ã" ilã-Jãgå;ñ"
human meeting talrgs.place. Meeting does nót necessarily i-ptv --- ---
agreer.nent; plga¡ily it means human beings come togeiher in their
diversities. Urban space, thus, is essentidlf the ptaceäf disco.,re"y, ã

7 Roberlson Dovles. the Lvro ôf orpheus, (Morkom, oT.; penguln Books conodq Lld., lg8g). p.
271.
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'milieu of possibilities.' In urban space man 'dwells' in the sense of
experiencing the richness of a world. We may call this ø,ode collectiue
dwelling, 

^using 
the word 'collective' in the original sense of gathering or

assembly.S

The tern collective dwelling does not specify that everything was equally shared or

that all people where equal, but rather, that there were una¡imous systems which
governed the settlement. Systems in which each member of the commu¡ity had a
place that was recog:¡lizable and meaningful to the whole. Thus Medieval life was

characterized by three primary modes of social organization, nemely feudalism,

the church and the professional guilds, which all played important, parts in
creating the collecüive organization of the whole settlement, and ineviiably had an

impact on aspects of its form.

During the frrst part of the Medieval period, cities developed as relatively
independent states consisting of an urbanized nuclei politically dominating
agricultural hinterlands. Feudalism, primarily a politicâI institution, \¡/as the

mechanism by which communities could operate in isolation, which became

necessarl¡.as established European and Mediterranean networks of trade and

commerce broke down afier the fall of the Roman empire. The authority and
protection of the feudal landlords flowed out from the city over its rural area,

while the resources flowed into the city where they were congumed. or
manufactured into refined products for trade. This organization of Medieval life is
one of the primary influences in the development of an urban form that was

compact and defined place in respect to the landscape that surrounded it. The
urban settlement acted as a cenùre to the feudal area and it represented the place

of meeting and protection. For economic, practical and defensive reasons it
defined the city as meaningful entity separate from the country that surrounded it.

chrislion Norberg-schulz, 'lhe côncêpt of Dwelllng: on lhê wov lo figurolivê orchltecture.
(New York: R¡zoll lnternotionol Press, lnc,, lgg5). p. 13.
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lig, 51 o¡llnense.
(souræ: Rasmussen, Towns
end Bu¡ldinos).

whereas feudalism was responsíble in maintaining a local ruravu¡ban exchange

of ideas and produets, the church \¡/as a more important influences in re-
establishing continental trade networks that characterize the latter half of the
Medieval period. The church ensured the connection between the individual city-
states to each other, and eventually through Europe culminating in the pope who
symbolized and interrelated christian empire. Although the church was
significant in perpetuating a continental network, ite influence on the urban
sphere was strongly noticeable as a spiritual reason and justification behind the
settlement. The iconography and scale of the church as an architectural
monument were not lightly treated, bui justifiably so because the church both
dominated and protected the individual as member of the community. T,he church
had the power to structure the average person's religious a'd social class, even to
the point dictating public behaviour and d'ess, while conversely offering security,
medical aide, alms and all other manner of social services.9

Mork clrouord. cltles ond PeoÞlê : A socrol Õnd Archltecfurol Hlslorv. (New Hov€n / London;
Yole Unlvêrslty Prêss, 1985). p. ó7.
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tig. 52 San cimignam bless¡ng lhe
toMì ofhis namssake.
(source: Gulk¡nd,
lnlernetional History of Citv
Developrnent. !þ1. lV).

A third social factor that had some effect on the u.ban euvironment was the
development of specialized industries into trade guilds, This phenomenon

occurred again in the latter part of the Medieval period when trade routee had
been re-established and local production was beginning to exceed local
consumption. Individual cities developed localized industries based on resources

readily available from the region. The guilds responsibility for a pa'ticular craft
or trade developed a set of standards which to be adhered to, thus establishing a

reputation ofand identification ofthe particular crafï. This led to the association
of a guild as distinct group in the community, or if the a mqiority of the
community was involved with the guild it gave the whole community a defrned
purposeful, productive image. In either case the guilds acted to not only
psychologically strengthen community ties, they also presented anoüher secular
institutional meaning and organization for the communiüy.
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The three basic social orders are characteristic of most Medieval life in varying
degrees. Their consistency created a continuity that provided a permanent
framework from which an urban conception could develop. The eteadfast nature
of existing towns wag a social and spatial model, which was applied to new towng

in such a way that, "there was nothing especially pioneering about them in terms
of town-planning; thqy were simplifred and easily laid-out vereions of the existing
towns with which everyone was familiar, and which had assumed their shapes in
accord with the economic and social forces of the time."10 Because of the
eetabliehed meane of conceiving and maintaining urbanity, five typological
components of urban form can be found repeatedly in Medieval urbs.

fig. 53 Sluttgart,l643. showlng thê
original walled cily
surrounded by newer

ì.:: quarlers.
(source: Gutkind,
lnlemelional History ol Cltv
Development, vol. l).

city walls were required to act as defensive strongholds agai'st the predominant
migrations of invad.ing Germanic and other Northern European üribes. The walls
allowed for the protection of all the people associated with a particular city-state,
and not just, those who resided in the town. During an invasion farmers and other
rural inhabitants would seek refuge in the city, and in turn, were obligated to help
to defend it. The town wall gave urban growth a limiüed area to expand into,

i!.':,tr.

:;.+!i.lir.: ì
il.l:',r ì .:' :

l0 lúoû elrouord, ctfles ond.., p.41,
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causing the population density and urban compactness associated with mature
Medieval settlements. As a particular section of walled city was filted in with buitt
urban fabric, a new generation of wall was required. New growth would occur
outside the city wall because there was no room left inside, but, then these areas
would also eventually be walled in. Each successive generation of growth became

a quarter with distinct cha¡acteristics related to stylistic constructions akin to
certain historic periods, as well ag a set geographic identity in relation to the
walled divisions of a town.

The waII is perhaps the element that culminates Medieval concept of settlement
the most, and although town and country could not, be separated, it was in a way
ühe wall that' had the greatest ability to unify the entire state. During periods of
calm the wall maintained the ability to defue the settlement as a focus in the
course of trading and production. It had the inherent quality of settlement to
concentrate human creativity in relationship to understanding of nature.
However, when the wall acted at a more practical ievel physically defending the
town against siege, it also acted as symbolic collector of all the people in the city-
state - both the urban and rural populations sought to be unified behind it. Thus
the wall could act as both divider and joiner between country and city, depending
on the requirements of the moment. This increased the notion of inside and
outside adding to a gubconscious distinction between urban and rural landscape.

The walls defined a settlement ag distinct from the countryside, the internar
structu¡e of the town was comprised of the monumental and common buildings of
the urban fabric's mass, and, the paths or streets and squares or open spaces of
the fabric's public realm.l1 These four remaining typological elements were
usually organized and executed onry after ühe fortif¡cation was in prace. The
relationship between wall as envelope and internar space r¡/as one of prescribed
density, but in turn, provided proximity and accessibility to the common needs.

lì A. E. J, MoÍls, Hlslorv of Urbon ... p. 71.
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From outside the the settlenent nonumental buildings located and identified the
settlement through their greater size. Monumental buildings usually served as

articulated edifices of various social inetitutions like the guilds, the church,and
the ruling polity. From within the settlement, in comparison to the ordinary
ulban context, their finer detail, eize and special placement eetablished üheir
meaning and order. The detail and form were especially a symbolic codifrcation of
an architectonic language that infolmed, glorifred and expressed the institution it,
represented. By placing these building in and around public squares the features
and scale of their fo'm can be better comprehended. Their placement also added
to the orientation of the fabric which was characterized by landmarks in places

that had a high visual potential.

fig. 54 Cathedral of Strasbourg,
(source: Norberg.Schulz,
cenius Loci).

fig. 55 Palazzio dei Pr¡ori, Volt€ra.
(source: Girouard, Cilie!
and People),

The square was a public domain that allowed various kinds of social interaction
between people performing various collective riüuals and practical tasks. open
spaces were a vital relief to the density of the Medieval urban fabric.
Hierarchically arranged within the cilculation system, they were oflen associated

with particular monumental buildings, and represented defined identifiable nodes
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or places in the the urban fabric. The function of these spaceo was pârtially
dependent on the nature of any monumental buildings associated with them; for
instance, ae one of the regulating bodies of law and order the church required
space to perform outdoor, non-worship activitiee tike the punishment of heretics,
which for practical and profane reasong could not occur inside the building.
Many ancient and christian rituals related strongly the conception of the town
and therefore involved elaborate displays and parades wherein the whole
community participated, More mundane and regular functions involved the trade
of agricultural products and manufactured goods, allowing for the conception of
open 6pace as market place. Although the various functions of squares were
sometimes related in a single space, there was usually a clear distinctio¡r of which
area was whíeh, and in larger towns each functioo received its open square,l2

f¡9. 56 Pistoria, câlhedral square.
(souræ: Gutkind,
lnlemat¡onal Hlslor!, of Citv
Develooment , vol. lV).

The street network of Medieval towns was another vital facet for activities of trade.

Manufactured goods produced ineide the city would be sold primarily from etore
fronts on the street rather than the market square. The whole street network was
a continuoug market web of public spaces that i¡vaded every corner of the city.l3
The scale of the city was based on the street network which in turn was scaled to

!? L€nordo Benêvolo. lhe Htstorv of ihê Ctty, (Combrldgê, MA.; M.l,T, press, lggo), p, glGl.13 A. E. J. Morrls, Htslorv of... p. 70.
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pedestrian use, The strBet network also provided a means of drawing together and
organizing the community to focus on its central open spâceg of church and
market. The street network had to be coordinated eo that ite wae eflìcient in tenns
of the minimizing transport required from the place of production to place

consumption with most goods,
lig. 57 Padâu, f¡gure.ground plan.

(souræ: Benovolo, Tho
Hislorv of lho Citv).

f¡9. 58 Sic¡llan lown.
(source; Norberg-Schulz,
cenius Loci).

The streets and the open spaces with their associated monumentg would be

strongly distinguishable from the remainder of the urban fabric which housed the
residential structures for the inhabitantg of the ciüy. The buitcling matter that
frlled up the remaining space inside the side the city was usually organized in a
vertical fashion. semi-public spaces, like shops as gmall centreg of indugtrial
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production, were found on the ground floor directly off the public street network,
and, the residential spaces on the upper floors. A series of buildings often acted as

a wall to separate private outdoor space within the block from the public street.

The five typological co'ponents that characterize ühe Medieval town planning
reveal both an a¡chitectu¡al and spatial necessity and orientation. This accounts

for their almost unanimous occurrences in new settlements of this period, and,

their occu¡rence in each separate quarter of larger settlements. Distinct traiis in
the compositiou of each componenü, and unique interactions between those
components as a morphological structure allowed for each quarter to gain an
individual identity. conversely, the consistent occurrence of these five elements
created a common conception that could be understood by people not only from a
particular place, allowing visitors to unde¡stand foreign settlements.

The limit'ed number of typological components is perhaps one of the reasons that
Medieval urbanism was so comprehensive. In other architectural traditions like
the Roman, and especially our current postmodern, there are more numerous
typological references. However, theses references are ofien geared toward private
building use, rather than public space, which diminishes the collective nature
that was so prevalent in Medieval settlement. The limited typological vocabulary
of the Medieval did not culturaily impoverish tife. The urban. code, although
limited in the number of expressions, could be flexible and complex in its
interpretation, as can be witnessed by the nu:nerous variations for the use of open
space. The diversity of spatial use added to the relative stability of the Med.ieval
urban conception over ¿¡ ¡lmegl unbroken frve-hund¡ed year period of history that
efrectively saw very little change in the essential structure of u¡ban pattern.

Medieval urbanity was orientated towards public life, the whole idea of the city was
geared towards salvation with other people rather than isolation. The privacy of
residential units was limited through large families, crowded accommodations,
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and ¿he house's traditional association with shops and industries.l4 The ability to
accommodate a rich set of meanings a¡d functions in the urban environment
was, therefore, implicit. The public fabric had to be able to respond to diverse
requirements about' public a¡d even semi-public life in varying contexts. In many
instances a.ll communication was perforned in public spheres - the street was as

much a social spine as a transport corridor, and, the public square a place for
gossip and public address, as well as the exchange of materials, products and
wareg associated with market functiong. Thus did Medieval public space become

a significant means of structuring a comnunity as a collective organization.

urbanity today is naturally quite different from Medieva-l life. It is geared towards

a frne tapestry between private, semi-private/public and public conceptions,
respectively rated in that order of importance too. The failure of public-life in
contemporary cities, if it is conceived as such, also suggests that some lessons

about space and physical conception of the Medieval city might lead to valid ways

of re'animating contemporary urban space. This also relates to the idea of the
urban quarter as integrated and collective venture; one in which the whole
territory assumes the qualities of the people that share its public sphere.
Furthermore, if animated urban space is a true concern, then its relationship to
integrated community structu¡e cannot be over looked. similarly the relationship
between density and proximity, that were necessary to facilitate Medieval
communication and circulation systems, and can also be re-considered for
contemporary situations. This suggests that the conception of contemporary
quarters can look to physical and spatial conceptions of the Medieval environment,
rather than social or institutional ones, although consideration must be given to
the influence such institutions had in shaping Medieval urban forn.

Mork chldlster, 'Publlc Ploc6s, privote llves : plozos ond the Brood€r publlc' ln ptoces: vot ó.#1, (Nêw York; Deslgn Hlstory Foundoflon, ì909). p.35.
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TrIE CONCEPT OF QUARTERS IN CANADIAN rrlsToRy
christian Norberg-schulz argues that the occr¡rrence of settlement is a natural
mode of dwelling in which the particular qualities of the landscape are modified
and heightened üo create urbanity. He says:

In gelleral. the.problem is to settle in such a way that a,friendly'
relationship with the sit¿ is established. such å friendship imólies that
man respects and t_akes ca¡e of the given place. Taking cäre, Ëowever, does
not mean to leave thilgs as they are; rather they oughtio be ievealed ánd
cultivated. Thus seütlement interprets the site 

-and 
transforms it intò t

place where human life may take place.l5

Early canadian settlenents, however, did not show a very flnite *r¿s¡s¿anding of
the existing environment; the European arrivals not only altered many nomadic
relationships and existing settlements of native peoples, but the country itself was

exploited for resources, rather than cultivated with any sensitive understanding.
Therein lies a suggestion that certain problematic conceptions of environmenüal
construction are rooted deep in the beginnings of canadian history, and these may
still have an effect on the current attitude about dwelling and settiement.

By examining canadian urban history one can comprehend how the European
influenced dwelling patterns occurred and developed into the modern urban
environmentg of today. Through successive waves of immigration this country
has become dominated by urbanized environments. ou¡ task is to understand
how we have come to eÉst in our present cities, while keeping in mind how the
notion of urban quarters has been incorporated, transformed, expressed and/or
suppressed through this development. Diversity is a fact 6f urþnnisn in a country
as vast as canada, with so many difrerent geographic regions, climatic variations,
and naturaì resoruce bases, Added to this are ethnic and cultural differences ühat
define the canadian social make-up, and the varied historical periods and places

of growth to further differentiate patterns of urbanization. within all this
potential for variation, frve factors that d¡a m atically influence the development of

15 Christlon Norberg-Schulz, Conceot ôf Dwê tnç.,. p. 31,
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the urban environments, and therefore, have some affect on the perception of the

urban quarter are explored. These factors a¡e not universal to every canadian
city, nor do they fuìly explain our cities, however, they offer valuable insights to
understanding the chronology of urban development.

Fortiffcation

Fortification was the natural point of departure in the process of the urbanization
from the European tradition. Not only was it the first, defrnitive action of
permanent settlement, but also, it had a direct relationship to the Medieval town
through the notion of defensive settlements. Naturally there were differences in
the history of canadian fortiñcation, because of geographic and morphological
structure of the landscape and a varied political climate that dominated
settlements, but much of the experience and technical knowledge about fortified
town planning would have been imported from Europet

The fur trade established trading posts and towns as a¡rministrative centres for
the collecüion and storage furs which could only be exported to Europe during the
ocean wort'hy seasons. The competitive nature of the fur trade, and hostilities
between traders and natives led to a need for these early settlements to have

defensive elements, resulting in fortifrcation. Furs were co*pact valuable
commodities, in comparison to agricultural and timber products, making then
readily exploitable. This emphasized the lack of incentive to develop agriculture
even to a level of self suflìciency. without an agricultural component the
development of sensitive urba¡ization and stable communities was hindered,
because there was still a lack of impetus for permanence.

Most major ca¡adian cities have some fortified history. Fort in their initial stages

were usually trading-posts, based on the readily extractable resources like furs.
In the latter development the fortif¡ed settlement become concerned with the
actual, physical possession of the land, rather than mere exploitation of it's
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surface resources. Thus latter fortg were required to be more defensible against
military attack. Thís also related to increased political tensions between the
French and the English which characterize the founding of canada as a nation,

Two basic types of fo'ts can be noted: timbre and stone walled constructions. The
frrst type related to early stages of economic development and were commonly
associated with the trading-posts ofthe fur trade, stone walled forts more closely
associated with the possession of land and establighment of permanent settlement
were ofa sturdier construction akin military bases. Due to the earlier settlemeut
of the eastern Canada the stone walled fort type was more common there.

Quebec city is a fine examples historic stone walled fortifications that have
remained essentially unchanged since there last alteration in 1g82. Initially
chosen for its strategic location on the st. Lawrence River where it was joined by
the st. charles River, iü is the oldest French settlement in canada, Founded in
1608' it is understandable how it, relates to the Medieval cities of Europe, even
though at, the time Renaissance theories were emerging as the popular taste in
Europe. one can assume that Renaiesance u¡ban theory was still reserved for
capital cities and royal building verìtures, while the creation of colonial outpost in
canada could be better accomplished by less elaborate, more organic and more
self-inclined disciplines of the Medieval ideology.

f¡9. 59 Quebec C¡ty, 1699.
(sourco: Nader, Cllies of
Canada. vol, Z)



lig. 60 Quebec City, 1763;show¡ng
the spacious layoutof the
upper town insido the forl,
lhe crowded lowor town to
lhe south, and lo the north
lhe emerging St Roch
djstr¡ct on a rectilinear gr¡d.
(source: Nad6r, Cllies of
Canada. vol. Z)

The influence of geography and social factors have always played a decisive role in
the development of Quebec. The city's location on and below a plateau enhanced
defense and trade in separate location of the eet ement. This can be seen in an
illustration from 1699, where the aptly named upper and lower towns are clearly
visible. "The settlement nucleus was champlain'g 'Abitation' which served as

fort, residence and trading post, and which was built at the base of the escarpment
a short distance from the water's edge,... to facilitate trade with the Indians, but
since the higher ground afrorded a better site for defence, Fort sü. I¿uig was built
on at the top of the plateau in 1620, thus initiating the firsü division of functions
between the upper and lower levers."16 As the city grew the upper town became

the a¡ìministrative, religious and political sector, while the lower town become the
a¡ea of commerce and trade. A third district, st. Roch, emerged to the north-east
between the plateau and the st. cha'tes River and became the manufacturing and
industrial centre. These different geographic areas constituted different social
orders of the city and their distinction was further strengthened by the ethnic and
language backgrounds that coloured the city, Thus we can note the esgential
developmenü of urban territories based on various factors that help the city to gain
an identity ag a series of parts, rather than universal whole. These divisions have
remained ingrained in the both social and urban fabric of euebec City.

ló George A,Noder, (Mocmllllon of Conodo, 197ó). p. 90.



fig. 6l Quebec Clty, æntemporary
view show¡ng exlenl ol upper
and lowor towns between
hislorlc lorl¡fication.
(souræ: Nader, Cilies ol
Canada, vol, A).

Montréal was also a stone walled settlement, but underwent subsequent
transformations chalacteristic of developing industrial cities, and erased the
fortifrcations that were definitive of its early character. The site was settled in
1610, abandoned in 1618, and permanently re-settled in 1642, By lz50s Montréal
had a population of 4000 - 4500, and covered ninety acres. Its character was
similar to the Medieval towns of Durope, although the urban fabr.ic was lese dense.

The buildings were filling-up the area enclosed by ühe town walls and starting to
create a distinction between internavexternal and urban/rural space. strategic
spaces inside the wallg were reserved for squares aesociated to monumental
public buildings, The suggestion of this early fort remains in the visual and
spatial structure of the current city, The contemporary area of the former fort,
known as old Montréal, demonstrates a relatively homogeneous identity and
dense urban fabric demarcated by a serieg of streets ùhat outline the old fort, walls.

fig. 62 Montféat, 1758.
(source: Clþko, Les Grandes
P¡aces Publioues dg
Monlréel).



fig. 63 Monlréal, 1846, shotvlng lho
densily ol the urban fabric
where the lort used lo be.
(source: Ctrcko, Les Grarìdes
Places Publloues de
Montréal.)

winnipeg was exemplary of successive stages of fort construction as can be

witnessed through the trading posts, fortified buildings and finally a fortifred
settlement, that occurred on the juncüion of the Red and Assiniboine rivers. In
1738 the equivaìent, ofa log cabin called Fort, Rouge was built only to be abandoned

by 7749. This was followed by Fo¡t Gibraltar in 1810, a¡rd simultaneously, but from
the rival fur company, Fort Douglas. The Norwester's arrd Hudson's Bay
companies, who were represented by these two forts respectively, fought for the
next twelve years destroying each other's forts seve.al times. The two companies

consolidated into a single company i¡ 1822, and began construction on the most
permanent and largest fort to grace the site, the Upper Fort Garry.

Iü was through the upper Fort Garry that shifiing interests towards a more rooted
interest in the land itself, over its fleeting eurface resources, became apparent.
One can note that "in 1859, when for the first time the Hudson,s Bay Company
found thaü its store at the upper Fort, Gar.ry... had become more lucrative than the
fur trade,"l7 a new attitude prevailed in which the nature of the company shified
from an exploiter of regional resources to a supplier of goods for the growing
agricultural commuuity that, surrounded it. The interest in the land as habitable
commodity and pretext to permanent settlement climaxed whe' the upper Fort

17 Alon F. J. Artlblse & Edword H. Dohl.
of Conodo, ,l975), p, 3,

(Ottqwoi Publlc Archlvês
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Garry was destroyed in 1881, in the hopes offacilitating the sale ofreal estate to the
growing urban frontier of the city of Winnipeg.

fig. 64 view of Upper Fort Garry,

(souræ: Hime, Camerâ in the
lnlerior).
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fig. 65 Upper Forl Garry ln 1876.
(source: A ibise & Dahl,
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At its most prosperous moment the upper Fort Garry was an enclosure 600 feet
long and 280 feet wide with fortifred, timbre walls, four masonry bastions, and
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mâsonry gates in the in the north and south wall. It displayed a notion ofa closed,

limited system collecting a series of buildings and activities inside a demarcated
area, relating it to an urban quarter. Itg limited gize and popuiation make it
representative of a small, select society, but it was so smalÌ that it could not
replicate the full functions or opportunities of an urban quarter. It could have

been an embryonic form of what a mature urban quarter of the period might have

been like, especially had been allowed to continue to grow and achieve a certain
density inside its demarcated a¡ea.

The early forts of canadian history show many similarities to the Medieval towns
of Europe, but canadian forüfied settlements tended to reverse the interaction with
their associated regional area, because they appeared prior to the developnent of
agriculture, and only after having exhausted the fur trade did a more symbiotic
relationship with the land develop. conversely, Medieval towns developed w.ith, or
after the matu¡ation of agriculture. But the fort still represented a concentrated
effort to enclose settlement, and this represent the fïrst stage needed to achieve
dwelling.in a concepúion of urban quarters.

Meúropolis part f : the regional construct
The concept of a metropolis, or mother-city from the Greek root, is ¡el 

'gani¡gfulunless one notes the associated region or hiaterland that the metropolis is
associated with. There are many definitions of what constitutes a metropolis and
its hinterland, and they deal in such problems as size of area aad population, type
of influence or definition of the relationship between city and region. some would
even argue that this concept, because of the vagueness in defrnition, is not
useful.l8 It is not ilisputed that inconsistencies in the meaning and usage of the

l8 seê Donold F. Dovrs. The llgtrgpoltol rh€srs' ond thê wrrghting of conodron Hrstory. rn rhe
ulþcnljhlon¿levlew; Vol. Xlv, No. 2. (ottowo; Noflonor Mr.¡seums of cqnodo, l9B5) ln whl-ch
rì€ orgues thot orgu€s rhot tfì€ melropo[ton concept rs loo vogue ond undependobre to
deol with closs ond spoflol seporofions of urbon soclety,
s€€ olsoi L. D, McConn. The Myth of the Mêtfopofls: rhe role of rho crty ln conodlon
Reglonollsrn' ln rhð urbon Hhtory Revrewr vol. rx, No, 3. (ottowoi Notìonor Museums of
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term exist, and that it is not aa overriding phenomena of all canadian urban
history, but the interest here is not so much with its technical specifics as witb the
effect of metropolitan trends on the notion of urban quarters, A general search of
the literature concludes in two main variations of the metropolitan iheory. The
first of these two theories will be ex¡mined here, while the latter appears in the
section entitled Metropoiis Part II: the urban centred construct.

The regional construct of the metropolitan concept is baged on an urban centre
which dominateg a non-urbanized, regional hinterland. The size of both city and
hinterland a¡e variable because of differences in the type of relationship, the
amount of resources, and the period of history in question. rvhat is most
important and unique about the metropolitan orgaaization is the influence over its
surrounding territory, indicating that the relationship is based on natural rather
manufactured resources, and that the city is the destination, or pivotal-point of
what is harvested or collected from the land.

The regional metropolis' occurrence came early in canadian history, and it was a
major influence in what George Nader termed an economy of successive export
staples.l9 This refers to the fact that the early canadian economy was based on
the export of natural resources like frsh, furs, timbre and wheat. of these four
products, the first three where directly transported out of their region of origin
which hindered, both ideologically and physically, the notion of permanency. The
relative slowaess in the developnent of permanent settlement, and hence urban
form, can be attributed to the extracting nature ofsuch activities, A clear example
of this could be seen in the Maritimes where fishing was the primary activity. As
Nader notes "the French,... were engaged in wet or green frshing (ie., the fish
were heavily salted and stored on board) and did not require any on-shore
facilities. The English, on the other hand, because of their lack of salt, were

conodo, 1985) ln whrch rhe ourhor orgues ihot ths relorionshlp berween metropo[s ond
hlntelond h of o for more comprex nofure lhon rhe trodiflonoì meiropolton tneory sugjesb,
ond lhot. ihe r€lotlonshfp ls no longêr onê of clêor cily-over-rêglon dominonce.
Noder. Clfles of Conodo: vol. 1.,, p. l2g,
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almost fron the start engaged in dry frshing (ie., the fish were lightly salted anil
dried on shore before being stored on board), and they therefore needed to maintain
both men and equipment on shore."2O This distinction quickly explains the
predominance of British influence in the settlement of the Maritimes.

successive stages of exploitation began metropolitan regions in terms of fur, then
agriculture, timbre and minera.l resources and frnally service operations, For
instance, Montréal became a metropolitan centre during ühe era of the fur trade
because it's convenient inland location made it a crucial. point to collect furs and
store them till they could be loaded to ships for export to Europe with the seasonal
opening of the st. Law¡ence. York (later renamed roronto) did not establish itself
as metropolitan centle until it developed a railway network in the 1g5os, which
connected the ontario hinterland to Great Lake system through the city. without
mechanized transport access to much of the timber and mineral resources was
hindered because of their volume and weight. unlike smaller, more compact
conmodities like furs which were readily transportable by horse and canoe, the
importance of industrialized transport becomes marked n'ith timber and mineral
resources. In the development of agricultural metropolises, Iike the city of
winnipeg after its evolution from a fur trading centre, there was as much
emphasis on how much resource courd be extracted from the region and how
much could be supplied to in manufactured goods. The agricultural metropolis
incorporated a more populated hinterland and could begin to act as service centre
for this reason. Today, winnipeg acts not onìy as a regional Metropolis in terms of
agriculture and some manufacturing to the province of Manitoba, but also as
centre of business and government, administration too.

The development of metropolises as regionar economic bases required a new $¡ay
of comprehending the city, and the design process that resulted from this shift
tended to abstract the th¡ee dimensional nature of urbanity into a two dimensional

20 Noder. Ctfles of conodo. Vot I,,. p, lSS.
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pla' to accommodate the much larger areas of land that was being considered.
"The problems dealt with by regional plqnning may vary widely, but at their core

will be generally the use of land and of water and the development of
transportation; these in turn largely determine the distribution of the economic
activities."2l The economic well-being of region is important, but is no guarantee
of individual recognition or weli-being. planning and design executed at the level
of the urban quarter has a far greater ability to address sets of criteria that are of
far too minute a scale that for the metropolitan construct to comprehend. Thus,
the regional metropolis neglects the a:rangement, organizations and interactions
of individuals that are only realizable through dimensionally aware design.

In the liues of emperors there is a moment which foüows pride in the' boundless eüension of the terrítories we haue'conquriaed, ánã tne
melancholy.and,.relíd.of hnowing we shall soon giúe up øny

thought of knowing and understandilg the;n øtt.
Italo Calvino : Invisible Cities.22

The regional metropolis dissuaded the idea of the small cities, because it was
concerned with assimilation of large land areas. It favours a mega-city construct,
v¡here the more limited concer's of the quarter tend to get overlooked. The
meaningful mode of dwelling associated with an integrated community loses its
ability to be a significant concer¿ in light of the metropolitan region, when this
happens the region caa no longer respond to the concerns of the iudividual in
realistic way' The metropolitan co'struct moves away from the notion of serf-
sufficiency, a\ìn to the quarter, because it is dependent of the interaction of
resources over a much larger area. The concerns of the community are reduced
to a function of the larger eco¡omic equation which desensitizes the individuar.

The concept of a metropolitan region is similæ to the idea of Medievar city-state,
but the scale of relationship between urban centre and hinterland is dram atically

Horìs Blumenfeld, thê Mod6m Merrooofis: rts orrorns. Gro\^/th ond Declne. (combrrdge MA;M.l.T. Press, l9óì). p. S7.

llolo Colvlno. tnvtsiblê C¡flês. (Londonj pon Books Lld,, 
.ì979). p. ]O.
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increased and becomes disproportionate to the size of the urban quarter. Most
Medieval settlements developed from the establishment and maturation of an
agricultural community which had its basig in the survival and primary
nourishment of humans, rather than the exploitation of the land for capitalistic
gains akin to colonialisn. There is a need to restructure the metropolitan
construct so that it can be responsible to smaller units, ensuring a more sensitive
scale of thought and action. The concerns of the region a¡e not synonymous with
those of the quarter, but they must not be domineering if the regional construct is
to retain its validity

Indr¡strialization

Prior to the Twentiet'h century manufacturing was a secondary industry
compared to the export of raw materials. "By lg2o the manufacturing industry
had overtaken agricu.lture in terms of the vaìue of production and canada was on
the point, of becoming an i¡dustria.l nation."23

Industry shifted from the processing of natural materiaìs, Iike t¡ees into lumber,
to processed materials like pulp and paper. with the advent of a national rail
system - the mechanization of transportation - nati:ral resources were
becoming increasingly transportable from their point of origin to the city, and
processing was increasingly done in the urban centres where a growing labour
poll was developing. National policies that encouraged trade within canada, and
discouraged trade to the united states, further supplemented industrial
production because a greater variety of products could be made and sold locally.
As industry increased its share in the nationaì economy, it began to require more
and more employees. The increase in urban orientation and origination of
products basically meant an ever increasing number of urban centred jobs, and
hence an over-all increase in the urban population of canada is directly associated

23 Nqder. Clflês of CÕnodo. Vol t. p. 2l O.
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with industrialization. From 1871, to 1901, to 1921, to 1981 and, to 1921 the
percentage of the canadian population based in urban centres increased from
L8.3Vo, lo 34.9/o, tn 47 .4Vo,lo 62.6Va a¡d 76.LVo rcspectívely.24

Quant'itatively the population increase that had to be accommodated in u¡ban
environment directly affected the number of neighbourhoods and their
interrelationship to the city. The growing importance and difficulty in
transportation results in its mechanization decreasing pedestrian spaces. The
rise bureaucracy and capitalism ag means to organize the growing complexity of
the city required quick communication. Business leaders beca',,e increasingly
connected with other business people, rather than with labourers in the plant,
forcing bureaucracy to concentrate in a central district away from industrial
areas. The business of industry verses the practice of it became separated as ühe

factory owners concerns were directed towards other aspects of a ma¡ket econo.y
rather than a pure concern with production. Thê ability to communicate is
increased by mail, messengers, and electronic communication, decreasing the
proximity characteristic of pre-industrial quarters. The relationship of work to
residence of the pre-industriaì quarter is disturbed by an increased diffrculty of
keeping jobs localized. More jobs are becoming industrialized and industry is
becoming increasingly "heavy" with pollution, making it less and less desirable to
maintain in association with the residentiâl setting.

Qualitatively, the various functions were separated into more and more clearly
defined areas, and this fragmentation becomes increasingry legislated through
the advent of zoning laws. "The principle basis of political support for zoning was
ühe desire to prohibit the intrusion of uses which could reduce neighbouriug
prirperty values."25 The traditional integration of land use in ühe pre-industrial
city was permissible because few activities conflicted as much as heavy industry

Nodêr, Clllês of Conodo. Vol l. p. 207 - lO.
wolter von Ntß. 'Towords fhè c[y_ Efficlent: The 'rhêory ond procrice zonrng, r 91 9-.l939,. rnÌhe Usobtê Urbon post. ed., Alon F. J, Arliblse Oorontol MocMlllon, 197Ð, õ, 296.
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and residential uses. Furthermore, privatisation of land in terms of capital
security was a marked phenomena of the twentieth century. Although zoning had
a justifiable cause in protecting land values, it, changed the grain and texture of
urban environment only for the individual's sake, often failing to consider the
effect this had on the public using the common space of the city.

Industrialization of the city occurs most prominently in three aspects of the
urbanization, namely transportation, communication and the means of
production relaüing to all manufactured goods including building components,
and the mechanization of labour including methods of construction. The pace of
construction in the urban environment is necessitated by an increase in its size,

and industrial production directly facilitated the construction industry through
pre-fabrication and industrialization.

Winnipeg is an example of a city that grew dramaticalty through
industrialization. The city proper is assured by the railway and its early boom
years are dedicated to the industries of transportation and manufacturing of
service goods for the ru¡al hinterland. winnipeg in its isolated western location
could never compete with heavy industrial corridors in ontario and euebec. For a
city its size, even in a contemporary environment, the visibitity of heavy industrial
activit'y is limited. But the internalized force of industry to afiect the shape ofthe
urban environment outside the industrial areas has, like every other place in
canada, felt the blade of the machine, so to speak. The very rate at which cities
could grow and spread themselves over the randscape was something that onry
industrialized construction can account for.

The urban quarter was most distinctly affected by industrialization through the
separation of work from residence. Industry affected even more directly the entire
notion of life in the city, which was the prinary function of the u¡ban quarter.
This was done through the reversal of the üraditional conception of the city as the
place of consumption and the country as place of production. This change the
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relationship of food and land to city; because food and land were no longer seen as

fundamentals, they became increasingly dependent on mechanized harvesting
techniques as a way of keeping production economical. Industry's ability to
produce also meant that the rate of consumption had to be increased to keep up
with the rate of production.

Industrialization removed one of the primary functions from the quarter, namely
ühe allocation of work places within an integrated environment, This did more
than create daily pat'terns of inter-u¡ban migration. As Léon Krier suggests, the
shift from an artisan and craft based cultures into i:tdustrial cultu¡e reduced the
ability to make qualitative judgements about pr9duction26. The nature of
production was restructured with the stigma of quantity over quality, because the
individual could no longer take pride in production because he/she was reduced to
a partial component of the whole and had little effect on the outcome of the finished
product.

The specialization of the work force is an irreversible phenomena. But, if the
manufacturing process could be returned to the residential environment people

would again have more opportunity to realize the comprehension of the whole
product by integration of the proximal production. This prospect seems more
conceivable with the shift from heavily industrialized means of production
towards service, and communication orientated industries, which have been
equated with the so-called post-industrial era. The decreased dependence on
industry to materially produce is being replaced to some extent with a boom in
information services that presents work environments which no longer require
purely industrial precincts to maintain productive efliciency.

with such shifts in the conception of industrial production the incorporation of the
manufacturing process in the residential environment seems more likely again.

26 Léon Krler. 'CRlTtaUE OF |NDUSIR|AL|¿AT|ON' tn Archtiecturot Oestçn: vot, 54, No, 7/g.(London; A.D. Edtttons Ltd., '1994). p,3ó - 7.
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It is conceivable that residential districts with small high-teeh manufacturing
plants and office complexes can emerge. They would depend on electronic

communications and computer technology to produce and compete on

metropolitan level, while retaining a community relationship wilh locat places of
dwelling. The traditional relationship of place of residence in direct association

with place of work may not be resurrected, but if a proximal restructure could

translate the journey-to-work into a walk-to-work, the quarter would again have

the opportunity to present individuals with an integrated environmental setting.

Sr¡bu¡ba¡rization

Even though most North Americans tend to think about the post-war housing
boom as the birth of suburbia, the word suburb had its origin from Medieval times
where it described the dwellings that had collected outside the protective wall of
tine cily.27 At that time, with the decrease in prestige as the residential location
moved away from the city-centre, the well-to-do connotations of today's suburbs
were dvamatically opposed to the then considered areas of disrepute.2S It was not
until the mid 18th century industrialization of England that the image and
attitude about' suburbia could be altered, and this transformation was dependent

on three crucial, inter-related factors:

1, The separation of work from place of residence.

2. Re'evaluation of the image of the city and couatry. The city trad.itionally
seen as ühe place of culture and luxury began to be thought of as dirty and
disreputable; conversely, the image of the rural landscape went from
wilderness and danger, to become healthy, leisurely and prestigious.

3. The rise of the bourgeois as a m4jor population group iu the social strata.

To a large extent these developments can be directly attributed to the
industrialization of the city, which required the collective approach to work-place

27 A. E. J. Moíis. Hlstorv of Uóon... p. 70.28 Robert Flstìmon, Bourgêols Utoolo. (New york; Bosic Books lnc., l9g7), p, 6 - 7,
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and t'hus re'oved the long-standing tradition of combined place of work and
residence. Industrialization collected the work force into concentrated, noisy,
dirty and polluting environments, which created undesirable association w.ith
privileged residences. The people who reaped the most from the profits of
industry, the bourgeois, decided that class could be produced rather than
inherited, and moved to suburbia, leaving behind the mess they had created in the
city to defining thei¡ status.

In canada, the development of subu¡bia that started as early as 1g50s, and has
had an almost continuous effect on urban form since. For many of the same
reasons the bourgeois left their cities in England the first suburban exoduses

appeared some hundred years later in canada. AJthough industry was not as

developed in canada, it was predominantly people of British heritage that
emulated the early phases of the suburba¡ pattern. Like their industrial counter
parts in England, the Montréal fur barons represented a new mercantile class
that had not made money through inheritance, rather, they had simply earned it
through the exploitation of whatever means were available. As their status was
established it needed to be maintained, and ühey bought farms on the hill ',to take
full advantage of ühe sweeping view of Montréal, the st, Lawrence River and the
sweeping plain beyond."29 These early elite moves represent the embryonic
ideologies of suburbia - the family was isolat€d to the country where things were
clean and healthy, while the husband commuted to his "country mansion" on the
weekends after the week's businesg.

It was not until 1844 in Montréa] thaü the first mass produced terrace housing was
built' by the new wealth created by the import/export business thai had begun to
replace the city's economic structure.S0 Terrace housing represents the first of
three stages of suburban development based on the means of transportation.

Dovld B. Honno.'creotion of on Eorly vlctorion suburb ln Monlréol. ln the urbon Hìstorv
Revlewi Vol, lX, No. 2. (Ofiowoj Nolionol MLseums of CqnoOo, ICOO). E.3ã. 

-

Dovld B. Honno, 'Creofion of on Eorly Vlctorion,..,', p. 39.
30
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These three means can be roughly classed as; organic driven meane including
pedestrian and horse drawn carriages; mechanized rail-transport including
street'cars, trams arrd railways; and frnally, the private automobile. The idea of
terrace housing was best explored by John Nash's famoue Rege't street
development in London were a series of row houses were glued together behind a

common, monumental facade resulting in the image of collective palace. The
Montréal terrace houses were basically urban extensions into ancl over the
prestigious rural locations where the former generation of fur barons had built
their estates. Although by latter suburban standards the terrace town-scape
appealed to be quite ulban in character, it had all the necessar.y ingr.edients of
suburbia to come, including the separation of work place from residerrce; an
exclusive population; an attempt to i'tegrate urban with rural features. o'ly in
Montréal did the te''ace develop fully into a unique town-scape, primarily because

of the city's advanced position over the rest of urban Canada at the time.Sl

lig. 66 Princess Royal Terrâce,
Montréal 1862.63
(source; Hanna, "Crealion of
an Early Victor¡an Suburb in
Montréal").

The next stage of subu'ban development to emerge was common in al'rost every
ca¡radian city of any stature, and winnipeg had fine examples of the street-car fed
subdivisions. The notion of the terrace suburb worked for pedestrian and horse

3t Dov¡d B. Honno. 'Creollon of on Eqrly Vlctorlon.,..'. p. 4g-49,
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drawn transport, but once houseg were split apart on individual plots of land in an
attempt to replicate the country mansions, the scale of the urban environ_ment

increased even more dramatically. with the separation of work and residence
appearing to be permanent the journey to work became an increasingly important
factor in the design of the subu¡bs. Eventually it necessitated the creation of a
public transport systems. street-car service began in ltrinnipeg in 1gg2 and new
tracks were laid rapidly till 1g20s, before the automobile became the desired mode
of transport, and ñnally the last street-ca¡s were retired in the 1950s.32

lffhat is interesting about this suburban type is that even before the street car
existed in winnipeg, the neighbourhood-type it was associated with was being
planned. In a curious (anticipated) map of winnipeg dating from 1g24, thê
overwhelming optimism that spun'ed the early boom-town experience can be seen:
Even prior to a railway connection, the city had pianned six residentiar
subdivisions. The form these residential areas assumed were the remnants of the
urban quarter, after the work place and other social functions had been clinically
removed. one can note the unified lot divisions which would have created a
unifred street' facade structure. Each area would have had a slightly different
spatial arrangement because of different lot sizes and block dimension, adding the
possibility of increased distinction between separate neighbourhoods. They would
have been generally organized with a centrar focus to an open space, and sided or
bisected by a major through-fare were one would assume retail activities to occur.
Although the indicated edge condition of each subu¡b would have been relatively
distinct, there is ìittle natu¡al or physical inclination except the river and roads to
warrant these conditions. Land ownership and real estate speculation could
easily be infened from the instant termination of the u¡ban fab'ic. Although no
buildings were indicated, the shape and size of lots would be characteristic of two-
story, single, detached family houses common in these neighbourhoods today.

32 Aon F. J. Artibrse & Edword H, Dohr. wnnroeg rn MoÞs; r8ró -r 872, (oitowo; pubfic Archrvesof Conodo, l97S). . p. 33.
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Wnnipeg, 1874, showing the
ambitious v¡slon oÍ c¡ty's
potential development.
(Source; Artibise & Dahl.
Wlnnipeg in Maosl

anticipal¡ons.
(Source; Art¡bise & Dahl.
Wnnipeg in Maps)
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the optimism of the plan wâs never truly fulfilled in the manner indicated.
Aìthough a series of winnipeg subu¡bs did develop in the a¡eas and shapes

roughly outlined on and the map of 1874, the main feature that might, have given
these neighbourhoods a similar kind of spatial organization to an urban quarter
was left out. If we examine a plan of winnipeg from 1g11, apparently the urban
fabric of streets and blocks was basically in place, but the central focuses, the park
reserves, were not included. without this central element it became even harder
to ilistinguish where the gravitational inlluence of one suburb/district began and
the next ended, because the gtructural logic ofa territorial centre was negated.

when the automobile took over the job of transporting people to and from the
suburbs the city's peripheries was continually pushed further into the country.
older suburbs became encapsulated into the core of the city and the quality of
inner-city neighbourhoods steadily decreased till the late seventies, when it frnally
ca-me üo recognition ühat the core of the city was socially and financially neglected
by the frscal attention required to support and service the ever growing
periphery.SS The rise of automobile's popularity may have been partially created
by the desire to keep suburbs the homogeneous territories of the middle class. ,,To

the south wegt (of the city) the town of ruxedo was incorporated in 1918, at the
request of a group of property owner, who i¡voked a number of restrictive convents
in order to develop the a¡ea as exclusive regidential suburb."34 To operate a car
cost money making iü less available to the poorer classes. The suburbs, therefore,
were becoming increasingly inaccessible to people without, cars, and the lower
class was increasingly denied access from the newer subu¡bs.35

the period from twenties up to of the second \{orld war can be regarded as a
tiansition phase from a public orientated street-car service to a private owned

T. l-Kuz. wnnro€o: o murtivoriôiê onorvsrs. (w¡nnrpeg; Envrronmentor pronnrng Dêportment,
1979). p, 4ó.

Noder, Cltles ot Conodo:vol2, p, 277
f. J. Kuz. Wnnloeo; A Multtuoriotê Anõlysis. p. . 49

33

34

35
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automobile society. "I do not wish to deny importance ofthe automobile in shaping
of Los Angeles, only to suggest that automob e has essentially been a tool in the
attainment of a deeper goal that pre-dates re automobile era: the suburban
ideal."36 Although Fishman is speaking of Los Angeles, ther.e is hardly a city in
North America that did not undelgo massive restructuring to accommodate the
automobile. As st'eet widths continued to grow to accommodate parking,
freeways and highways slipped in between the subdivisions to help ease the
problems of trafñc congestion and travel to work time, and even the house itself
had its transitional zone remodelled by the driveway a'd two-car garage door. .The

suburbs of the post-rvar era became the most land-thirsty examples of urban
design since suburbia's conception. It is curious to note that as the valious stages

of transportation - hoof and foot, street-cars, and private vehicles - respectively
increased their spatial requirements, so conversely did the distr.ibution of housing.
That is, as transportation networke covered incleasingly larger areas, individual
houses occupied more ground space through fewer and fewer floors.

fig. 69 Los Angeles, 1940,
populal¡on disk¡bulion in
relallon to automobile
ffeeway syslems.
(Sourco; Brodsly, L.A.

DIST RIB UTIO N
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Roberl Flshmon, Bourgeots Utoptõ. (Nêw yorkj Boslc Books lnc., l9B7), p. lSó,
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subdivisions have become increasingly planned visiong of community - shopping
malls, commercial outlets, parks and schools, and recreation centres are
routinely included now. careful zoning is a gesture to enulate the quarter,s
social and public functions, but tbe relationship between spatial organization and
social integration was not the same and suburbia has not created cohesive,
collective dwelling. The quarter's roie as place of urban service to the public has
become meaningless, because suburbia, with it's attention to families
(companionship); then milk deriverieg (nourishment); and terephones
(communication); and cars (transportation); and television (entertainment); and
frna-lly computers (work), represents a competition between the house and the city.
In the quarter houses were an integrar part of the sociar arrangement of the
community, but suburban houses have increasingly isolated themselves by
accepting services previously available to the public only in the public realm.

subu¡bia has tried to live up to the phrase "every man's home should be his castle"
and so it has, with the regrettable connotation that most castles also contained
prisons where increasingly the fam y was herd captive from the community and
spirituality of t'he city. subu¡bia's pursuit of a more naturar setting relegated it
from the experience of the city, but the experience nature was not so much
developed as copied or fabricated and inevitably another saying comes to mind',the
gÈass is aJways greener on the other side.',

Metropolis part II: the Urban Centred Construct
we talked ea¡Iier of the metropolis as a regionar construct in the deveropment of
canadian urbanity, and itg effect on the quarter. The second version of the
metropolis as a city-wide construct looks at the idea of the metropolis in a manner
that is more similar to a conu¡bation - a series of sim ar sized cities which have
grown to encompâss each other - rather than a regionar phenomena. In the city-
wide scenario a dominant city has amassed several surrounding communities
and the immediate regional hinterrand based on the limits of da y commuting, by
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political and ideological force. Again the size of this version of the metropolis is
variable, although it is never as large as a regional metropolis the tendency is one

of "big cities." The American ceusus Bureau defrnes metropolises as urbanized
regions with populaiions over 50,000 people, while Statistics Canada uses a
sinilar definition but doubles the population, and Haas Blunenfeld increases it to
a half-millionST what concerns us here is not the definition, but how these

amalgamations affect the u¡ba¡ environment. It is foreseeable that this notion of
collecting urban communities into a singular organization has a strong inJluence

on the development urban quarters (or lack thereof), which until this point have

remained as autonomous parüs of the city.

The ciüy of winnipeg is prime exâmple of an integrated political structure ruled by
the Metropolitan corporation of Greater winnipeg (1g66) which became even more

centralized in 7972 when removed aìmost all nunicipal power and replaced it by
council representation of each of the fifty separate wards that conprised the city.88
The entire history of the city can described as series of annexations and municipal
incorporations of the surrounding settlements. The key advanüage that made
political unification under the heading of Greater winnipeg attractive for these
settlements was the fact that they can count of the kind of development associated
with booming progress of the city of winnipeg, which included access to funds as

well as entry in ciüy's service network.

Prior to the establish-ent of metropolitan govern-ent in Greater
Winnip_eg_ i'' 1960, many of t!'e esseìtial inïer-municipal services were
controlled by__single puryose boa¡ds and comnissions. Among thesã were
14e Greater-Winnipgg Watæ¡ District (established in 1918): th;Moiãuiio 

--
Abatement District (1985); the Greater Winnipeg Sanitary District (i 9Bõ):
the Metropolitan Planning Commission (1949); -the Meträpoliia¡ Civil-- "
Defense Board (1951); and the Great¿r 'vVinnileg transitbomÃission(1953)' Despite these agencies there was u g"ooùog awareness in the vears
between 1950 and 1960 õf the need for better-co-ordiîÀti; 

"i 
th";;;;" -

provided by_these authorities. There was a wide spread feeling that they
could not adequately provide the joint services essential to the-

Hors Blumenfeld. 'lhe Modern Mêtropolls. ln thê Moden Meirooolis I lts GrowÌh.
Chorocteristics ond plonntno, (Combridge, MA.; Vfi press, I C¡¡. p. ól ,

AJon F. J. Artlbls€ & Edword H, Dohl, WnnlÕeo ln Moos,,.. p, 3.
38
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municipalities -.particula.rly those municipalities that were experiencing
rapid post-war development.

The. 'getropolitan Wirnipeg Act passed in 1960 by the Ma¡ritoba
_Lggislature, establlqhed The Metropolitan Corporation of Greater
Winnipeg. Metro Wìnnipeg thus Þecame the fõurth largest urbanco--unity in Canada with a population in excess of 500-,000. The area
was composed of seven cities, five suburban municipalities, and one town -
a total thirteen municipalities, with Winnipeg at the centre.39

It appears that even this much centralization of power was not enough to run the
city effectively and twelve years after the Metropolitan Act, the provincial
government passed one of the most innovative bill in oanada known as the unicity
legislation. This bill eradicated all the former municipalities and created a

collective government known as the Greater rfinnipeg city council, which had
fifty councillors to represent the fifty existing wa¡ds. The intention was to try to
develop better communication between the various newly created communities
(which roughly adhered to the boundaries of the former municipalities), and in
turn they were to develop a regular meetings with the residents üo ensu¡e the
individual concems can be tra¡slated to City Council.40

These actions by the city of winnipeg partry expose a continual increase in the
need for bureaucracy that twentieth century requires to maintain, or even improve
the rights cities grant individuals. However, what seems inconsistent is the
attempt to standardize and homogenize the entire urban fabric of a whole city
under one political roof, when iu reality winnipeg consists of many different
ethnic concentrations, architectural and historic areas, and varied patterns of
Iand-use a¡eas. Even though there were attempts at bringing government to a
community level, tbe overall equation of this power restructure focused over half a
million people to central point, and in terms of making identifiable community
bonds this number is simpry too large. As has been repeatedly stressed the
formation of urban quarters requires deñned boundaries, and metropolitanization
erases even political boundaries, which in some cases are the onry hope for

Alon F. J, Artlblsê & Edword H, Dohl. Wnnloeo tn Moos,.,. p, ó7.
Alon F, J. Arilblse & Edword H. Dahl. Wnnloeo ln Mops.,,p, 7g,

39
40
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establishing any kind of distinction between neighbouring communities. The
removal of the political boundaries and the unifying of services decreases the
chance of a community to develop according to a local mandate making it
increasingly nore difficulü to find ways to be distinct from it's neighbouring areas.

By having the singular focus of the metropolis, rather than a series of foci for each

separate neighbourhood, individuals are forced to pledge their allegiance to the
whole metropolis rather the community. In a community they would represent a
proportionally larger part of the collective, allowing them to make a greater
contribution to community. The metropolitan notion of government must
centralize not, only the power it operates with, but also the a¡chitectural symbols of
power it is housed in - thus where there were as many as thirteen architectural
monuments and physical seats of rnunicipal government, tioe tg72 unicity act
reduced the number of artifacts to one city halt. The centralized focus not only
makes it harder to physically access government, but also reduces its visual
presence in ali communities not directly connected to the city hall.

Decentr:alization

Penthesileø- is different, Y.ou ad.uance for..hours and it is not cleør to you whether
.vou.a,re alreød'v in t\e c!:tv's tni.dst or'still outsi.d,e it. Lihe a laie *itL-loi iiräu,lost.in sw-arnps, Penthesilea spreads for miles arou"a,i ioiil iw ¿'¡iilî¿ n tn,plairy.,, .You haue qiyen yp trying to understand. *nátirr, ü¡å¿ií i;- *:rr;;:* ,,wrinkle of.these d,ilapidated suiroundings there erists á priin""ilro-iii ,¡r¿to,
can recoinize and remember, or whether-penthesitea is only the oilsni"ir- üiàlf.

The questinn that now begins to.gnaw at lour minà is *;;r';;g"í"i;¿i ,ilrìA,
Penthesilea does does an outsid¿ e-rist? Or, no matter n", f"íii" il iln in,city' will you only pass from one rimbo to another, n"ue, ,ranaþtiiø'r¿ãii ¡t

Italo Calvino : Invisible Citieç41

Decentralizaüion is the process of expansion away from a centrar point. In the
urban realm it represents the focus of city to its periphery, rather than its core, in
terms of where the u'ban fabric disprays the greatest rate of change. In a larger

4l ltolo Colvlno. tnvtsibte Clflês. (Londo pon Books Ltd., 1979), p. 121-2.
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frame of reference, one might note the development of so called satellite cities,
which can be understood to be held within the force, but frghting the pult of the city
proper' The notion ofa decentralized Bpace can be said to have it'e birüh out ofthe
realization ühat the earth was not the centre of a finite universe, which conflicted
with the clasgical ideals that earth and humans as the centre on the universe.42
This traneition aleo includes a change in the philosophical approach to space,
showing the shift from religious l¡ased view of the world to a scientifrcally
determined one. All this inevitably leads üo a re-adjustment of notion of the
quarter, which is intrinsically a closed and limited spatial system, rather than an
open, expansive one akin to decentralizatio¡r.

urban fr¡nge diagram.
(source: Bryfogle & Krueger,
Urban Problemsl.

Retracing the development of winnipeg in terms of decentralization, one can start
with the conceptual recognition of a point from which things were able to move
away froru. The meeting of two rivers geographically defined such a point and
settlement at this location had occurr.ed through various native tribes lorrg before
European settlement, arrived. Early real estate speculation alrowed the city to
spread quickly unlike cities of the past that were confined by walls as limiting
factors. In a view of the city from 1880 the lose distribution of buildings is eclipsed

l¡9. 70

DIAGAA[4I\IATIC SXETCH OF
A IYPICAL UFAAN FRINGE

Peter Forster. Leclure on Archltecturol ond Envlronmenlol Deslgn Theory; Unlverslty ofMonllobo. 1987.
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by the importance of roads as linl(s between decentralized objects and a lack of
buili up urban fabric. The growth of suburbs not only confirmed. the rapid spread
of the city but also were incentive fol changing patterns of land use ag can be seen

by Nort'h Point Douglas which started as preferred residential district only to end
up as the primary industrial zone of the city.

Iig.71 Aerial View of Winnlpeg
1880
(source: Artibise & Dahl,
Winnìoeg in Maos).

Increasing freedom of mobility (as wit'essed by the increase in automobile
ownership and growth of trucking industry verses the gtreet-car network and rail-
lines respectively) of both the public and manufactured goods creates re post-war
incentive for all types land-use, not just residential, to move away from the city.
The increasing importance of peripheral growth can be noted in the deteriorating
conditions of the inner city;

Until recently the downtown remained the single most important
m^anufacturing_ district in.\ryinnipeg_, and i' 1966 it, accounied forjust over
30 p_ercent of the metropoljtan employment. As in many others ciíies, the
exodug of manufacturìng firms from ihe cir,v ce¡rtre haä been partic"lált"
rapid of late, and the downtown area can n^ó longer re consideiea oi mã¡ãr
significance as a manufacturing district.4S

Noder. Cllles of Conodo.Vol. 2. p, 2gO.
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some functions leaving the downtown have recorlected, roosery speaking, into new
suburban downtowns. Polo Pa¡k in winnipeg is such an example: highways feed
into a major regional shopping mall which is surrounded by a few ofñce towers to
one side, an industrial park to the next, and a random scattering of residential
t'ypes from single detached, to row houses, to apartnent towers. These new
sprawled downtowns appear to be mqior nodes in the public transport neüworks
(in Canada at least)44 and Polo Park ig on several primary and secondary bus
routes, as well as a termination for one of only a few express routes city wide,

Decentralization occurs in two phases that relate to what an exact definition of the
word means. If centralization me¿¡,ns to collect and organize around. a point, then
decentralization can move away from the central point, or, to be organized w.ithout
a centre. In the first stage of decentrarization winnipeg displays rapid linear
growth away from its core along its water-ways, characterized by roads that
converge to the city centre and suburban growth in the decentralized zone. The
second stage of decentralization is marked by the changes in land-use between the
previous linear thrusts. This ratter stage createg isorated fragments of
homogeneous land-use (industrial parks, shopping centres, airports, rail-yards,
and subdivisions) connected via circular or peripheral roadways that no longer
cross the centre of the city. Finally, the surest signs of extensive decentralization,
a perimeter highway provides the opportunity to directry by-pass the winnipeg
u¡ban fabric and a.lmost never come in with the city.

A strange thing has happeled since ou¡ last trip to ea¡th (1g?z). your subu¡bia
naÁ¡ raken over the margins and established (we think the word you use is theEs-tablishlent) itself as_ a series of Movies Made for T.V. Th,; ;;ñ;;äi"smetropolis-is n_o longer_geared toward the centre. No to"ger ceni"if";;i;;;;g"

orientated. New York and pa¡is are totalry fucked. central*izing cities-are õttiåsbut hovering _titerarizations in a worlã that is feã up rfte;aiiñühtã¿ itã*lspeech. We Ma¡tians know you are fed up with the^IooÈ Jr;¿;;i-;;ã.;is"..
Brain Boigon : A message from M a r s45

44 Kennelh Gre€nberg. 'sububon lntenslllcolion' ln Mefiooollton MLÌioilorìs: Ihe Archltecture ofEmerotng Pubjtc soocês. Ooronto; Lttfle Arown a C;;JõãÐ. p.4o Broln Bolgon. .'A messogê from Mors' rn rmourse N4ooozinâ vor rs.. No, r. oorontoi rmpurseMogoz¡ne, 1989), p. ó0.
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C¡ly of Winnipeg (1968)
showing extensive distance of
Perimeler Highway from
bujll-up area.
(source: Arlibise & Dahl,
Winn¡oeg in Maos).

lig. 72

The occurrence of de-centred cities hae only recently been recognized as a distinct
development in the ulban pattern, Äs Robert Fishman notes:

rltq massive re-building that began in r.945 represents not the curmination
of the 200 year history of suburbia but rather iis end. Indeed, this massive
change is not suburbanization at all but the creation ofa new kind of city,
with principles that are directly opposed to the true suburb.

From its origin in the eighteenth century London, subur.bia has served ag
a speciqlized portion of the expanding metropolis. Whether it was inside-
or outside.the political boundaries of the central city, it was always
functionally dependent on the urban core. ConverséÍy, the growtú of
s.uburbia has always mealt a strengthening of speciãiized iervices at
the core.

In ay view, the most impoltant featur.e of postwar American development
has been the almost simultaneous decentrálization of housine. incluätru.
specialized servic-es, and officejobs; the consequent break awaìy from the'
urban periphery f¡om a centr.al city it no longer needs; and thó creation of
a dece¡rtralized environment that nevertheleis possesses all the economic
and technological dynamism we associate with lhe city. This
phenomenon, as remarkable as it is unique is uot subïrbanization
but a new city.46

46 Robert Flshmon. Bourgeols Utoolo, p. ,l83 - l84.
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Although Fishman is talking about American cities which are to somewhat less

centred and more spread out,47 the phenomena is by no means absent from
Canadian cities. Fishman goes on to call this new city the "techno-city', and
suggest it consist of a number of "technoburbs," while others have given it names

such as exurbia, post-suburbia and penturbi¿.48

The process of decentralization requires two essential ingred.ients, namely land
that can be developed, and the freedon to move around rapidly in the metropolis.

In many ways decentralization is the inevitable regult of a steady population
increase in a urban society that has increasing demands for land. people no

longer want to crowd their work, or their grand-parents into their own homes,

and yet ihey do want the private pool, the second car and its garage, not to mention
the public sports complex and the cottage at the lake. we apparently live in a

world were more people want more land no matter that the surface area of the
ea¡th must remain coustant.

Although decentralization may represent the result of individual actions, there is
no guarantee that the collective result is what what people truly want. For
instance, should an individual decide to reside in the country but commute to the
city for work, friends and entertainment, they would probably reconsider, had
everyone else in the city sinultaaeously decided to the same thing. The greatest
burden of decentralization is already apparent in the unprecedented amounts of
energies it requires to mai¡tain it. These energies represent not only renewable
and non-renewable resources, but also psychic energy spent in trying to
comprehend and locate oneself \a,ithin this seemingly inñnite environment.

To return to the idea of u¡ban quârter seems almost meaningless after our stroll
through technoburbia, but as it ig the task of this paper i feel compelled to begin by

47 yJchêol A, Goldb€rg ond John Mercer. Ihê lì/vth ôf ih€ Nôrth Amerlcon cltv: conilnento srn
_^ Chollenoed. (Voncower; U.B.C. press. l9gó).48 steven Lltt. 'thê urbonrsrn of the Reogon Ero' ln urbon Desrgn ouorterrv, rþ. 34 Apr, r 99o(Oxoni Urlcon Deslgn Group, 1990.
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examining the difference in the way the decentralization deals with inevitable
urban growth. Quarters are complete units of urbanity and tend to pursue a

manner of growth that is incremental. Urban growth in the quartered city
occurred as whole uniüs of city being added or at least planned for, as can noted in
the expansion of the walls to the Medieval cities, or the quarter of Barceloneta in
Barcelona. The growth of the city then was directed to a specifrc location and can

be achieved in comprehensible way. urban growth in the decentralized city
appears to be fragmented and undirected, as is indicative in the term urban
sprawl, The growth appears to occur simultaneously in many directions and
many different sections of the urban frontier, so that a suburban subdivision, an
industrial park and an extension to a commercial strip can ali be added to
different corner of the city at the same time.

The manner in which these two type of urban expansion occur are also
responsible for the kind of territorial structure embodied in the urban form. As
the growth of the decentralized metropolis is focused primarily on it, edges, it is in
fact. continuously re-defining the edge condition, if not erasing ii. The quarter as

spatial and urban system requires by definition a sùrong commitment to the edge

condition . The ideological hurdle that separates the two has do w.ith the whole
notion of how space is perceived. The quarter's perception of space as closed

systen, and while decentralization is based on a fundamentally opposite
perception of space, no-ely an open spatiaì system. These differences have given
rise to numerous terms that attempt to describe the decentralized condition - loss

of centre, loss of place, the open freld - but personally I like the the analogy of the
egg and the web. The egg, complete, walled, compact with the ability to grow as a
whole, and the web, a framework of essentially hollow spaces, expandable but two
dimensional.

Decentralization has lefú cities with the basic rudi-entary i¡frastructure that full
urbanization requires, but it has failed to fiIl in the figure of the city as urban
fabric. The portions of the decentralized cities that have been fiIled in are too
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mono-functional to be a complete urban environments, such as the urban quarter

system was indicative of.

A¡e we in our modern condition condemned to a "loss" of place? Does the
primal existence in the womb give us netaphorical image of dwelling?
Certainly our nostalgic- view of the lost home does noü help; perhaps we
shou-ld search for thg^ship to float in which we feel at home in heiãrotopia;
our placeless place!49

lVe should search as Nadir Z. Lahiji suggests, but perhaps not through
movement. He suggests a ship, as if it were in itself a place, but to me place and

movement are not compatible notions, place is defïned setting, meaningful
because of limitations in the frame of reference, and movement is the action in
between, the to-and-fro from one place to another. I see the potential of place in
heterotopia as the process of creation, and the search iies in the ways to build in
between what is missing fron the decentralized city. The notion of urban quarters

in the decentralized city is possible through applying the brakes to the urban
sprawl, not by endless movement through it search ofthe "Iost home."

It is a.ll this s_liding around,, I can't qui.te get nty footing. I get øU confused. I lose
my timing, I lose.all the sense of boundaries,... I scan the temain in search of a
clue, -but ord,er is euerywhere- rø-ndom. A fígure descend.ing, gestures so slowly,

so fully articulated, so perfectly calibrated. they are øpproximøtions of eternity,
yet ouerall a ueil, ø ga,uze, a curtøin of uanished- børely glimpsed, trøces.

George Mtoloids and Gary Pau-l: "The Spectre of Ourselves"SO

Nodlr Z, LohUl. The modefn Gênius Locl of the 'Floneur': '[he poeflcs of the cliy os
Phenomenology of Ploceless Ploce' ln Archltecturê ond Urbonlsrn; Los Angéles. 19g7,
ftVoshlngton; Asoc¡otlon of Colleglotê Schools of Arch. lgBB). p. l40.
G€orge Mltololds ond Gory Poul The Spectre of Ours€lvês' ln
2&3. Cloronto; lmpulss Mogo¿nê, 1989), p. tSó.

49
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TEE CONTEXT OF MODERN
POSTMODERN THEORY

IN
AND

The intention in this section is to critique the rationalization of urban theories with
an enot'ional logic. Because individual emotions and intuitive feelings were
sacrifrced in the standardization of rational culture, it appears that the lack of
these sensibilities is one the greatest hind¡ances modernism had in humanizing
itself. unless the basis of the critique is changed one invariably pursues the sa-e
problem in repetitive ma¡rner, and modernism r¡¡ith its absolute idealism never
allowed such distracting quests to enter i¡to its urban theories.

In the latter section of part III, I will examine the already existing state of
postmodern cultu¡e to show how those concerns and occu¡rences can be related to
the concerns of the urban quarter theory was proposed in part I. This section
focuses on úwo main aspects of the postmodern; na-ery the context of history, and
the reevaluation of social theo¡ies and community issues. In both cases the
pursuit of urban quarters as specifically non-modern entities requires an aptly
postmodern application of altering the basis of logic and justification.
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cRITIQUE OF FUNCTIONALISM WITH EMOTT1¡E REASONING

There wøs a line / there was a formulø
Sharp as hnife / Facts cut ø hol.e in us

David Bryne (Talking Heads): "Houses in Motion,'1

In architecture ard urban design the notion of functionalism was a pervasive, and

insurmountable ideal of the modern m.ovement. It had a critical effect in
conceiving and constructing cities that disrupted the viewing of urbanity as a

series of complete, homogeneous environments represented by the quarter.

Peter collins states, "functionalism is a general philosophical notion that an

object which fulfils its function is automatically beautiful,... of its era [ie,
modernl,... [and] economically possesses a süructural integrity,... but its most
important meaning relates to planning, to the notion, first expressed by the
biological anaìogy, that the internal structure of a building (or of a city) is the
source of its external appearance; or as Le corbusier succinctly expressed it: 'the
plan proceeds from within to without; the exterior is the result of the interior."'2
Furthermore, the greatest effect of functionalism was summed up by Alan
colquhoun as occurring when, "modernism removed from the idea of function all
traces of propriety and decorum - anything in fact to do with social custom. It
wished to create an architecture that was entirely motivated and natural, without
contamination from arbitrary forms that su¡vived ftom history.',3

Functionâliem was often seen as a product of biological and mechanical
investigations atrd organi2¿f,ion. Thus, it owes a great arnount of its development
in the modern era to the rationalisú pursuit of scientifrc logic. These two
concerting rules of functionalism led not only to Iæ corbusier's ,,the house as a

Dovld Brynê. 'Hous€s ln moilon' from lhe olbum Fêor of Muslcj lhê Tolking Heods, (lndex
Mus¡c/ Bleu Dlsquê Muslc Co,, ì9gO)
Pêtêr colllns, chongino tdeols tn Môdern Archttecture. lTso- l9so. (Montréol; McGlll - gueêns
Unlvêrslty Press, ì9ó5). p. 2'18.
Alon colquhoun, 'Postmodên crlïcol Attitudes' ln Môdernitv ond fhê closslcot Trodtflon,(Combrldge MA.; Mossochtsefts tnslitute of Technology, lSgg). p, ZSO,

I
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machitre for living", but to the conception of the whole city as a kind organically-
driven machine for cultural development. As Manfredo Tafu¡i notes:

In Grossstadarchitektur, published ín 1g27, Ludwig Hilberseimer w¡ote:

The architecture of the large city- d.epend.s essenti.ølly on the solution giuen
to tuo føctors; the elementøry cell and the urban olganism as a whoie. The
single room as the constituent elc¡nent of habitøtiol will determine the
øspects of the- habitøtinn, and, since the høbitatians in turn form the blochs,
the rootn will become a factor of urban confîguratinn, which is archi-
t-ecture's t¡ue goal, Reciprocally, the plnnímetric structure of the city wilt
høue a substantial influence in the d.esign of the habitatinn ánd, the íoo¡n,

Thus the.large city is, properly speaking, a unity. Reading beyond the the
author's intentions we mây interpret, hiÈ assertions to meãn tlat, in its
structure, the entire modern city becomes an enormous ',social machine.,'4

Hiiberseimer's vision of urban architecture includes traces of both the organic and

mechanical legacy of functionalism: the "celis" are likened to ihe city as "whole

organism," while the "single room" is repeated in factory-like precession giving
shape and structure to the blocks, and then the whole city.

Even more pertinent to the notion of functionalism is the ambitious proposition
that the city can be solued by the resolution of "two factors." considering that
functionalism refers to the basic operations things perforus, it follows that things
are conceived to solve a particular problem. But a cities are not particular
problems in the sense that there are no singular problems to define them, rather
they stem f¡om a combination of many difrerent problems. The "solution,, of the
city by understanding "two factors" refers to an absolute of problem-solving, and
invariably, solving the absolute problem tended towa¡ds a, utopian conception.

Hilberseimer said furüher, "according to a general rule dominated by multipticity,
the general case and the law are emphasized and made evident, whíle the
exception is put aside, ühe nuance cancelled, I hat reigns is measure, which
constrains chaos to be form; logical, univocal, mathematical form. " And then,

4 Monfedo Toturt . (combfldgê
MA.; MqssochLs€tts lrìstltutê of TechnotogV, I qZO-,) p. I O¿l-
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"the necessity of molding a heterogeneous and often gigantic mass of material
llike the cityl to a formal law equally valid for each element involves a reduction of
the a¡chitectonic forn to its most modest, necessarJ¡ and general requirement."S

Through the guises of modesty, necessity and generality the functionalist
approach to the urban problem presented a universal solution. Requirements
were generalized as if all people would be equally comfortable given the same
conditions of space, material and organization. However, people as a collection of
individuals do not want the same idealized solutions, especially when individuals
have different problems. The so-called solution, an over-rid.ing equalization,
might be likened to the exactitude of a straight line as answer to the shortest
distance between two points, but people are not lines and rarely chose the most
direct path towards their goals. It seems even less likely that all people would
desire the same solution to the sa¡ne problem at he same time. Human nature is
both complex and creative, buü not necessarily eiact and repetitious.

In 1948 sigfried Giedion's exhaustive study about the effects mechanization on
society noted grave concerns about the split between "feelings" and "methods of
thinking." From the final call of Mechønizøtion tøhes Commønd,:

Iffe must establish a new balance
between the individual and the
collective spheres..,

The relationship between methods of thinÊing and of feeling are
seriousl-y impaired and even disrupted. Thã result i. 

" 
-"oiii

personality. Equipoise is lacking beiween the rational u"¿ i¡ã
inational; between the past - tradition - and the future - .*piã""ti*
of úhe unknown; between the temporal and the eternal.

We must establish a new balance

rhespec_iarizedapproachh".*"¡i"iît jå"";3u0"#in"Tiîîj:3,t"î
ouuook. rnventions and discoveries must be integrated with their
social implications.6

t !l*'g Hllbersêrmerj Grossstodtqrçhf.eklur. quoted by M, Totur ln Archrtecture ond urooro.(Combrldge MA. j Mossochr.sefh lnstitule of Technotógy, t çZO,) p.-lø. ------]-
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This critique was not levelled at society, but against the productive means society

had used in expressing itself. Mechanical attitudes were co-existent to the
development of functionalism, and in this way mechar''izatíon, like functionalism,
became but a tool still under the responsibility of the operator. This critique was
levelled at an a¡chitectural school that saw the client âs ¿rnonymous. Its simple
but broad scope, could just ae well have been levelled at functionalism, because it
also afiected most spheres of thought and actiori in society.

Functionalism treated the city like an organism under investigai,ion on the
operating table. urbanity was dissected down to its utilitarian componenis with
the sensitivity and lack of anesthetic a mechanic would have used in dismantling
a disabled piece of equipment. The poetics of daily life were absolved from
architecture and donated to the cause of rational, orderly conduct. A¡chitecture
itself was cut from the body of the arts with the calculated precision that
functionaiism demanded, and this separation came to be the foundation of
critiques against Modernism.

ot'her pivotal constructs of the modern movement, like the space-time conception,
affected architectu¡e as a building art more strongly than an urban design art.
The spøce'tirne conception, and to a lesser extenú the social concerns for
environmental quality, had a less d¡¡matic efrect on the urban quarter as whole ir
contrast to functionalism. The co¡.cern for the operative nature of things could
more easily transgress scalar differences between diverse objects, such as the
operation of a machine to that, of the city. Functionalism was, therefore, more
crucial in affecting their conception as a whole thing, which was such a vital facet
to the urbanism of a quarter. This difference between functionalism and other
founding points of Modernism make it more pertinent to this investigation;
however, there were also some properties of these other concerns that affected the
development of functionalism. what follows is brief look at space-time conception

ó stgfrled Gteolon. Mechonlzofôn tokes commond. (New york,; oxford unlvêrslty pr€ss, 194g.)p.72O - 1.
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relat'ionship to functionalism. (changes in the perception of social issues are the
focus of the following section).

space'time a¡chitecture relates, in part, to the artistic view-points of cubism.
Both favoured a suggestion that comprehensive understanding of things or places

aroge from va¡ious perspectives in time and space. There was an apparent
sculptural quality to cubism that, arose through fro¡n the idea of observing an

object from all sides at once. If, for a moment, this quality is applied to
architecture it becomes apparent how the art of buitding could be re-interpreted
and conceived as isolated objects to be examined from all sides. cities, in
comparison to buildings, are too vast for this relationship. Their size does noü

allow eomplete viewing from their perimeter, but rather, requires an
interpretation that involves penetrating their area and volume, which requires the
passage of time. As such, the sculptural qualities of cities are not open and
isolated like that of the object, buü rather, a¡e closed and internalized.

In space-time there is a tendency towa¡ds treating the city as a collection of
individual objects, rather than continuous urban fabric. The city of objects is a
visual and physical impairment to the idea of community because it, does not
represent a group or a collective, but onìy isolated occurrences of dwelling. The
individual buildings, as a model of the space-time concept, required a location
within the urban sphere where it could be exo-ined from aIl sides. The city, if lefl
open to such a freedom, could only be comprehended as differentiated zones, and if
the ühe notion of space-time increased this comprehension by isolating the
functional comprehension of such zones.

space-time also had related to functionalism through a more direct relationship
between space and time. The notion that a objects exist in time and are
understood in that way helped to development planning as long-range activity that
tried to anticipate the changing social and spatial needs in the city, By isolating
various pragmatic functions of the city, one couìd scrutinize and survey each one
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individually. By re-combining the isolated functions into a composite overview, the
notion of space-time as total planoing tried to envision the city as whole, but
inevitably the separate functions remained disticnt. planning had a strong
relationship to functionalism because its conception ofthe city was restricted to the
pragmatic use of land. space-time also fostered the notion of the city as series of
zones akin t'o functiona.lism in the sense of an urban vision comprised of parts -
parts of the whole separate and different. To understand the functionalist city one

had asgume a kind space-time perception to grasp it as any kind of a whole.

I see the school and the houses where the kids are, places to pørh by the fac'tries
and, buildings. Restauro.nts and, bars for latter in the eueniig. Thlen we'come to

the farm lands, and the undeuelnped areas. And, I haue tãrned, how all these
things work together. I see the parhway that passes throu1h them alt.

And I høve learned how to look at these things and, say,

I would,n't live there if you pøid me. I could.n't liue lihe thøt, no síree!I couldn't do the things those people da, I could,n't líue there if Xou paid me to.

I'm tíred, of lnohing out the wind,ow of the airpløne. I'm tired of trauelling, I want
to be somewhere,

David Bryne (Talking Heads): "The Big Country"7

the city of individual functions and rationalized meane was the effort, of CIAM
(congrés Internationaux d'Architecture Moderne), which outlined the priorities
of functionalism by calling for the segregation of u¡banity into four principle areas

- work, living, recreation a¡d circulation,S supposing for a minute that cIAM's
city was actually constructed it could be criticized for failiag as whole because the
individual parts might have worked too well; referring to either the biologicaì or
mecha'ical analogy we can note that both organisms or machines fail if separate
parts (brains, hearts, gears, motors, etc.) are removed from the context of their
whole, even if individuat performance in certain parts is increased. Like the
functionalist city might have perfect circulatio¡ and housing and factories and
parks but the souì between them, the unity was lost.

9gy]d qryìe. 'lhe 8lg Counlry' from lhê olbum Morê Sonçs obout Bu dtngs ond Food; the
Tolklng Heods, (tndêx Muslc/ BIêu Dtsque Vustcõã-JõZgt-
96019ê Bolrd' The spoce of Appeoronce' rn MêiroooltÕn Mutotjons :'the ArchÊecture of
Emêrglng Pubtlc Spoces. Ooronto; Utfle, grown@.

7

I
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The operative logic of functionalisn was fundanenúat to the very evolution of
urbanity - that moment in ancient history when it was decided that it was more
economic, enjoyable, or whatever, for one person to grow grain, another to mill it,
and a t'hird to bake it - the specialization of activities and hence structures to
accommodate them. wherever this division of labour occurred it was necessarily
in relative proximity, otherr¡.ise it, faited to be more effrcient than an individual
performing all th¡ee tasks. However, in the notion of the modern city this logic
failed; all the bakers, millers, farmers were respectively constricted to their own
areas of city, and they had to travel between neighbourhoods to meet their required
services. The bakers go the 'nillers and fa¡mers sectors to sell iheir bread, while
the all farmers travel to the miller's section to sell their grains and so on.

Has there not already been mention of a simpler version of urbanity, the notion
behind t'his whole thesis, the urban quarter, wherein one baker and one fa¡mer
and one miller would sha¡e a single sector? was it not mentioned that perhaps
the various farmer-miller-baker trioe that inhabit respective zones or quarters
might make thei¡ locale decision based on a collective religious, linguistic, sexual,
dietary, political or otherwise preference, rather than through some venture of
att'empting to reduce the complexity of the urban whole i¡to pragmatic services?

The dysfunction of the modern city arose from the improvement of operations in
each functional zone, causing a loss of context. The dysfunction occurred not only
in practical a¡eas of trade and production, but in essential conception of the city.
"certainly in considering the modern city from the point of view of a perceptual
performance, by Gestalt criteria it can be condemned. For, if the appreciation of
objecü or figure is assumed to require the presence of some sorl of ground or frerd,
if the recogrrition of some sort of however closed freld is a prerequisite of all
perceptual experience, and, if consciousness of freld precedes any recognizable
frame of reference, it can only become enfeebled and self-destructive."g

Colln Rowe ond Frêd Koeitêr. Co Õge Ctty. (Combddge MA,; MtT, 197g.) p, U.
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Beyond the visual parenthesis of GesiaÌt, the whole of the moderu city failed in the
loss of ideas, their exchange and sentiment, through a¡chitecture. Emotion and
meaning are heightened and made more impressionable by a context - margins
of information that surround a focus ând add to its comprehension by locating and
defining it's identity. Functionalism advocated the banishment of symbolic
codification in a¡chitecture as means of highlighting utility, of which as Arendt
says, "utility egtablished as meaning generates meaningless.,'1 0 Erren more
implicit for urban design is the dispersal of urban functions into zones, because

then the properties of context, such as the building mass, structure, symbol and
idea, are replaced into isolated vacuums. The comprehension of the city as way of
life was distorted into functional attitudes, and these fragmentary views of life
were Do longer even physically connected. The discou¡ses between notions like
home, work, pleasure ,labour,... were disrupted presenting the individual w.ith
no complete picture, at any one tine, of the real complexities of urban life.

I#hat was not recognized was that abstracting an idea like fu¡ctionalism as the
basis for urban design distorted the idea of the city as place of dwelling. That is io
say that the relationship between abstraction of thought and the extraction of
services radically changed the way people could live together meaningfully in
cities. All meaning was reduced to, and concenürated into, a concern for
pragmatic, physical utility. As Hane Blumenfeld notes:

while the most advanced technology and elaborate organizations tackled all
the tecþli.cal pro-blems of the city... iro attention *as päd to th;i;
interrelation and interaction 

-'and the city as a wrôte became more and
more chaotic. Men fo.und themselves living in environs tlai tney tàt--
created without ever knowing-or-wanting i-t. t¡e modern ;"t ;ilit,
reflects,in the.sharpest fo"'o the basic co-ntradiction of westãrn ili"ty -the contradiction between our success at applying science to the relations of
man to natu¡e and ou¡ failu¡e to applying iõiénc€ to the relations or ¡ràn to
-a.o.11

l? Honnoh Arendt. the Humon Condtion. (Chlcogoj Unlverstty of Chlcogo press, tgSS.) p. ,154.
| | Hons Blumênfêrd, thê Modêrn Mêtrooôfls. (combrrdge MA.; M,r.T. press, 1972,) p,27st,
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In trying to resolve the connection between the central concept of this thesis, the
quarter, and Modernism, I have tried to show the weakness of the functionalist
attitude. In light of this scepticism one must also consider that the idealized
modern city was never realized in a totat built form; even though it was envisioned
in this totality, when it came to building it, there wâs no escape from the reality of
the existing urban infrastructure. The revaluation of philosophies evident in
postmodern criticism was certainly due to a large extent in the failu¡e to realize
the modern city, but as great an impetus could also be attributed to the apparent
flaws in the partial pieces of those utopias that were physically realized.

. .The øpartments in th.e complcx are -pøra.d,ígms of whøt deuelopers ønd.comrnercial architects call functíonølísm - which míans that tne iuliããis manea big profit building them, the owners mahe a big profít ,unniie thim-,'"ià tn,
tend,nts can hiss ass and. fend, for themselues. ilie w¡ae strei,ñes of iaiàm""t

. prouide 
-perfe-ct access for fíre d,epørtment and amburances, ø"ã llni ¿iläi"olstructure ønd, build.ing entra,nces are-designed, to ntinimize nn'Ao*"gi- _'*'n¡"n

p¿edses tnsurance cornpønies and, almost no else. In short, the colmplexes are
functianal and, effrcient for euertone but the people *inollrr'¡i-in *...

Most people uould driue by without a thought as to how or why or by whom it was
built...

Tl:..t::4y-,f: f1!t|ng, apart. Doors are-suaped, concrete cracked, ptaster fatting.t :ry t2 tm.ggtnl the. prace tuenty. years ftom now, but thøt's impossible, Thb socilat
lmøgt'nattþn tha't has creøted. cottonwood Estøtes had substituted the future withthe concept of-real estate profits. The prate cøn't grow old, because noiti¿îl'i"î tn"peopte who tiue are designed to grow otd,. The ,Z*i¿ul""1l 

"eá. 
it;ä"ülilï"e

down and ced,se to function.
Brain Fawcetti Public E],e12

The notion of functionalism was embedded into the theory of design and pranning,
but by-and-large in actual, physical changes to the urban environmenü it was less
ideal and more fragmented. The pristine conception of pragmatic functionarism
was based on a utopian notion of order in the urban environment and, therefore,
needed some adaptation in being appried to any real situations. The adaptation
mogt noticeable in the outgrowth of the functionalist attitude was the creation and
ordering of the city via zoning laws and building codes.

12 Broln Fowcetti pub c Eve . Ooronto; Horpêr &Colllns, ì 990.) p. 9l - ì 0ó.
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The t'ranslation of conceptual ideas into legal technicalities was the down-scaling
of a more ambitious theory, a simplification that regulated the piece_meal

construction and fragmented growth of city. Zoning laws affected both the existing
and yet-to-be urban environments. zoning moved the focus of functionaÌism's
already enfeebled means of meaaingful environmental creation into the realm of
pure techlical bureaucracy. A¡chitecture, building and dwelling were reduced to
a set of site-specific requirements, which only attended the idea of community in
the sense of mono-functional la¡d-uge. Deeper sentiments about the.meaning of a
collective environment was hard to promote in an architectural language that
add¡essed only material and dimensional allotments of spatial concerns.

Modernism was reacting against the imposition of traditional dwelling patterns
and urban typologies against changes that were becoming evident in the cities
since the industrial revolution. "This concentration on the functions of the city
was no methodological knack of town planners and researchers, but the
application of the instruments of their profession to the way in which the big city
was spontaneously organizing itself towards 1900."13 But what resulted from
modernism can really, only be described as an experiment in dwelling. what was
being done to the city was done without precedent, it was implicitly undertaken to
deal with phenomena that urba¡ism was unfamilia¡ n'ith. To think that wouid
work without problems, that it would work ideally was the naivety that took over a
half century to recognize, and longer to acü upon physically. In the meantime
Modernism, and functionalism, had an opportunity to (ai least partially) construct
environments based on this pragaratic and exploratory model, but these
structures had to be inhabited, physically and culturally, by real people.

l3 Het Nleuwê Bouwen lnt€nìotionool. clAM : Houslng ond Town plÕnnlng. (Deltî; Dêltt unlvêrsity
P¡'ess, ì 983,) p. 130.
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LOCATING THE URBAN QUARTER IN POSTMODERN THEORY
To some extent Modernist theories have already been discussed in previous
sections on functionalism and forces shaping contemporary canadian cities (see

the sections on in dustrialization, suburbaniz ation, decentralization and
metropolitanization wherein the critique of urban form that resulted from these

forces was fairly consistent with ideals of modernist planning and the overall
conclusion is that each worked against, the principles and advocacy of the urban
quarter). It is important to examine the urban conditions created by those
phenomena, because that ig the reality from which the contemporary urban
quarüer will be built, In the context of postmodern arguments the quarter càn be

exa-ined in several ways of which the notion of history and ur.banism, and then,
the social theories and interpretations of community that relate to the general
principles discussed in the defrnition of a quarter.

Ilistory

The plnnner's tri¿hs can't be wedged, into the creuices of hístory, whose d,esire to
a.ttain eternal peøce produces.neuer-ending wars.' Being-here is eioigh of

accompli-shment; _our wretched. conscinusness neeã, not impose itself o; th; ;";tri,it need not pull itself out of the warrn ooze to chase euen more gruesone utopiøs.
George Konrád : The Citv Builder.l4

"Mode¡:rism has always denied history, always sought to negate the pasü in a ever
present longing for a better future. Tomorrow and tomorrow and tomorrow, goes

the relentless optimism of its irresponsible advance to a superior homogeneity.,'15
From this context Postmodernism arose as a meâns of re-evaruating the whole
case against history. Already we have discussed urban typology and morphology
which implicitly relied on a recognition of history as valuable in the current
polemic. The quest to recognize, rehabilitate, and even re-invent history as a
general notion was direct reaction against the progressive attitude prevalent to

George Konród. 'the Cttv Bu der. (Nêw york; Viklng penguln lnc., l9g7,) poge 142.
lhomos LOWsOn. 'The futufe ls Certoln' ln lncjlvtctr rots r A Sêlêr.rô.t r¡r.r^^, ^f 1-^ñ+Á*

t4
l5

Art. l e45-t eBó. (New york ; Abberv te Rres,-eoofllZø2.-
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Modernism. Postmodernism has allowed for the contemplation of historical types
and structures which are essential for our discussion about the concept of
quarters that was discontinued during the modern era.

More complicated than simply examining historical forms and methods of
organization, postmodernists asks of history - what does it mean, and how to
deal with it'? The idea that if historical knowledge is of some relevance, where,
when and how is it relevant in u¡ban design theory and practice of the present
context must be addressed.

The ñrst suggestion is notion of revivalism, the attempt to shape urban structure
and society as it was interpreted to exist in the past. This idea fixes history into
defined pieces that chronological structure, similar to the modernism's absolutes,
which the designer copies as directly as possible. It is basically a traditionalist
reaction against the progressivist notion of the modern,16 Thinking along these
lines is of little relevance if applied directly to a contemporary culture which must
be different from the historic one being copied. In other words, it reflects a naive
Romanticism, similar to the Neo-classical revival of the l gth century, which
covered urbanity in the image of the past, ignoring the discrepancy that it was only
a stylistic but not truly cultural inference.

The second and more commonly accepted use a¡d understanding of historical
contexts relates to the idea of history as a continuum, in which aspects of past are
incorporated into ühe on-going creation of the present. This opinion was perhaps
first and best expressed for the North American context by colin Rowe and Fred
Koetter in' colløge city, but people like Aldo Rossi are arso important in this
debate' The suggestion is that the entire history of urban configurations is
unavoidable and vital to their complexity. It is not so much a matter of
favouritism for a particular period akin to revivalism, but rather, an

'ló 
Aon Colquhoun. 'postmodem CriflcolAfiitudes,'... p. 137,
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understanding that cities embrace a whole history of human thought and action.
This stance attacks the notion of absolute progress necessary in the conquest of the
utopian ideal, and supports variety in a complex of interactions.

In regards to the u¡ban quarter we have already noted that such reasoning can be

used in structuring the whole city as a series of differentiated parts that owe their
init'ial conception to a particular moment and philosophical and./or socio-politicaì
ideal. This can be likened to the idea ühat "Napoleon I entertained [forJ the o"o.;".t
of turning Paris into a species of museums. This city was, to some degree, to
become a sort of habitable exhibition, a collection of permanent reminders which
were to edify both resident and visitor."17 The value of such an exercise being "for
whatever reservations (this city is a rattling of dead bones, a mere anthology of
historical and picturesque high spots), it is difficult not to concede its amiability
and hospitality. An open city and, to a degree, a critical one, receptive - in theory
at least - to the most desperate stimuli, hostile to neither utopia or tradition,
while by no means value free the city as museums discloses no imitation of urgent
beliefs in the value of any all-vatidating principls.,'18

In this sense historic continuity does not stop at the creation of particular urban
areas - areas as part'icles locked in a precise historic frame-work - for such
places may be conceived under any particular set of beliefs. The collection of
values may be transgressed, diversified or altered ç'ithin their own right, so that a
quarter or urban identii'y can carry that expression of change. In this way the
entire city is both a live piece of history, as well as series of quarters or districts.
such a live historical city would be interpreiable at various points, while each part
of it is an autonomous development.

such is the theory of collage that Rowe and Koetter propose as resolution to crisis
of modern architecture, when, time after time, it fa ed to realize in any absolute

)l colln Rowê ond Fred Koêtt€r. Co[oçe,... p. ì2ó.]8 Colln Rowe ond Fred Koefier. Cô ooê,... p. l2g & 132.
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manner the utopian metropolis. This principle encompasses not only the spatial
ingenuity of various architectu¡al epoches, but even more succinctly embodies an
almost apolitical stance through the multiplicity of diverse political interests
which can keep each other in check from totaritarianism. This position must be
accepted with a iouch of irony, but the beauty of it being it can be accepting of its
own falsity unlike modernism, which sought "the overt expulsion of all deleterious
cultu¡al fantasy and lresulted in] the simultaneous proliferation of fantasy not
conceived to be such."19

By way of collage city, the last historical issue that needs to be examined in this
section is how Postmodernism add¡esses the question of its own relationship to
Modernity' If collage is a to be practiced as an unbiased, postmodern method of
city building should not this city-complex contain whatever pieces of the
modernism that exist? tffould this be a conciliatory notion with the one in which
Postmodernism is symbolic and effectuar of the after-math, the death or posú of
Modernism? Postmodernism sought to differentiate itself through the embrace of
historical, emotional and pruralist concerns as means of re-evaruating and
jettisoning the idealism of Modernist theory. conversely, if it did not want to be
discriminatory of any particular set of historicaì circumstances it had to also
include even the history ofthe Modernist era. The þroblem of contradiction being;
does Postmodernism include that from which it was a reactionary or
transgressional product of, a¡d, doee this in some sense make it the continuation
towards the decisive conclusion of the Modernist project.

At f¡rst this contradiction appears to be an unworkable, a non-solution. It attempts
to combine two irreconcilable propositions - that of the scientiñcally enlightened
and engineering rationalist, and that of the ecrecüic, historical rat-packing
romantic.2O But the contradiction is onry unworkabre in the absolute framework
of Modernism, which cannot express a duality in its singurar goal. It is precisery

l: Colln Rowe ond Fred Koettêr. co[õoe,... p. ì20.20 Colln Rowe ond Fr€d Koettêr. Co õoê,... p. ]02,
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in the Postmodernist quest to be an encompassing rather exclusive construct. In
other words, it recognizes that there is "more than one way to skin a cat," and the
more layers one removes the closer one might get to a semblance of the truth.

For urbanity iü means a vital new concepüion that returns the emotion of art to the
science of functionalism; and in such a way that urbanity can be constructed
without throwing away the advances that modern legacy has discovered, but
conversely dealing with its shortcoming in the department of humanity. The
postmodern city begins to add¡ess more carefully aII the layers urban morphology
of various historical periods that have affected, and continue to affect, its growth.

Social lssueg and Community

I neuer liue alnne : I neuer wa.lh alnne - My posse's ølwøys ready,
ønd their waiting iV_ny zone - Although I liuô the l¡ie',

that of a residpnt - But I be hniwin' the scheme,
_ that of the presid,ent - Tappin' my phone whose crew øbuseáI stønd, accused of doing harm - 'Cøuse I'¡n loud,er than ø bomb!

Public Eneny : It takes a nation of millions to hold us back.2l

It is, perhaps, through a larger reference of worldJooking that some architectural
tendencies are developed, as can be noted in the efÏect of u¡ban social theories and
their influence on urban form. The idea that social concerrìs influence
a¡chitecture and urban design can be easily understood if we consider that built
form must have a substantial impact on the spatial organization of society, which
in turn influences parts of the social order. cerbainly the modern movement had
much of its inspiration in accommodating the ill effecús of industrialization to the
city. Through the call for a new architecture, iú strongly addressed social issues
about the essential needs for urban ¡menities, which were a reflection on the
social disparity that had a¡isen.

2l Publlc Enêmy, 'LOUDER THAN A BOMBI' from lhe olbum lt tokês o noflon of ml tons to hotd usbÕck (Def Jom Recordlngs, ì988).
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In the same light postmodernists have tried to evaluate where, and what went
wrong with the modern social reforms. what has come to light in many recent
spheres of thought is a criticism about modern notion about social organization
and purpose of community. If we recall Hilberseimer's vision of urbanity wherein
ühe city is created through considerations of "elementary cells" and the
"organism-as-a-whole," we can note the two most evasive directions that urban
design pursued which both have some relation to the modern paradigm of social

order. Modernism in difrerent contexts beca-e interested in either small local
plans of community units, or on the other extreme, the metropolitan region plan.
In between these scales of macro and micro-thought there was again a situation
where the "nuance [was] cancelled."22

These women lihed one qlother, mostly. At leøst they knew one another, which
.rnøybe matters more. .Their child.ren ca.rried. fømjli secrets, cross-pollínøting,
house to house. Their hus.band.s owned shares'of the same tlí¡ngs aíd. euue¿ îngroyps.- If the women knew øbout each other-first, then they- either -tihéd, 

one
ønother or not - their husbands liked, each othe; (üt:¿ prouen tirong) øü-¿¡an't
alwa-ys know each other deeplyAnyway, ít wøs a conununity:. SlËôUà1, sniu¿
maids, øssured, Christmas cards, to be- greeted, on the street Uy yoii f"i[ il*r.

Allen Gruganus : Naiivity Caucasian.23

Let us proceed with a cla¡ification of the concept of community in relationship to a
quarter. The concept referred to here has its origins in the social sciences, and is,
by defrnition, a collection of primary groups that clisplay informal, personal
contact, as typified by the nuclear family. In contrast, secondary groups refer to
an ascribed, expressive, political or economic reasons for group association, and
are represented by any kind of institutions where people aggregate for a collective
reason outside the natural predicement, A community refers to a group of people
who have a close social interaction within a delimited geographic area.24 The
term has become fairly synonymous rÁ,ith the word neighbourhood which refers to

Monfedo Toturl. . (Boston;
Mossochuetts lnst¡tute of Technotogy, .l97ó.) p. lO4.
Allen Grugonus 'Noilvrty coucqslon' rn Horo€r's MÕgozrno / Novemb€r ì 990. (Nêw york;
Horper's Mogo¿nê Foundofion, ì 99O.) p. óó.

Ft]g.nes & !. Eyles. lnlrôducflon io Soctol eeoorôohv. (Oford; Oxford Unlv€rslty press,
ì977). p, 13,

22

23

24
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the set of people(s) a¡d things next to or beside a person or place. The notion of
community is different from that of the quarter or district which refers to a
collection of neighbourhoods, or communities, and thus, is a relative scale larger.

clarence Perry was responsible for the concept of the planned neighbourhood
unit's that have had such a discernible effect on North American cities. The ideal
Perry sought was to preserve social values through limited community bonds and
group support. This was a response to what, he perceived as the de-humalizing
effects of the rapidly-expanding, unorganized growth cities were experiencing
through industrialization. That industry had a disquieting effect on the pre-
industrial city is obvious because the entire conception of urban life required
restructuring. The neighbourhood unit, was intentioned to counteract phenomena

like wealth discrepancies, neighbourhood decline into ghettos, industrial pollution
and increased automobile usage, at least for the particular residential
environment. By fostering the physical configuration of group security and
permanency, Perry imagined that the neighbourhood unit would isolate
communities into areas free fron congestion and chaos of the industrial city, into
an en'¡ironment r¡¡here self-government might be realized.2S

The basic form of Perry's proposed unit was a rerativery sparsely popurated
residential precinct with some 1500 families, or enough to supporü a loca-l school
which was to be the central focus of the of separated pedestrian circulation system.
The ideag were reminiscent of the garden city concept developed by Ebenizer
Howa¡d in the sense that both the shared the objective of improving social values
by essentially rationalizing the physical environment to accommodate a
community of families.26 The popularity plamed residential units is notable
through their use as basic models for mosü residential subdivisions. They have
transformed the suburban fringe of most every canadian and American ciüy, but

25 Dovld R. Goldfelld. 'Netghbourhood presêrvoflon ond Communtty Volues, ln

.A Nelohbourhood ond Communltv Envlrônmenls. (Nêw yo*: plenlum pr.r., l9g7), p, 2g2_g.¿e G_erold Hodge. Plonnlng Conodlon Communlties, Ooronio: Metheun publlcotions, l9Só). p,
ó5.
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Perry also adapted the concept for the inner city, where it was envisioned to
replace depressed or run-down areas.27 In either instance it was parallel to
functional seglegation because it sought to isolate the ¡rotion of commurrity into a

purely residential enclave away from other aspects of urbanization.

l¡9. 73 nelghbourtþod plan, Clarerrce
Petry
(souræ: Gallion and Eiser,
The Urban Paltern).

lig. 74 NoMood community in
Winnipeg, showing the
lnlluence of Pery's
neighbourhood unitplan.
(source : Photo Archives, U.
of Manitoba Library).

Dov¡d R. Goldfelld. 'Nelghbourhood prêservollon ond Cornmunlty Volues' ln
Nelghbourhood ond communlly Envkonmênts. (New york: plenlum pless, l9g7>, p. 2g2_
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75lig Nât¡onal Capilal Region,
Ollawa.Hull, Canada.
(source: Barry Worth,
Urban and Regional Plannino
ln Canada).

criticism of the neighbourhood unit plan was imminent from its begin'ings,
although the concept still gained a notorious position in the ranks of the planning
profession. social theorists like Louis writh dismissecl it with the whole notion of
the community in pursuit of modern metropolitan regional plan. writh assumed

that "modernization had progressively altered our dependence upon nature and
uporr particular geogfaphic habitats. 1'echnological developmerrts, particularly in
transportation and communication, have the power to undo even the most
traditionally rei¡rforced correlatione between regional habitat and regional
culture. "28 writh's argument against the neighbou'hoocl was that u¡rless one

wants to give up the modern advantages of technology, which he saw as potentially
liberating forces in light of their ability to increase humarr contact without,
proximal requireme'ts, localized concerns of community would have to be
replaced with increased technological networ.ks. He further suggested that social

28 Mlcheol P. Smllh. Tho cttu ond Soclol TheoM, (Nêw york; St, Morllns, 1979). p, gó.
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organizâtions such as government, corporate bureaucracy and industry where
tending towards large scale regional constructs, into which the individual was

being immersed. He felt that the responsiveness of such large institutions could
be increased by irnproving their mode of communication feedback from the
individual, which would become increasingly important as the individual's
community and domestic ties disappeared.

Micheal smith notes these theories led to planning the city as a regional construct:

Following his theoretic_?l and normative penchant for 'society'-like social
arrangeTents - a deliberate, rational, consensuâl ordering of human
relationships - Tv"it¡ 'the planner' felt that social problems- criu¿ oni io" a
rational treatnent. Rational urban planning entaili treating the
metropolitan, region rather thaa the city as the appropriate flanning unit.
In his.view the key problems that carr fôr pranning ex'pertise are sy.i"-átic
or region-wide. The supercity is the emergent form o? urban community;
industry, housing, and labour markets are all metropolitan in scope.29'

To a large extent, North American urbanization over the last half century has
been the result of these two diverse ideas: neighbourhood a¡d metropolis. situated
at one exüreme was the neighbourhood concept, envisioned by perry as social
housing response' but more abundantly produced by private developnent
corporaüions that used it for economic gains rather than the creation of socially
stable, politically active conmunities. To some extent it was copied by these
organizations precisely because it was symbolic (though not eminently practical)
of community values, and thus becâme a very plausible and saleable model. on
the other extreme, both corporate giants and government tended to favour
met'ropolitan policies which centralized power into the hands of a few, purporting
a rationalization of the planning process in terns of economic gains of region over
individual or community. lvhat was omitied from writh's concept was the basic
public participation of the individual in policy formation that he imagined would
develop through the commu¡ication feedback system.3O

Mlcheol P, Smllh. tho Cttv,,,. p. 32.
Mlcheol P. Smlth. 'lhe Cliy,.., p. gZ &275,

29
30
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The confrontation between neighbourhood and metropolis as essential planning
units bas been one of the mosú basic debates in modern planning. Although
radically different, each approach arose from a response to the industrialization of
the city. The basic pretext for modern planning and functionalism is the apparent

chaos in urban expansion that industrialization fostered in pre-industrial city.
Modern planning was attempting to reduce the discrepancy between the internai
effrciency of economic, industrial system - the effectiveness of time-labour-
product formula inside the factory - and, the external effects that those

developments had on society and urbanity - class and wealth discrepancies,

territorial and fu¡ctional conflicts, ghettoization, pollution, traffrc probrems, etc.

The neighbourhood unit and metro-regional plan were both rational principles
. attempting to copy the functional logistic of mechanical and organic efficiency in
an attempt to either preserve or progress society to an orderly pattern of conduct.

The distinction between community and metropolis also represents another
fundamental principle of modern philosophy. The divergence of these ideas relate
to a dichotomy or dualism of the modern, wherein world viewg views were
separated into inner or outer realities. In the writhjan model its the individual's
ability to navigate the metropolis in pursuit of his/her personal needs - the
dualism being that split between individual and the metropolis as a total-society.
rffith Perry the split' between individual and society is more illusive, but consider

that the community is really an extension or multiplication of the individual in the
sense that, "the community status in a symbolic metropolitan süructure becomes a
reflected or 'secondar5r status' acquired by individuals by virtue (positively or
negatively) of residing in a given commu:rity."31

The dichotomy in each theory also extends between them - the macro-
metropolitan vergus micro-neighbourhood scale. The neighbourhood unit
atüempted to split the internal and external environments by safety zoning itself

3ì Ab€rt Hunter. 'symbollc Ecology of Suburblo. ln Nêtçhbourhood ond communtty
Env¡ronmenls. (Newyork: plenlum press, l9S7), p, Zl7,
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away from the industrial fringe and separating its trafñc into neighbourhood and
metropolitan or pedestrian and vehicular systems respectively - a dichotomous
rationalization of values based on the local traditional group akin to village ideal
inside a national framework. The metropolitan plan centralized power under the
assunption that it could be equally distributed so all individuals could have the
same access to va¡ious metropolitan functions. Implicitly the ordering of the
whole metropolis could only be conceived if it wag considered as series of
functional precincts rather than a complex of integrated functions. Thus the
metropoliüan city was in part structured to accommodate its measurement.

wheré the neighbourhood looked inwa¡d the metropolis looked outward, but both
missed the view-point of the city as a complex entity. The neighbourhood unit
simpliñed itself to avoid thinking about the rest of the city till it became no more

and no less than a precinct of houses, a school and a park; and the metropolis
unable to comprehend such fine grains of urban fabric as community or
neighbourhood reduced the region to abstractions of economic value and land use.

Postmodernism in the first instance sought to break the dichotomy modernism.
The urban conception required an intermediary between metropolis and
neighbourhood, for which the quarter, as a city ,¡¡ithin the city, presents itself as a
planning and structuraì u¡it that overlaps both metropolitan and neighbourhood
concerns. As Aldo Rossi reminds ue that the quarter (or residential district) is;

a loaent, a -piece of the city's form. It is intimately bound with the citv's
evolution and natu¡e. we actually experience thesê parts. In social ieíms,it is. a morphological and structural unit characteriri,d by a cert"i" *¡ã"
lanlscape, a certain social order and its function; thus a'chaneu il *u o""
of these elements is enough to define it limits. we should ueá"]' minã'trrãt
an analysis of the residential district based on divisions of social or -- -_-

economic classeg as well as economic fuuctions corresponds in a¡ essential
way to the process of formation of the modern metropolis.,. 

"esiãentiJ-'-districts a¡e not so much subordinated to one anothei 
", 

,Juti"ãly 
----

autonomoug parts; their relationships cannot be explained as siÐple
functions of dependence, but seemingly respond tnjtte entire u¡-¡ãn
structure."32

32 Ado Rossl, Ihê ArchÊêcturê of thê Cftv, (Combrldge, MA,; M,l,T, prêss, l9g2). p. óS.
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This reflects the notion that quarter is by the deflrnitions of integration and
variation a complex urban configuration with a more intense conception than the
introverted neighbourhood or the sparse regional plan. This complexity of the
urban vision is a product of the individual quarter's configuration, as well as the
interaction between all the quarters that comprise a city or metropolis.

one of the essential starting points of postmodern architecture was an
appreciation of complexity. The world-view of simplified dichotomies cou-ld not
explain patterns of urbanization that predominated the apparenùly disorganized
and inconsistent means of society, even against the besü interest of the moderns.
one need only recall Robert venturi's seminal book complerity and. contra.diction
in Architecture 33 to understand how the pluralist notion began to dominate the
way architectural thought was structu¡ed. By embracing, rather than denying or
trying to order away, the inconsistencies and variations of life the postmodern
view was forced to be acceptiag of richly varied interpretations of society.

These changes did not go unnoticed by other disciplines as can be noted in the
development of Richard sennet's proposition for the pranning profession; "The
real task of urban planners is to enlarge the number of forums where people can
directly experience the efÏects of their actions upon others. The essentiaì task of
the planner ig to create stimulating and challenging social milieus, to help nake
society willingly chaotic,... planners must abandon the ideal of one harmonious
community and replace it with the ideal of diverse 'survival communities.,,'B 4

sen¡et's idea asks for a new social order in pursuing the creation of the city, one
that deals solely with the qualities of human interaction.

A¡d in the more philosophical directions of social theory there were also calls for a
new kind of reasoning that were reacüionary in the simpre sense that they
embodied anything but the singular, ascribed, rationalist ideology of the modern.

33 Robert vênturl.. çomorefty ond confodrcilon ln Archltecturê. (New yolk; lhê Musêum ofModem Art, l9óó).34 MbheqlP. smlth. Ihê cttu,,.. p, tóI.
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In the.postmodern _world,-emphasis is placed on the the ability to fantasize.
Actually, imagination and reality arrive together. The explanatio" ior ttis
follows: reason does not exist outside imagination, for duáism is abanclon-
ed' Rather than being jr¡xtaposed,... thesJtwo capacities interpãnãirate one
another. As a result, cultu¡ó is not the guardian ïf reason, bui slÀplv
imaginary. A speciñc culture representl a modality of imâsination'. "

According to the postmodernists, the culture of dominance that, has been
acce.pted thr-oughout the Weste_m philosophy is no Ionger justifred.
Irpliedlr dominance are dualism and hierarchy thaõ thä postmodernists
reject. For this reason, postmoderu society spawns a ,culture of
immanence' - a style of curtu¡e thai embbdiìs human inspiration. Hence
society must be selfJegitimating, because cultu¡e is not autonomous.S5

The pursuit of imagination returns to pluralism the notion of experimental
propositions, but these are not conceived as rigid scientific constructs used to
establish universal truths, but rather are imminently valued as individual
experiences onto themselves, because in this way they allow culture to diversify.

The city as a social theory of pluralism did not yet allow itself to be fully interpreted
as series of urban quarters, but the suggestion is there. If it, were a number of
"forums," as sennet suggests, it woutd not address the form or spatial structure

. urbanity. It is the quarter's uniqueness as a combination of an immaterial social
theory and a concrete spatial structure, that make it such an important
proposit'ion to the conception of the city. The intermediary quality the quarter
attempts to deal more conclusively with the reality of urbanity as different kinds of
people and organizations of buildings. As is explained by o. M. ungers (et ar.):

The pluralist project for a city within the city is... an antithesis to the
current planning theory whiòh stems from á defrnition of thã cily as single
whole. This corresponds to the contemporary structure of societí which is
dev-eloped more as ã societv of individuäity r"itn ar".À"ía.-.i¿.,ãã.i".
and conceptions.

This projecü should also involve an individualization of the city and
therefore.a mowing away from typization and standardizali-oî This sbould
be applied on the one hand to all possible openings and on the other tothe
mulüplicity that springs f¡om them.36

John w. Murphy. Postmodern soclol AnÕlvsls ond crlllclsm . (New york: Green wood pre$s.
1989). p. 107.

B€rlln sommer Akodrmrê, wrth ungers, Koorhoos, Rremon, Kolhoff & ovosko. .The crty rn theclty'ln LqhÆjotemqlienql. no. tB. (M ono: Etecto S,p.A,, t 97g). p. gó.
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I want to examine but one example of urban community that takes the opportunity
to express itselfin the pluralist possibilities of postmodern philosophy. The castro
districü in san Fransisco moved away from rationalized definitions of modern

social theory about urban structures in two fundamental senses; first ii is a self-
realized community rather than an ascribed or planned development, suggesting

that abgtractions of professional theory did not meet the needs of real individuals.

Secondly, the Castro district, is a urban confrguration that goes beyond the
conception of a neighbourhood in both the sense of its functional attributes and its
social limits. I use the Castro as an example because it re-interprets the
traditional definit'ion of community, reminiscent of the quarter's relationship
between a homogeneous group and a spatial niche. It is also a superlative
example of the transformation of an existing district into a new community,
rather than idealizing urbanization on new gtound, negating historical reference.

Richa¡d Rodriguez wrote about the Castro district :

In 1975 the state of C_alifornia legalized consensual honosexuality, and
about the geme time Castro streei, gouthwest of downtow¡, beean- io ecliose
Polk Street as the homosexual address in San Fransisco, polÈstreet wds a
string ofbars. The castro was an entire district. The castro had victorian
houses and churches, bookstores and restaurants, gyms, dry cleaners,
supermarkets, a!d an elected member of the Boardãf Supervisors. Thã
Castro supported batlrs and bars, but there was nothing fürtive about them.
On Castro Street thelight of day penetrated gay life thrãugh 

"1"u" 
plateã-

glass windows. The light of the äay discovered a n"* conhdeo.", ä ,r"*
politics. Also a- new look - a non iosmopolitan, Burt Reynolds, Éutcn Èd
style: beer, ball g"-sg, Iævi's, short haii, muscles.

Gay men_who lived elsewhere in the city, in the pacifrc Heights or the
Richl-rond, ofte-n spoke w.ith derision of'the "Castro Street õIones,,'
{escribing the look, or scorned what they called the gheitoization ãf
honosexuality. To 1n older generation ôf Ì'omose*uäs, the btatancy of
sexuality on castro street threatened the discrete compromise that ihey had
negotiated with a tolerant city.87

There was little room for variation outside the nuclea¡ family in any of the utopian
visions from Fourier's phalanstére to Fra¡k Llyod wright's Broadacres scheme.

37 R{chord Rodriguez. 'Lotê Vlctorlons'ln Horper,s : Vol 2gì, No lógS,Ocl..l99O, (New york:
Horpêr's Mogo¿ne Foundoflon, l99O), p. OO,
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The social spine that defined these communities was always the architectural unit
of the domestic family. r hen suburbia arose as mixtu¡e and watering down of
utopian ideals it was characterized by the architectural idiom of the detached,

single-family dwelling, s¡ith its concentrated functions in support nuclear family.

The Castro district challenged this notion as "homosexual men sought to reclaim

the house, the house which had traditionally been the domain of the

heterosexuality, "SS The Victorian houses that constitute the bulk of the Castro

district had a strong association with traditional family values from a pre-dated

era, and now they are being employed in a new from of cohabitation; the excessive

detailing of the Victorian vernacul.a¡ was an i¡onically perfect style for Eany gay

men who shared an exuberant sense of aesthetics.

The Castro district went beyond re-defining notions of community through the

idiom of domesticity. It was a shift in values about what constituted a community,

by a group that had never been allowed to so publicly access any community ideal.

Within the larger gay community it was an internal re-evaluation and expression

about the desires and directions of gay life, and this may have been part of the

impetus behind the creation of the community that surpassed the traditional
family ideal. Furthermore, as a collection of inhabited inner city houses it
expressed what communities in many other citieg were experiencing in
relationship to metropolitan structured governments - ühey could move towa¡ds

self'governing entities that could express a more real sense of community instead
of ascribed values of the neighbourhood unit plan, or the abandonment of local

integrated concerns from the cosmopolitan ideal.

The idea of self-development and self-government attacks the secularized notion of
total authorship that architects and planners inherited from chasing elusive
utopias, It was replaced with a push for a communal evolution of the urban
structure. In fact, since the 1960s the planning profession has used community

38 Richord Rodfguez. 'Lote Vlctofons,'... p. ó0.
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parüicipation and commuDity revitalization practices as processes of urban
realization to replace the distinctly lop-sided effects of u¡ban renewal or sluu
clearance. This also demonstrateg a renewed belief in the value of historic
contexts in terms of both the immediate, existing historical development of a

community, as well as older, cultural legacies inscribed in built form.

The notion of empowered individuals, versus their loss of it through cenùralized

control, is one a basic pretexts of postmodern politics. As John Murphy explains:

Postmodernists make no distinction between the centre and the periphery
ofthe polity. The absence of dualil- prevents this distinction frôm ìieing
pade._ A_gain- reminiscent of the rebellious 1g60's, many lefïist students
have declared that the pq-phqry is everywhere. With no one occupying a
priqle.ggd po_sition, the idea of flat political organizations sudded! gaiäs
credibility. Ir,' actual practice, this means that deeision making .irolrrld ¡"
localized, in the form of worker citizen cou¡cils. yet persons m-ust be
socialized into theil new roles as political activists. Bècause they are not
simply recipients of politicaì dictums, citizens must be provided-with
knowledge and tech¡ical skills necessary for them to creâte policies.S9

The castro district represented a radical strategy and even more explicitly the self-
rea-lized approach of the postmodern, which in this case has resulted in shaping a
part of the city into a facsimile of the contemporary urban qua'ter. The idea of
"socialized" individuals seems essentially what has happened through the growth
of organizations like community Development corporations (cDC's). These

boards act as organizers of communities to gain access and resources from
meüropolitan, provincial and federal governments. The resources are directed at
decisions registered and realized by a community rather than "at decision-makiag
levels as fa¡ removed from people's everyday experiences as the metropolitan
region, [wbere in] the chances that elites will down play concrete human concerns
is even greater than when the city-as-whole is the basic arena of political
conflict."40 I foresee a possible marriage between the cDC and the quarter as

representing socialized communities rather than just socialized inctividuats.

l:|llì W V!q?nV. Postmodêm Soctot Anotvsjs ond Crtflclsm . (New york: Green Wood press,
1989). p. 142.

MlclÞol P. Srnlth. Ihe Cllv ond ,.,. p, 279,
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The marriage between the cDC and the quarter is alternate means of empowering

contemporary communities in lieu of the relatively slow and evolutionary
development processes that created traditional urban quarters. It also differs it
fundamentally from the planned residential neighbourhood unit which focused

essentially on environmental responses to (perhaps magically) produce collective
action, rather than directly addressing the social issues in community it was

trying to preseree. Às an empowered community the quarter is brought i¡to the
arena of various interpretations of the democratic process and in this mânner
could become a geographic location for a socio-political identity.

There is w_holp alternøtiue city in sid¿ the city of West Berlin,
whi¿h is called, Kreuzberg., where ø lot of riots ioo'k ptace latety.

It's an alternatiue und,erground, cilture,... So the'Green pariy. mouement
and the ecolngfual and' peace mouement haue centred, themselues theie. ihere is

also a Turhish city, with the biggest Turhish population outsid,e of Turhey.
ïVim lffenders: Interwiewed Bethany Eden Jacobson4l

The conflict' as to whose view shapes the city, and whose habitat that view affects,

was the discourse between the centralized opinion of the modern legacy and the
self-realized, humane opinion of the postoodern. Rodriguez suggests this
discrepancy analysing how the castro district became an identifiable community:

The international a¡chitectural idioms of Skid-ore, Owings & Merrill,
which defi¡ed the city's skyline in the 1920ö, betrayed no aîareness of ;v
street'level debate concerling the primacy olnlar in san Fra::sisco, 

"o" 
íoy

human d¡amas resulting from the u¡ban- redêveiopment. fle repeÍteni -
office tower was a fortress raised against the sky, ägainst the strËet" ãlainstthj idea of a city. Offrces where hivts where moïeyïas -a¿e, a"¿ âàîn-
all.

In 1970s san Fransisco was divided between the interests of downtown and
tlre pleasures of the neighbourhoods. Neighbourhoods asserteã
i:diosyncrasy, hu!an scale, light. San Frãnsisco neighbourhoods perceived
downtown as working against-üheir iofluences in deierninin! ;Ëñh;;ly
should be. Thus the neighbourhoods seceded f¡om the idea ofihà .ttx-- -
...San Fransisco, though complimented world-wide for holding its centre,
was in fact without a vision ofitself entire.42

\Mm W€nders lntervlewed by Bêihony Eden Jocobson, lmoulsê Mogozinê Vol lS.. No.,l,(lorontoj lmpulsê Mogo¿ne, l9B9). p, 70.
lìchord Rodriguôz. 'Lotê Vlctorions,',,, p. ó1,

41
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A few more points need to made about the castro's conception as a district; frrst,
there were certain localized community requirements that could not be replaced
through the technological means that writh envisioned as the modern way of life.
In fact, the need for physical proximity to aide partnering was one the essentia.l

bonds that defined the development of this community as radicaily different way
from the modern, functional concerns. The castro also represents a community
that was based on a socio-emotional, rather the socio,economic, response, in the
sense that it represents a sexual, rather than economic. This suggests that in
building meaningful, responsive communities a conception of urban life as

enjoyment over rationalization is required. I am not suggesting that atl
communities be based on principles of homosexuality, but, that loue between
humans is at least as important a factor, as utilitarian organization.

The continuity of the castro district suffered a sad disruption through the
epidemic spread of aids, Initially the effeèts of this d.isease were felt strongly, not
only in castro district, by the male homosexual population everywhere. rffhat was
important for t'he gay movement (at least) was creation of a defined place where a
sympathetic community could easily be accessed by other members of the
particular subcultu-re. Accessibility to a particular community is ofien dependant
on the ability to communicate within a subculture. The postmodern use of
architecture and urban design as active, symbolic languageq is one strongest
points against that lifeless, purity of functionalism which attempted to remove a¡y
properties of language from architecture. As Manuel Castells notes:

Cities, alì through listory have been spaces of diversity and
commuaication. When communication ends, or when diversity is
swallowed. by sociaì se-gregation, qs in the uniform uact yarJsãr Ãmerican
slburbs, the u¡ban culturã is endilgered, the sign, ferñafr, "iï.i.-k 

--*
civilization. Thus the intgnsity of thã San Fransísóo'""b;í;;ia";;--
certainly highlighted by the gay's sense of u¡ban theatre, ,..Ã. ìái"
effective anecdote against meaningless and broken communication.43

43 Monuel Costelts. lhe Clty ond cross Roots, (Londo Edword Afnotd pub,. ]9g3), p.ìó7,
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fig. 76 Die Stadt, Franz Masereel.
(source: Delhaye, Arl Deco.
Posters and Graphics).

lig. 77 Subway, George Tooker.
(source: Firìe Als Museum of
San Fransisco, Georgo

By diversifying the means and richness of social communicatio' there is
i'creased possibility of creating symbolic codes for specific gì.oups, and. even
irrc'easing the actual number of such groups. The relation between
communication and communiüy becomes based on a based on a spiritual, political,
or otherwise social program. such programs could inhabit a spatial niche in re
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gFeater city-as-a-whole, but could represent a population that is further spread-out
than the particular urban confrguration. The urban locale would dictate certain,
specific a¡chitectonic sigrs and organizations to identify a collective with a place.

This places additional emphasis on the need to create urban quarters as places in
the city where a vocal expression ofa particular group can. occur. This suggests to
me thai' the contemporary loca.l quarter should make quick accessibility possible to
people who share vaiues or beliefs held by an intralocal definition of community
on not only netropolitan level, but also on a national or international scale. In a
world where people will change residences and cities ever more frequéntly, the
alienation that is currently experienced from the transience of our mobile society
could be negated through a re-establishment of strong urban communities. In
such communities newly arriving people could recognize certain urban and
community organizations, assisting them to locate thei¡ personal existence in the
public realm' The quarter, in this i¡stance, could cover the overlapping defrnitions
for those individuals newly arriving üo a city and searching for familia¡ elements.

canødians are thought of.in the great world,- wheneuer the greøt wortd thinhs
about them a't all - as dwellers in ø northern land,. But moát o¡ them d,well in

cornmunities, large or small, where their liues are dominatud by commln¿ty
concerns and. accepted, id,eas.

Robertson Davies : The Lvr.e of Oroheus.4

I might a-lso note that the idea of a quarter as link in a subculture's network of
related communities night be even more compatible in canada than in America.
In exploring the differences between American and canadian cities, Micheal
Goldberg and John Mercer point out that, "[in America] with such a strong sense
of 'Americaness,' it is not surprising thaü the prevailing social 'myth' is that of the
melting pot, wherein immigrant groups [and other types of subcultures] are
expected to drop their ethnicity and adopt the ways of the dominant American
culüu¡e. In canada, with as less well-developed national identity, the prevailing

44 Rob^erfson Do-vles, 'lhe Lyre of OroheLrs. (Morkom, Ontorio; p€nguin Books Conodo Ltd,,ì988,) Pqgê 297-8.
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social mythology is that of the mosaic, reinforced by government policy through
the Ministry of Multiculturalism,... the mosaic is a pragmatic mythology to help
make the demographic reality of canada tegitimate."4S The mosaic as a national
image suggests that Canada is kind of demographic collage, and could be a

starting condition in which to look for, and promote ühe contempora.ry quarter.

In trying to suggest the concept of urban quarters there is no intention to
restructu¡e the logist'ics of the planning profession. Rather the hope is that the
quarter might be regarded as an intermediary in the confÌict between the metro-
regional level and community concerns. I believe the diversity of the quarter as

concept allows it to operate on a variety of levels, creating situations wherein it
might act as translator to different sets of ideologies, goals and objectives. Already
I have noted how it can relate to the architectonic objective as well as the context of
urban fabric in earlier discussions about typology and morphology. The sane
might be true of planning at an economic, regional scale and at a local
commu¡itieg level, and between rationaì order and emotional bonds.

I would also like to suggest that the quarter is an applicable postmodern entity,
especially if it begins to be shaped from different sets of meaningful ideals other
than the dominant modern ones, namely that it becomes a localized, emotional
configuration in addition.to the pragmatic organization of the city. It could
become a signifier of urban communities aggregated in their inherent beliefs
rather than those ascribed by the forces of economics, metropolitan planing or
centralized government. In the sense of a particular group, the contemporary
urban quarter could represent an urban home-onto-itself.

45 Mlcheol Goldberg & John A. Mêrcer. The Mvth of the North Ametcon cltu - confinento sm
Chôllengêd. (Voncower; U of Briflsh Columblo pres¡çAó). p, 2q7, 

-
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CONTEMPORARY PROPOSALS AND EXPLORATIONS
Part IV explores contemporary architectural work being done in the realm of the
urban quarter. In many ways this section is a confrrmation ofthe theory set out in
part I, as well as an investigation in alternatives akin to discrission in pari III.
The th'ee sources covered in here are Léon Krier, Andres Duany & Elizabeth
Plater-Zyberk, and George Baird. These architects are all exploring ideas of
integrated communities, but each from different theoretical and cultural bases.

Krier is the most traditiona.l and works almost exclusively in European cities.
Duany & Plater-Zyberk are worling along similar lines of tradition as Krier, but
they have strongly been influenced by general American culture and use a strong
regional context of the southern states. Fiually, George Baird defrnitely a modern
theorist who is working from a cultural base in eastern Canada.

LÉON KRIER "Fortoard, Cotnrød,es, We Must Go Boch!,l
Léon K¡ier is probably the nost prominent figures in the debate for the revival of
the quart'er af¡ a means of (re)-organizing cities. since the 1920s K¡ier's position
and arguments have gained wide spread accepüance in architectural circles as

being both necessary and practical in the ñeld of u¡ban development. The crux of
ühese arguments stems from Krier's definitive stance against modernist
architectu¡e and planning in his call for a return to the "traditionaì city."

Léon Krler, 'FoMord, Comrodes. We Must Go Bock. ln Oopost ôns. #2llsptlng,
(Combrldge MA; M,t.T. presr, tgBl).
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Architecture and culture are invariably connected in Ifüer's eyes, and the root of
contemporary social problems appear to be a products of an indusürialized society.

For I(rier the development of a culture based on industry is the downfall of
"c'aftsmen" or "artisan" cultures, which he sees as dominating European life
from the medieval period until the birth of the industrial revolution. with the loss

of craft and the rise of industrialization, Klier also rema¡ks on the destruction of
the traditional ciiy. Both designers and buildels of the traditional city had hence

thought in the humanist terms of arüisans a'd craftsmen respectively, but
"industrial production, that is the extreme development of productive forces, has

destroyed in less than two hundled years those cities and landscapes which had
been the result of thousarrds ofyears of human labour, intelligence anrl culture."2

f¡9. 78 Homo lrdus[¡alis arìd Homo
Faber, Kr¡er,
(source: Archilectural
Design. vol. 54,n.7/B).

fig. 79 Urban growth from 1850 .
'1950, Krier,
(source: Archileclural
0esign. vol. 54,n.7/g).
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Léon Krler. 'CRITIOUE OF INDUSTR¡ALIZATION' ln Archltecturot Destgn ,vol. 54/no,7lg,
(London, A,D. Edlllons Ltd., 1984).p3ó-7.
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In industrialization Krier sees first the downfall of quality labour that can only
arise when workers are interested, and can take pride in, what they are
producing. He assumes this is not possible in the tedious, mechanical nature of
industry. From the ashes of craftsmen and artisan cultures, through their
annihilation by industry, arose the decadence of modernist design iu which "the

symbolic and iconographic vacuity of 'modern' architecture cau of course be

explained by the fact that it has never been a architecture but rather a form of
packaging. And in its most a-bitious examples, it, can sometimes have been an

'art' of packaging. Certainly even the most ambitious will never succeed in
constructing a city through packaging."S

To develop a basic theory for the form of an urban quarter Krier sees it frtting to

study urban environments that precede the industrial revolution. His in-depth
and exhaustive studies of the morphology and typology of historical cities have led

to his now well known menu for the quartered city:

A city cal only be reconstructed in the form of Urban Quørters. A large
or_a small city can only be reorganized as a large or smail number of -
urban- quarters; as a federatiou of autonomous quarters. Each quarter
must have its own celtle, periphery and limit. bach quarter múst be
A CITY WITHIN A CITY.

The-Quørter must integrate all daily functions of urban life (dwelling,
working, Ieisure) v¡lfhin fþs territory dimensioned on the basis ofthã'
coqfg{ of a waìking man lperson]; not exceeding Bõ hectares in surface
and 1 5,000 i¡habitants,...

The streets and squares must preseut a familia¡ character. Their
dimensions and proportions must be those of the best and most beautiful
pre-industrial cities. Sipplicity must be the goa.t of the urban plan,
howev-er complex the.urbãn gei¡g¡aphy and tJpography. The ciiy must be
a¡ticulated into public and domestic spaces, äonu.ments and ui.ban
fabric, classical a¡chitecture and vernäc:iìar buildings, squares, ãnd
streets, a¡d in that hierarchy.4

Mourlcê culotond Léon Krier. 'Thê onÍy pdth for Archltecture' ln ooposltiors ,#14/Fõll.
(Combridgê MA.; M.l.T, Press. l9Z9). p. 40.
Léon Krler. 'lHE CmY WfTHtN IHE Clry' ln Archtiecturol Dêsion ,vol, S4lrþ.7 /g. (Londo A, D.
Edltlons Ltd., ì984). p. 7S7ì.

â
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To which adds clear and explicit diagrams and illustration that help explain how

to build the quartered city or how work withi¡r its context ehould it already exist.

lig. 80 Res. Publica, Res Privata,
Civitas: Krier,
(source: Archileclural
Desiqn. vol. S4,n.Z8).

From his initial accusations on the death of the city due to the embarrassing
failure of modern alchitecture, I(rier has in rece't years softened his position
(somewhat) into a more pluralist stance. He has more recently admitted that it
may possible to have modernist parts ofthe city as well as other parts that embody

traditional ideals, so long as are they kept strictly eeparate, a¡rd one does not
impede on ühe other (particular.ly the modemist on traditioual).5 This change in
spirit may have arisen as a need to f¡nd a way to deal with the North American

context in which l(rier at fìrst found no redeeming qualities, but may have

realized that there is simply too much of it to ignore, (Iilte a commission to
redesign Washington D.C., 1986.)

Another reason l(rier has been so virtually opposed to the North American
ideology is because these cities grew urrder the strengths of industrialization. As a
definitive characteristic of those cities, ure sür'ingent zoning into functional areas,

is in Krier's opinion, the total antithesis of the integrated qualities a well
dimensioned urban qualter can offer. The p'oblems in Nor r America'cities are

furthered by their lach of typological and morphologicaì rational, and Kr.ier blun y
refuses the adaptations of types to meet new spatial ol social contexts, suggesting

instead that the context be changed to meet the requirements and charactelistics

Léon Krler. Publlc Leclure. Focultyof Archltecfurê, U, of Monltobo,Wnnlpêg M.B. l9gB,
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of the particular type. "Pluralism marks the moment in history when despair and
priuate obsession replace culture. Architecture can express neither individual
nor coilective ideas about progress, about beliefs or dreams, about, time or place.

zeitgeist is no concern of architectu¡e. zeitgeíst communicates. itselÍl despite
iiself' There is neither reactionary or revolutionary architecture. There is only
architecture or its absence, that is, its abstraction."6

The idea of the quartered ciùy in which variety is norm rather than exception is to
me a sound and much needed thing (as can be witnessed by this entire
investigation). Krier's ideas have been much of the inspiration for beginning this
investigation, however, I find it frustrating that he makes so few concessions for
the urban environments of an entire continent, or as Krier once phrased it, ,'we

must forcefully reject the American city and become savagely European."T As

such, this work has become an attempt to apply, and more importantly adopr,
Krier's urban theories to some of the North American context. That is, to
distinctly express further lhe zeitgeist that has made North American urbanism
meaningful to itself, and not necessarily to Europe. There is no justifiable reason

to make North American cities any more European than they have to be. It is my
belief that ou¡ cities are in dire need of finding themselves, their true gezz s loci ín
an abundant, progressive and distinctly non-European culture. The notion of
zeitgeist can be rejected only if one is so embroiled in a particular cultural
moment, that one refuses to accept the fact that European cultu¡e was not always
how it appeared in an idealized version of the l gth century.

In canada there is little of the "traditional" urban cultu¡e that l(rier wants us to
"go back" to, and going back would mean negating the history which has created
our present predicament. In my eyes industrial production, which has been so

influential in shaping contemporary cities, is not something that can simply be

!éon Krier 'Crllique of Modernlsrn'ln Archtiecturot Deslgn. vol. S4lno, 7/A, (London; A, D.
Edltlons Ltd,, 1984), p. 107.

Mourice Culot ond Léon Kr¡er. Thê Only poth,,,, lbld, p. 43,

ó
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ignored, for good or bad, but rather, is a factual outgrowth of the cultures
preceding it. As such to simply go back to the days before the industrial revolution

is not possible, and instead industrialization is something which one must go

through. The concept of the quarter nust be adapted like it was from the Medieval

town to splendours of Baroque Paris or the rationalist, expansion of Bar.celona. It
must be adapted to denote and promote the social democracy that, Canada

currently is, rather than revisiting the historic formulas that K¡ier envisions.

History is not retrievable, it cannot be relived or it would no longer be history.

The language of a¡chitecture is one of the most monumental rneâns a culture has

of expressing itself. If that language were to speak the conversations of pre-

industrial European societies it would have to emulate those social and political
structures. Krier argues incessantly about the beauties of de-centralized, self
governing societies that his architecüure embodies, but much of the iconography

he explores in his work resembles möre ciosely the tyrannies of the Roman

Ðmpire, or the ravages of colonialism, which were far removed phenomenon from

the notion of a self governing society. In the language of the planning (the

physical and demographic size or tbe quarters, their morphological composition of
streets and squares, and the dest¡ucüion or perhaps decomposition of zoning)

Krier is much more expressive of self government. There is an understanding

that gives urban space both the human scale that provides the comfort of the
individual, as well as the civic qualities in which such individuals can meet to
argue out their differences and practice the collective will of self government.

Time renders the- shochlng uorth te¿ling; it trønsfigures despair ønd, deceiues us
into belieuing that what,has become rneaninglesslan serue as a symbol. Ruins

from the past, thoug-h they.may be authentic enough, fatsifu history: in realíty,
they are ølmost ølways the deød bod.ies of past atrocíties'.- The path of man'is

lined with desecrated, temples, rifled burial chømbers, raåed cøstles and,
sacked,.p-olnces, We ought to recoil frotn them in horror a,s signs of

uiolence, unscrupulousness ønd, críme. Instead., ue turn ti them
reuerently to admire what we should, weep ouer.

Robert Jungk : "The Ruins Complex"S

I Robert Jungk. The Ruins Complex' lnlroducion io Deod Tech by M. Homm & R. Steinberg,
(Son Fronslsco; SleÍo Sook CIub, l9g2), p. 7,



fig. 8l plan of lhe Acropol¡s in
Alantis, Tenarifl, Léon Kr¡er.
(source: Arch¡tectural
Deslgn, vol. 58 no. t/2).

lig. 82 plan of lmperiâl Rome.

/ (source: Morr¡s, Hislorv of
Urban Form).

I(rier believes that industrialization has brought about a mass phantasy as to what
life really is about, that it has fabricated and falsifred impressions through the
production of meaningless junk over which no one toiled by hand and sweat. I
agree that industrialization has certainly aided in the envisioning of human
pharrtasies, so much so that even Krier himself lives under severe delusions about
the paradise of histo'y. Things must start to become meaningful when they are
meaningful to the individual, rvhen they affect his/her intellect, compassion and
soul, not when we are told by someone else that they were meaningful to some

ancient culture. canadian cities can not operate in a single particular historical
context as K¡ier suggests, because they were not defined by such an isolated
context. Instead, their identity is derived from a development over time, and it is
more meaningful in this case to work within the co¡rtext of living history,
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lig. 83 v¡ew oflhe Acropol¡s ln
Alanl¡s, Tenar¡fl, Léon Krier
(sourcs: Archileclural
Design, vol.58 no. l/2).

fig, 84 v¡ew of lmperialRome.
(source: Moris, Ëi$lgfyjf

A notion about re-creating the context of the urban quarter becomes slated into the
specifrcs of a particula. histolical context. If on the other hand we seek to simply
create an urban quarter then the entile histor.y of contextualism can be put at our
disposal The difference here being that the creation ofthe quar.ter sees history as

an act of transformation, velsus recreating history as an a absolute, momentary
fact onto itself. Perhaps, it is more sensible in Europe to recreate urban quarters,
especially where they have already existed in a specific historical context, but in
North Amer{ca there is litile option but create rem as new figures on the existiug
contexü of the morphological transformation of city.

rn conclusion, I(r'ier must be acknowledged for his co¡rtribution that has brought
the idea of the urban qua'ter bach to current design debates about the ciüy. His
numerous typological and morphological studies have developed a plausible set of
quantitative definitions and properties that provide an understanding of how to
think of "the cities within the city." However, I(rier's social a¡rd iconographic
accompaniments for the urbaa quarter must be approached with caution, for they
cannot meet the social structule of the contemporary canadian city which has
ample room to incorporate the quarter as a conceptual organization and spatial
tool, but not in terms of the absolute and historic idée fixe that l(,.ier demands.
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ANDRES DUANY & ELIZABETII PLATER-ZYBERK
The American architectural team of A¡d¡es Duany & Elizabeth plater-Zyberk are

working to re-establish what they call the traditional town. The main thrust
behind their efforts appears to be the presentation of an alternative to the spread of
the suburban subdivision that they see as the lifeless, form-giver in the downfall of
American urban design. Basing their theories and practices on the works of
people like John Nolen and Raymond unwin, and historic advocates such as Léon

Krier, they have developed some built examples of their vision, and influenced a

large segment of the planning and urban design profession into re-thinking the
stead-fast notions about suburban expansion.

By far their most influential and widely publicized built-work is the Town of
Seaside on Florida's Gulf of Mexico coast. Seaside has, by Duany & plater-

Zyberk's own a,l-ission, not developed completely as they had envisioned or hoped

for, but it has gained acceptance as a viable alternative to in the re-shaping of the
American urban f¡ontier. The review of work by Duany & plater-Zyberk will focus

predominantly on seaside, although it is important to note some of the other
developments it has influenced.

The town of seaside is pla¡ned for gome 350 residential dwellings anct 100 to 200

Iodging units on eighty acres of land for an overall density of 4.785 to 6.g25 units
per acre. This is slightly higher than the average subu¡ban density, but seaside is
markedly difrerent interpretation of place from other subu¡bs. within i¡ the sa,.e
eighty acres there is pedestrian access from all the residences; to a mqior town
square which is lined with stores and other public facilities like a post ofEce; to
seve¡al secondary squâres each dedicated to a specifrc public function like the
church or town-hall; to a series of smaller public squares that act as spatial
codiñers and organizers; and, to a 2800 ft. board walk on the ocea¡r front. The
automobile is not prohibited, but severely discouraged by carefully regulated
parking allowances and the extensive pedestrian systen of paths between,
through and around the blocks ofthe urban fabric.
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seaside is esse'tially a picturesque recreation of "the kind of community that
reached it apogee - acco'ding to Duany - towards the end of the r.9th. century
and 'remained intact across the country until around 1940:' orclelly settlements
characterized by axes and vistas terminated in identifiable landmarks; carefully-
arranged 'street pictures' governed by well-proportioned buildings and sidewalhs;
the pubiic realm is defrned by regular buildings, lines and avenues of vegetation;
recognizable downtown commelcial districts."9 The street-scaps and buildings
display an interpretation of traditional architectural vernacular common to the
south, The town has a unified character achieved through timber framing, clap-
board siding, white picket, fences and idenl,ically-pitcherl tirr roofs.10 Both the
public and the private buildirrgs employ a rich typology that ig consistent with
different locationg in the town to create a distinguishable, coherent composition for
the whole urban layout.

lig. 85 Seaside, posl offjce bu¡tding,
(source: Russel Baq, v. 5).

l¡9. 86 Seâside, general view.
(source: Archìleclural
Desi0n, vol.58 no. t/2).

Jonêt Abroms, Thê form of the (Amêrrcon) crty' ln Lorus #so. (New york; Rrzol rnrernorionor
Publlcotlone, 198ó). p. ó,
Jock Koboyoshl. 'S€osldê, old wor¡d chorm ond cenlrql olf ln'fhê Russell Rog. vol, S.(vvlnnlpeg; students of thê Focutty of Archttecture ol Unlverstiy ãf Mãñttobã ,ìõ90). p. I & g.
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seaside displays a unification of design that resuits from an Americanized
mutation of classical Beaux-A¡ts' principlsg.ll This necessitates the kind of
straight, tangible streets with meaningful terminations and coherent focai points.

The public squares are slightiy more enclosed than the so called "pluralist" streets
of individual, rhythmically spaced houses. streets are appropriately dimensioned

to accommodate the public function of the their nature; the through fare of the
coastal highway through the town; three larger boulevards and crescents to act as

grander urban promenades; and ñnally, the narrowest precise, geometric grid to
make a pattern of streets for regular accessibility.

The formal geometry and perfect symmetry that, defines thê central town square

slowly decreases towards the edge of the town, while the lot sizes increase towards

the fringe to maintain the higher density closer to the functional and ideological

centre of the town. This is a pattern Duany & Plater-zyberk have found to be

cortrmoD in other older souühern towns after performing an extensive survey of
other older towns.12 seaside is desigaed as an overall town-plan with a potential
for logical unity, due to the complete set of typological components that create a

coherent organization of the whole and allowing development in a limited number
of variations.

seaside's unique form and regular cha¡acter are mainly derived from an overly
speciñc building code, developed by Duany & plater-Zyberk, to accompany the
original master plan. Tbe plan and code were envisioned respectively as the
initial impetus for growth, which then had a legally binding measure to engu¡e
the development of a homogeneous built-form; one that would contains a rich mix
of la¡d-use and building types required by a self-contained community. Like other
standard building codes the seaside version describes the specifrcs of the different
set backs and dimensional typologies that are required for the different lots, but it
does this with the intention to create individual, distinct street-scapes and

Jonêt Abroms. The fom,... lbld. p. ,ó
Jonet Abroms. The form,... lbld. p. .7
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codifrcation of the whole town into recognizable parts, rather than merely
attempting to ensure public service and safety. The Seaside code, however,

prescribes m.uch more than this - it determines not only the essential elements of
the external environment, like mandatory porches and white picket fences, but it
goes into the stipulations of the internal environment. Such items as hidden
cabinet hinges and exposed rafters a¡e mandatory, but meaningless in fulfrlling
the mandate of the "Urban Code" intended in to create a unified environment.l S

The combination of overall master plan and building code have been so successful

that Duany & Plater-Zyberk have developed a standardized version of it for use

indesigrring other places. As Darlice Boles notes:

Tþ." fig has now perfected a 'charrette 'process whereby they and a team
of iandscape architects, civil engineers, and other consul[ants-travel to a
given site and spend a week on a charrette, developing not only the plan for
the community but full urban design and architectural guide-iines ior its
exe.-cution þf other a¡chitects, Much of the process has been computerized:
built into the model are generic characterisiics of a traditional small town.
The architects essentially upload on local color - cominon materials and
buildiag types - along with the exigencies of a given site - wetland
locations, etc. - and produce a nedold town plan.14

One begins, at this point, to suspect that Seaside, and especially its follow-ups, are

beginning to represent something more, and quite different, from what their
initial appearance of "traditional" towns represented. There is a tendency to
repeat a good thing till it becomes a fornula, a¡d the recipe that Duany & plater-

Zyberk have taken a liking to might be summed up as: start v¡ith t100 acres of
non-urbanized land, add lots of money, mix in some historical innuendos and
local vernacula¡, and bake with a healthy dose of suburban imagination that does

noü want to look like suburbia any more, and presto, one instant traditional
old,inew town will coagulate,

Jock Koboyoshl, 'Seoslde, old wofd,... lbld. p. I .

l)ollce D. Boles. 'Rêordefng the Suburbs' ln progrêsslve Archltecturê. no,S, 
.19g9.

(Clevelond OH,; R€nton Pub., t9g9). p. 94.
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Duany & Plater-Zyberk have not so much developed a method of making
traditional towns, but rather a neans of creating total environments. From their
inception these places are desperately trying to create a history for themselves,

hence their immediate and somewl¡at presumptuous adoption of the tladitional
name-tag. These ne old towns do not gr.ow in the same sense of time as the
traditional towns fronr the turn of the century did, ttrey simply appear in a decade

or so, which, in terms of urban growth is extremely rapid, With such
instantaneous growüh they cannot develop an intrinsic vernacular, so they simply
adopt one and legislate it into place. The totality of these planned environments
can be further noted in the code's interpletation of typological components which
are dealt with on a basic dimensional, functional level - rather than seeking to
illuminate the essence of a particular type the code presents the strict
meaeulementg with almost mathematical precision that forces shapes but not
necessarily ideas ol feelings into the notion of typology, The tladitional title gives

them a set mold to flow into, pushing the pace of ur.ban growth at a most un-
traditional sneed that the likes of cha'leston or savannah never experiencecl.

DEFIMTTONS TYPE IV

fjg. 87 excerpt kom Seaslde's
urban code.
(source: Lolus lnter., n.50).

l¡9. 88 Type lV locat¡on on masler
Plan .

(source: Lolus lnlernal¡onal,
n0.50).

f¡9. 89 illuslralion of Type lV.
(source: Lolus lnter., n.50).
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The problem rvith such land-speed record design can be fu'ther noted in a lack of
morphological developme't. urban form reaches maturity and is then held i¡r a
stable state by the building code. The no'mal evolution of ure development pattern
exists: the sub-division of land from the master plan, followed by the urbanization
via the building code and infrastructure, and finally, re construction of the
buildings whose types, materials and styles have been fully determined by the
code. This process terminates the development ofthe morphology in ten to twenty
year period, entirely removing the opportunity for coincidental re<levelopment that
creates the uniqueness and intrinsic meaning. Ther.e is a hope that coincidental
development might still occur, because most of these nedold towns ar.e less than
ten years old, and perhaps in time unforeseeable fo'ces will be able to break or re-

shape the code that is so over-riding at present.
f¡9. 90 aerialphoto of Seaside

lerrltory prior to
development.
(source: Lolus lnternâlional,
n0.50).

f¡9.9Í contexl of Seas¡de showing
possible expansion norlh
(source: Lotus lnternelional,
n0.50).

lig. 92 ligure.ground plan maximum
capacity development
(sourcs: Lolus lnternat¡onal,
n0.50).
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Duany & Plater-Zybe'h's urban design strategy is a literal approach to planning
communities that has been criticized as an adventure in fantasy. This is
especially true since their next project alter seaside was a 8250 room hotel for walt
Disney world in orla'do, Florida which grerv through the same <ìesign process as

seaside. The ironic truth about seaside can no longer be concealed in orlando -
seaside is not so much a town as a vacation resort, most of its property owners are
there only for a limited period of every year. The complete lack of the wor.k

environment accounts for the transient nature of people who own property there,
because ultimately they must work elsewhere to mai¡rtain it. This transiency can

no longer be hidden i' the Disney project - nobody lives in a hotel with any sense

of permanency. "The project bot'r.ows John Ogelihorpe's 1?BB Sava'nah, Georgia,
grid, in which landscaped squares close each street vista, resolving the
i'te'minancy of the rectilinear grid. In a telling gesture, which ap y exchauges
corporate icons for military heroes, the civil war statues in the center of
savannah's squares a.e substituted at the 'Lakes Inn'by ice machines and coca
cola dispensers!"15 It is curious that Duany & plater-Zyberk have tried to create
images of meaningful, memorable environments communitieg when the actual
sites id based on a check-in /check-out meutality.

fig. 93 holelcomplex,DisneyWorld,
Orlândo, FL.,Duany & plater-

Zyberk.
(source: Lolus lnlernalional,
n0.50).
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since seaside's inception, the town's success has ensured that land prices went
from a reasonable $7,000 per lot to 960,000 to 9180,000.16 This has, by Duany &
Plater-zyberk's own ad-ission, created another exclusive upper-class community
rather than the integrated community of traditional town, something they had

hoped to avoid. This only helps to support the criticism levelled at Duany & plater-

Zyberk's work, that it is in the realm of the fantastic, because fantasy is an

expensive business to maintain.

I am aware that the fantastic is increasingly becoming the norm in North
America'g growing gluttony of industrialized consuner culture, and I do not deny

importance of the fantasy as important facet of our culture (see also sections

section on Krier, Braid, and the quarter in the context of modern practice and
postmodern theory). But, criticism is justifred in calling home a place one spends

only severaì out fifty-two weeks in a year; criticism is justifred in the ambiguity of
calling a fantasy town a traditionaì town when it is no more than eleven years old.

There is no fallacy in enjoying a fantasy so long as one is honest enough to a¡rmit
the illusion one indulges in - nobody would d¡eam of calling Disney world home,

and there is similarly no reason to refer to Seaside as anything but fantasy.

The ideals represented in seaside are forced or created concepts that people only
have to bea¡ with temporarily. In reality seaside represents a place of tentative
dwelling and hence the connection of permanent settlement to me¡ni¡g¡¡1¡gr. .¡
the environment is lost. The total planning that Duany & plater-zyberk have

employed in seaside is necessary to create the myth it represents. It also

facilitates the growth of a towa where people have no real community concerns

and little chance to get involved in the community and.make changes, because all
their concerns are already taken care of. In fact, all the so called traditional tow¡s
Duany & Plaier-zyberk have been building are fantastic proposals, because even if
they were to have a permanent population, it would still be one that has been
forced to live under the delusion that it has gone back in lime.

ló Jock Koboyoshl. 'Seoside, otd,,.. tbld. p. B,
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Finally, the traditional nedold town's relationship to the suburb, the object iü
sought to disassociate itself from, represents a far lesg complete separation than
Duany & Plater-zyberk hoped for. The denial of the work factor retu¡ns it to the

doorstep of the birth of suburbia. A town is a place where people live and work and

this has always been the reason why the suburbs have always been a sub form of
urbanism' without local places of employment the defrnitive forrn-giver of the
suburbs, the automobile, must retain its possessive hold on society; and Seaside

and other nedold towns are by no means free of the automobile. The nedold
towns are conspicuously consumptive of non-urbanized land and lavishly
developed with expensive materials adding to their cost, making them as exclusive

as the original suburbs. while suburbia suffered from too much space between

houses to create the feeling of tight-k¡it urban environment that was conducive to
the development of a real community, seaside suffers from the being to spread-out

in the fourth rather than first, second and third dimensions - the time between

the both extremes of its "traditional" fantasy and its present-day conception, and
the time in those long periods of waiting between the arrival of the various
fragments of its transient population.

In conclusion seaside presents an interesting experiment, but one that is perhaps

better not repeated, or especially formulated if.the emphasize is on creating a real
u¡ban commu-nity. The absolute literal interpretation of the past nullifies a large
part ofthe efrort that Duany & Plater-zyberk ¡im {,s ¿ghisvg because they are truìy
creating a traditional from, but it is little more than fantasy shell for the real
personalities of our consumer culture; a cuiture that is determined to be

completely governed so that individuals do not have get i¡volved and un-plug from
their faniasy; a culture that refuses to get involved in the real problems ofits own
existing cities. tr'antasy represents the aspirations of society, but the most fleeting
and volatile ones. To physically embody fantasy in an urban form that is supposed

to represent permanence is a risky business. The realm of the fantastic has its
place in architecüure as we will see in the proposal by George Baird, but in all
honesüy, what is so fantastic about a turn of the century town?
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fig. 94 West Pier, Brighton.
permanenlly closed 1972.
(source: Hamm, Dead Tech).

Dua'y & Plater-zybe'k "acknowledge the risk of kitsch, of creating a too perfect

synthesis of self-co'scious hetrogeneity - exac y the 'Disney syndrome' they
sought to avoid at Seaside,"l7 but, kitsch is most easily created on a vir.gin
landscape. If forced to work within an existing morphology there would be less

need for the instantaneous guises of a traditional new/old town, because there
would already be a true local vernacular a¡rd a historic memory to compliment
and keep in check the new.

In terms of the development an urban quar.ter, most of the principles have been
applied in seaside and other nedold tolvns, but ühey do ¡rot stick unless the
realistic glue of the rvork place is there to hold the community together. 'rhey have

accurately represented the most of the typological components of the urban quarter
but forgot about ühe essence of a community, rvhich is not so much the opportunity
for a collective potential, but rather the enhancing need for it. seaside somehow
misses all this because nobody realiy needs to be there, it is only a vacation option.

t7 JonêlAbroms. Thê form,.,. lbld. p, 12.
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GEORGEBAIRI)

These a,re the uoyages of the starship Enterprise. Its fiue year missíon: to erpl.ore
strange new worlds ønd' seeh out neu forms of life and new civilizaiíons.

To boldly go where no man høs gone before.
na¡'ration : STAR TREK18

In a recent debate on public sp¿ss1 9 George Baird presented his vision of
particularly progressive version of the quarter. Aside f¡om being careful to bring
the concept into a distinctly canadian context, Baird approaches a number of
aspects of the contemporary metropolitan situation in rendering his idea, that
make it a most interesting proposal to examine. He states:

The mutation as I see it will be a result of a commercial North American
seizure of the Rationalist concept of the 'quarter,' so lovingly rendered and
igsüfied by Ilon Krier in his mãny urban polemics of the 

-récent years.
The 'quarter' rvill then be hybridized with the history-based cen¿re io create
a 1e.q urb.an typ_e_, whi_ch will be shopping centre, theme park, and
neighbourhood all aú the same time, -alld 

without uoy oeð""sãry anchor in
a pariicuìar, real historical setting."20

He fu¡ther argues that thig combination could have the kind of mass social appeal
and active pace of construction that the shopping mall had in the 1g50s and 1960s,

because of its marketabiliiy in the consumptive culture we live in.

what' fascinates me abouù this suggestion is that firstly, it deals with the reality of
existing North American fabric, as it results from the current social impetus
better than any of Krier's proposals for historic quarters that either negate, or
fight against these current ideals; secondly, by using the word "mutation,' Baird
expresses a development of u¡ban form thaü coutains elements of past, present and
future which are coherently linked in the pursuit of new morphologies that
cannot, and will not be like the ones thaú Krier would suggest we return to. Baird
carefully examines the debate, that has a¡isen since the world war II, between

ll NÕnollon lo tetevtslon s€rles Stqlûek, (pormount plctures / eutf Western l9ó7).l9 RAlc Annuol conferênce I - Meùopçliic,n M'tollôns : ths Archltêchre of Emero¡no publlc
soocês. (Ioronto; lJfile, Brown ond Compony Jconoffi20 /t^^.^^ È^t.)Georgê Bolrd rhe spoce of Appeoroncê' ln Metropollion Muiollons: lhe orchltêcturê of

Ooronlo; Liltto, Brown ond compony lconcoo¡ Lto-ìlof;lllÎso.
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the polemics that have shaped urban aspirations. He sees this debate as being
based on three points of contention, namely plurality, mobitity and hístory, to
arrive at his vision of what the contemporary urban quarter might be like.21

starting with the call for functional segregation by OIAM, Baird claims that at the
very time this idea was beginning to be questioned in Europe by Team 10 on the
basis of lacking grain, cluster and strepts, in North America it was being taken to
new heights of expression in the form of Victor Gruen's regional shopping mall,22
The popularity of this new type began to outweigh any concerns Team 10 had for
"grain" or "cluster." The mall's requirement for mobility was fuelled by the
explosion of large-lot suburbia, and this consequentially pushed to new expanses

the out-door street, and created a totally enclosed in-door street which acted as t¡,ue

public condenser in the pedestrian environments of the mall.

when, in 1970s and 1980s in Europe, the neo-rationalists began to question the
brutalist's efforts of ream 10 and its followers, - 

n the young (neo-rationalists)

accused the older generation (Team 10) of betraying the long-standing traditions of
European civilization in the creation of un-livable urban precincts, while the old
retaiiated by accusing the young of betraying the principles of modern liberal
denocracy, and seeking a retu¡n to the traditional social ancl political structures
of pre'war Europe"28 - the stage was again set on the American scene for
innovative developments that had some of affect on this debate. The pluralist
pursuits of charles Moore paid homage to both the fantastic and the historic
vision, by recognizing for the first time in a serious architecüural journal, the
merits of california's Disneyland as an important architectu¡al monument.24

From this point of view Baird moves on to suggest that, the neo-rationalist's
concern for the historic centre could be mixed with hyper-media of HolÌywood. In

Gêorge Bolrd "lhe Spoce of,.,. lbld.
Georgê Bolrd 'The Spoce of,.., lbld.
George Bolrd ''fhe Spoce ot,... lbld.
George Bolrd ''lhe Spocê of,.,. lbld,

p. 13ó,

p. ì40,
p. 14ó.

p. 144,

2t
22
23
24
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this presumption there is the possibility of a new expression of the old-world
morphological concept of the quarter, in a way that does not negate the reality of
the new-world consumption - the shopping mall. Baird is quick to point out that
partial hints to this hybrid already exist in the form of Léon l(rier's proposal for
Royal Mint Squale in London, and in West Ectmonton Mall.

fig.95 Royal Minl housing, London,
proposal by Léon Krier;
(source: Architeclurâl
Design vot. 54 #7/B).

fig. 96 ground floor plan ofWest
Edmonlon Mall;
(souræ: R.l.A.C. annual
conference f1)

l¡9. 97 roof.lop view ol West
Edmonton Mall,
(souræ: R.l.A.C. annual
conlerence #l )
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In IÕ'ier's project' "the opposite faces of the fo.nrally defined squar.e a'e cr.eated by
facades for the community institutions that do rrot yet exist,"25 which is a fair.ly
fa:rtastic and frctional rvay to imbed meaning and monumentality into a collective,
public space. There is here ¡rol o'ly the plesur'ption of bringing about values by
placing a false facade on a real building, but even it is even more shetchy to

25 eeorge Bokd 'The Spocs of,.,. lbld. p, l4g.
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present a set of symbolic notions through only the facade of the building. This is
exactly like the si,reet-scenes of the old wild-west towns in Hollywood films that
were completely fabricated and two dimensional, except, that people are supposed

to live enriched urban lives in Royal Mint Square.

In I est Erlmonton MaII, at the scale of a small city with an excess g00 stores,

restaurants, skating rinks, hotels, post offices, roller-coasters, etc,... one finds the
market value of the shopping mall mixed with the pleasures of Disneyland. rffest

E¡lmonton Mall could be easily big enough to support an urban quarter or two, if it
only contained some housing, In fact, at present it draws shoppers from all over
western Canada, precisely because it combines fantasy with pleasure and
businese. Inside the mall, on a leg ofthe pedestrian system, the so called Bourbon

st. is also created through false facades that are supposed to emulate New
orleans, but the intention here is clear, the kitsch is obvious enough that no one

compl¡ins that there is no sky to Bou¡bon St. The validity of fantasy is, in my eyes,

very much dependent on the intention behind its creation, and there is quite a

difference between suggesting that here is a commu-nity's heart with institutions
to support it and here is sinply an atmosphere for having a drink in.

Although Baird fails to present us with any definite visual images as to what this
new hybrid quarter might look like, what kind ofplace iú would be, he does give an
indication as to the types of environments one could combine to achieve his
proposal. Imagine a mega-building, such as west Errmonton Mall, as the core of
an individual quarter. Attach to this some employment - perhaps in the form of
industry and office spâce - and housing - perhaps in the shape of apartment
towers jutting from the roof of the maìI, or even a ring city blocks built-up to five
stories of apartments with attractive courtyards. outside this mega-build.ing
complex acres of parking couìd act as an edge condition flattening the idea of city
wall into a grey belt. Each quarter could have an internalized, climate-controlled
pedestrian environment easily covered in a fifteen minutes walk, connecting the
public shops, recreation outlets, olñces and small factories, to the private housing.
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If, as Baird suggests, such a mutative type were to become as popular as the
shopping mall, one must stop to think what kind of effect this might have on the
metropolitan urban fabric. There is here still a possibiìity for "the city within the
city" as Krier suggest, but their appearance would be more like the science frction
of "Blade Runner" and domed lunar colonies, rather than Brussels or
Luxemburg. Mega-building conglomerationg would make up the individual
quarters, and a series of these "things" would make the new metropolis. Each
quarter would be a distinct community separated from the next quarter by the
parki:rg lots and miles of freeway or mono-rail systems needed to connect it to the
next quarter. when gazing out over the city from a raised vaatage point, instead of
seeing the church spire of this quarter, the tower from the next, and the dome

from a third, one could point to úhe mall-quarter-complexes clearly separated by
the waste-land of parking and transportation. These voids between parts of the
city might help to strengthen the internalized and individual community
aspirations of each single quarter. In fact, ifone thinks about the lunar analogy of
domed communities tbe concept of a world of its own, complete with its own
atnosphere, is a serious matter,

This kind of thinking suggests to me, that these quarters and cities would for the
most parú be created on entirely new land, rather than adding on to, or
intensifying land-use within the existing urban fabric. In my opiniou this is
somewhat negligent, because land is stilt vastly under-utilized in most North
American cities, particularly in the subu¡ban settings, and there is much need to
work wiüh, and further transform the existing urban environments that have
come under so much criticism. Baird's idea has connotations of a complete plan-
to-congtruction scenario, making it diffrcult to emulate a true urban quarter
which requires some sense of continuous community built-up over time. In totally
planned environments there are too few opportunities for successive generations
on inhabitants to add their influence and physical transformations to the u¡ban
fabric that make a place alive wiih ihe notion of permanence.
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In conclusion Baird's proposal, even in its bouts lvith the fantastic, which I have

zealously extended, is a useful investigation because:

1) It addresses the Canadian urban context rather than the European. The

harsher climate of northern cities make the reality of internalized
pedestrian environments a much greater necessity.

2) Ii does not hesitate to suggest "new" forms of urbanism based on the

extension and deveìopment of a traditionai type. This notion of typological

evolution is especially important in introducing the quarter to the North

American context were it has had a much reduced historical use.

Baird's essay is examined here as a predominantly theoretical proposal, and it
does not offer any practical suggestions as to how one would go about pianning

such mutations of the urban quarter. In this light it should be noted that it has

been discussed for the essence of the idea it presents, or in even more rudimentary
terms, the essence of having an idea as opposed to simply copying one from
history. It is fron this inspirational basis that a practical application ofan urban
quarter concept for Canada and North America will spring, and thus, I
acknowledge Braid's idea for the freedom it allows in new thought, from the weight
of hisiory.
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conclusion

A SUMMARY OF TIIE PARTS THUS FAR
In exploring city desigrr based on the urban quarter it was my hope.to re-interpret
a theory of urban design that has been disregarded by contemporary planners and
designers. It was hoped that this investigation would bring practical results in
terms of predicaments that have arisen in the current state of urban design. To
suppose that a theory of urban quarters should have remained exactly as it was

historically conceived would have been irresponsible io the fact that there have

been signifrcant cultural changes since earlier conceptions of the quarter. For
this reason this thesis represents a re-interpretation of the theory of urban
quarters, rather than its direct revival.

Part I
The investigation into the nature of urban quarter began by simultaneously
introducing a general description and a defrnition of how the quarter was
personally interpreted as a theory of urban design. The theory suggested that
urban environments should be structured by integrated quarters or sectors that
provided the eseential functions, needs and spaces fbr the citizens of a particuiar
quarter. This concept fu¡ther stipulated that the quarter was a kind of urban
identity or an urban-home for a particular set of social and spatial circumstances
relating to that particular community, and thus, it became a permanent social
organization manifest on the urban fabric through time and change.
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The basic theory developed in Part, I led to the conclusion that the essence of an
urban quarter represents an ideal, but the individual expression of any particular
quarter should be distinct. The community identity and collective nature of the
inhabitants of a quarter can change over time, and this affects the nature of the
pragmatic services and the general character of that quarter.

A list of typological components were explored primarily through the essence of
their urban contribution. Although a direct architectural form was often noted,
these formal attributes were based a notion of presenting a familiar setting. The

essence of each type can be achieved in a form different than was suggested or
illustrated, but this did not discriminate against its validity in contributing to the
quarter as a whole. A typological component serves certain spiritual and practical
purposes essential to workings of humane urbanity, and this, not the type's
specifrc form, is the true nature of its essential contribution. The study of
morphology also suggested that the iileal of the quarter is a mutable occurrence,

one that can change, develop and expand over üime. This combination suggests a
certain flexibility in the development of an urban quarter, and presents the
possibility for a rich diversity in the expression of the concepü.

Part II
The primary aim of Part II was to explore historical contexts of the urban quarter,
and to clarify how and why its use deciined in a contemporary canadian setting.
This section began by examining the foundations of Roman settlements wherein
symbolic and technical acts involved dividing land along the cardinal points to
create a quadrapartite structure. This four-part division lead to the identifrcation
and naming of separate parts of the urban whore as quarters, even when these
areas no longer followed the disciplined outlines set up by the ancient system of
city founding. The notion of the quarter was then explored in the Medieval
European city, which was chosen as an archetypical conception of integrated
urban space. From the Medieval city it was easy to draw a morphological
connection to the fortifrcation of Early canadian settlements because this was the
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basic buildirg mentality that was imported to develop European cities in canada.
Fortifrcation was the first of frve forces examined for their definitive affect on
canadian urbanism. The other four forces - metropolization, industrialization,
suburbanization, decentralization - all generally worked against the principles of
the quarter. The investigation of these forces indicated some of the inherent
failu¡es in their urban conception and suggested reasons why the quarter might
be an alternate concept of some merit to contemporary cities.

The exploration of history was intended to demonstrate that the quarter nust
experience flexibility in retaining an essence of itself as urban design unit. It was
concluded that changes in the expression of the concept from Roman to Medieval
times did not affect the nucleus of the integrated urban space, however, with the
imposition of metropolization, industrialization and suburbanization the essence

of the quarter was slowly eroded. what became evident through the examination
of canadian urban development were those aspects of the quarter which could not
be changed without destroying its essence. It was revealed that without an
integration of functions the quarter could not be realized because this destroyed the
opportunity to have a proximal relationship within the quarter. proximity based
on a pedestrian scale was a vital option for the inhabitants of a quarter - other
circulation systems are possible but should not interfere w-ith the integrity of the
pedestrian system. The proximity of a pedestrian system is based a relationship
between time and distance that allows the inhabitants achieve their essential
requirenents vr¡ithin the quarter. A third aspect that was deemed essentia.l was a
sense of evolution over time, aiding in the development of a permanent identity of
the quarter. Finally, if there was a sense of permanence, a quarter could gain an
autonomous existence as a specifrc territory within the frame-work of the
metropolis. Autonomy develops from the quarter's ability to be a self-contained,
proximate, identifiable unit of urbanity.

The examination of the quarter's historical development was also an attempt to
understand the quarter in previous úimes, and to show the effect of different forces
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on its conception. This led to questions about what is currently signifrcant in the
idea of the quarter, and what forces would affect its inclusion in the contemporary
city. It was noted that decentralization was the most influential force in affecting
the shape of the urban environment today. The fact that decentralization
suggested a complex redistribution of urban functions was an inciination that the
metropolitan and suburban city ideals have come to pass and the rediscovery of the
quarter musü work from within the form of the decentralized city.

Pâftm
Part III examined arguments in regards to social thought. considering that the
previous exploration of canadian urbanism represented physical developments of
the city form, there was a need to look at the contemporary situation from a more

theoretical, philosophical context. such theor.ies have an effect in shaping the
direction of urban design. The critique of functionalísm, as a dominant principle
of Modernism, led to recognizing the postmodernist re-evaluation and re-
interpretation of what functionalism neglected as a theory of urbanism. The
exploration of contenporary ideas expanded the concept of the quarter to be more
compat'ible with sooe of the critical directions of postmodern philosophy striving
for a more consensual ordering of human cultural activities. It was shown how
certain groups prospered within a particular urban precinct, similar to the
structure of the quarter. Essentially this constituted a new perspective on how to
plan communities seeking to locate a middle ground between metropolis and
neighborhood unit and restoring power to the people it affected.

The examination of the Postmodernism suggests that contemporary culture
consists of new groupings and organization in the city. The movement of the
urban subcultures is intertwined with the decentralization of the city - as one set
of inhabitants decentraìize, the opportunity arises for another group to relocate
and concentrate their urban domain. An explosion of cultural change in the
twentieth century, perpetuated by plurarism, has reft sociar shrapnel moving in
diverse directions. Postmodernism offers no closure, no def¡nitive statement about
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either philosophy, or the dilemmas of urban quarter. Essentially postmodernity
represents new avenues of investigation that by-andJarge constitute a culture of
fragments. These divided ideals are a more accurate way of considering the whole
as a coliection of differences that, can be brought together in new arrangements
significant for particular groups. This was seen as an opportunity to introduce
the quarter to strengthen the limited communities that arose through cultural
fragmentation. The quarter would not replace all existing social organizations,
nor would its inception afiect everyone in the city, just those communities and the
cultural groups that desired the integration and proximity it offered.

Part IV
Finally, in the last part of the thesis, with a relatively conôrete understanding of
issues involved in interpreting the urban quarter for a contemporary context, it
was important to demonstrate that propositions for re-thinking urban
environments were already occurring. The works by Léon Krier, Andres Duany &
Ðlizabeth Plater-Zyberk and George Baird, represent the most progressive aims
towards integrated urban quarters. By surveying the work of these individuals it
was shown that varied interpretations of the urban quarter were possible. These

critiques also illustrated some regional differences between European, American,
and canadian contexts, and how certain theories did not meet the specific
demands of a Canadian context.

The basic conclusion of this survey of designers shows that the quarter is possible
in a variety ofurban contexts. It was not possible to that state that any of one of
these interpretations was entirely correct, but rather, that wisdom, knowledge and
learning in a postmodern world can be derived from a combination of sources.
This indicates that the quarter is in reality a mixture of ideas and ideals that may
vary from person to person, place to place, and time to tioe. Confirmed was the
notion of the quarter as a flexible, mutable construct that was the by-product of
individual inspiration operating in a specifrc context.
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TEE FUTURE OF THE MODERN URBAN QUARTER

We trøuel light, empty-pocketed., with the uanity of those who think thøt home
is a portable i.d.ea, something that d,wells in the nt ind, or within the text.

Anton Shammas : "Amérka, Amérka"1

My reason for studying the quarter was based on an inclination that some positive

applications of the concept were possible for contemporary urbanity. The
information gleaned thus far has hinted at the quarter's use in city design as a
meaningful entity in the historical sense, but also has stressed that change is
intricate part of the quarter's existence. AÌthough many implications about the
quarter have been discussed, the question about its relevance within the context of
contemporary Canadian cities remains to be fully answered.

There are certainly more pressing problems than the restructure of the city's
organization into urban quarters. contemporary cities provide shelter, essential
needs and amenities in a certain manner of urban living that make the quarter
seem excessive, not fundamenta-Ì. The vitality of the contemporary quarter arises

from a new meaning about the urban living which combines the wisdom of history
with t'he aspirations of the present. The quarter's potential as a meaningful entity
does not preclude its importance in the realm of utility, but adds the
considerations of adjusting the city towards a more integrated urbanity. A
personal vision of the quarter makes me feel strongly that it is coming to grips
with i¡stinctive ways of looking at what urbanity symbolizes. It seems essential to
conclude by showing how a combination of these ideas can bring about a new and
convincing reality for the contemporary urban quarter,

The use of urban quarters treats cities as humane, liveable, urban residency.
There would be no attempt to falsify the city, like the rural proposition typiñed by
suburban development. The quarter, as a catalyst of liveable urbanism, would

Anton Shommos. 'Amérko, Amérko' ln Horper's; Februory 1991. (New york: Horper,s
Mogozine Foundation, ì 991).
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lessen the encroachment of the city on the countryside, fostering a heightened
contrast between rural and urban landscapes. The country and the city are
symbolic of different pragmatic and spiritual concerns, and when they physicalty
reflect these differences architecture is used to organize space to bring about
meaning. The quarter mimics the essential spirit of urban living through a
combination of space and meaning which physicaily, mentally and emotionally
addresses the notion of community.

The spirit of the city is a heart of complexity that exists through the opportunity to
experience life in differing r,r/ays. The quarter represents the beauty of this
complexity in a simplified form, an almost surreal juxtaposition of simplicity and
complexity. This contradiction is possible by considering that.quarters would
complicate the urban fabric by restructuring and integrating functions into a
compressed areas, but conversely these actions would simplify by the cognition of
bringing together the essential qualities of urban life w-ithout the alienation of
metropolitan scaled environments. The increase of complexity in urban
environments is a relatively natural process. If the quarter is an urban model of
complexity compressed into a proximate relationship, then the increase in
complexity indicates that the city inevitably moves towa¡ds subdividing into parts.

As time passes layers of history and meaning are added to the urban fabric. Thie
not only i¡dicateg a sympathy in the idea of quarter developing over time, but also
suggests a consideration of tendencies in contemporary urban culture thus far.
The examinations of decentralization and postmodernism were vital in
establishing pictures about cultural developments in North America, but an
implicit connecüion between them was never fully acknowledged. That they were
explored as current cultural phenomena indicates one connecüion, as does their
relat'ionship to the urbanization proposed by the contemporary quarter. These
relationships represent an approach that combines potentials with dilemmas to
develop an evolutionary perspective of the quarter based on interpretations of
particular contexts in timeÀistory and place/space.
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Decentralization is a redistribution of urban mass wherein the centre is dying and
its physical and spiritual components are fragmented to the periphery. This
redistribution represents a decisive rethinking of the urbanity as a metropolitan or
suburban construct. The philosophical postmodern notions of de-centering and
deconstruction can easily be seen as physical models for the decentralized city.
Decentralized space is a reaction to the classical conception of closed space, fuelled
by the evaporation of time that has arisen from electrifrcation and mechanization.
Rather than expanding outwa¡ds from a central point like the modernist spatial
model, decentralized space hag no centre and its vectors rand.om,

Decentralization has been called a chaotic, explosive form of urban expansion.
This is a response to its less positive environmental affects, and a retaliation for
the lack of sympathy it shows towards centric urban organizations. If
decentralization can be understood and evaluated through forces that cause it,
(automobiles, television, land costs iir the inner-city, etc.), it may not be so chaotic.
The recognition of this pattern suggests that nany things appear to more
complicated than they are, only because they are approached from a certain biased
point of view. If decentralization can be understood, it can be better managed and,
hence, combined with an older-fashioned mandate, like one of the urban quarter.

A¡ obvious dilemma exists between the decentralized spatial model and the notion
of space in the traditional urban quarter. The resolution I see between the
quarter's closure and decentralization is based on the an idea of "suburban
intensifrcation"2 where the suburban mass, through gradual evolution, solidifies
into secondary urban centres. This process is compatible with decentralization's
re-focuses to the periphery. The intensification of the suburbs is yet a further
stage in the evolution of u¡ban spatial models, which might be termed the post-
decentralized city. If the model of the decentralized city is likened to an explosion
of the urbanity, the post-decentralized model can be seen as the fragments of this

Greenberg, Kenn€th. 'suburbon lntensiflcoflon' ¡n MehoÕoliton Mutolions: Thê Architecfure of
Emerolno Publlc Soaces. (Toronto: Lltfle Brown a Co- ISBÐ
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init'ial explosion losing momentum and retracting to form new urban masses.

this way post-decentralized space represents a compression of urbanity
multiple locations, making it compatible rvith the notion of urban quarters.

O
I . Clossicol

The evoiution of the post-decentralized model can attributed to a continuous
increase in the complexity and density of urban environments. The ret¡action of
the explosive growth of decentralization is more accurately an infilling process

that can be considered a secondary or tertiary stage in the morphology of modern
urbanity. The initial freedom of urban expansion due to automobiles is reaching
its limits, and the realization that internal growth must equal or surpass external
growth is unavoidable. Increases in the density and complexity of urbanity rarely
occur smoothly and will, therefore, form concenúrations of some sort.

The concept of the contemporary quarter as the urban-fill of post-decentralizing

city suggests a reparative tactic accommodating urban growth, rather than a
means of promot'ing further urban expansion. It contrasts the historic formation
of quarters where areas were selected and destined to reach a point of urban
maturity. urban infill tries to resolve the problems of mono-functional landuse
and stringent zoning that have encroached landscapes in and around the city. It
must be stressed that the modern urban quarter will come to f¡uition by dealing
with the fragmentary and disparate nature of existing Canadian cities.

The restructure of the mono-centric metropolises v¡ith in-fill activity makes use of
existing tracery fragments that might otherwise not be incorporated in more

In
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complete urban conceptions. Regardless of functional judgements about the
efñciency of land-use in the existing urban environment, these areas embody some
historical pretext, and history is important in developing the quarter as a
permanent urban configuration. The evolution of intrinsic communities in the
loosely structured, under-utilized landscape of the metropolis responds to two
contemporary crises: First, it is an environmental responses about qualitative,
rather than quantitative, Iand-use which pronotes the distinction between rural
and urban environments, secondly, it is respective ofurban history, which is also

an environmental response in the sense that it makes use of existing conditions.

If the modern quarter is to evolve from this new spatial order it must also evolve
from a new social order. Decentralization has political implications akin to the
restructure implied by postmodernism's concern for the localization of power. To
achieve such a stance requires the political topography, or the distribution of
power in the urban field to relate to the spatial decentralization of the urban fabric.

The implications of postmodernism as a self-affected, social desire can be
witnessed as a political mandate within a spatial frame. The Aboriginal peoples

of canada have expressed a desire to obtain self-government for their reserves, as

have many Francophones for the province of euebec. Although these desires have
not been predominantly expressed in u¡ban arenas, they reflect the notion of
political autonomy, of being amongst a chosen group within a certain territorial
setting reflective of that group. This notion of communiüy identification can be

seen more clearly in cities through the activities of arts groups, ethnic minorities
and other subcuitures that make up the so-called mosaic of canadian culture.

The traditional quarter could be seen as having evolved in systematic harmony
with the physical reality of the urban fabric; new quarters were started and
g¡adually ceded from the polity of the city by developing their own social and
population resources. In contrast, urbanization as inñll suggests ihat the
contemporary quarter would become another iayer in the conceptual, physicar and
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political evolution of the existing city, rather than the independent addition of a
distinct, new part. urbanization through infill would delegate the quarter with an
intermediary political responsibility between metropolitan and neighborhood
governments' This expresses a concern that mei,ropolitan conception is
fundamentally incapable of dealing with people beyond very abstract levels, while
conversely, the neighborhood unit ig too small and to affect or contribute
meaningfully to the complex structure of the city. This suggests a greater
integration between the functions of the whole and spirit of the individual.

Decentralization has already helped to express the idea of autonomous physical
bodies apart from the metropolitan order of the city. The next step in this
development is evolution of political bodies, rather than just spatial entities of
urban mass. This 

'elates 
to the str"uggle for urban autonomy talked about in the

postmodern desire for self-government. If politics is a means to organize the
interaction between space and people, then the more people in the lesser space the
greater the need for political organization, and hence, the more likely the
development of some form of autonomous .government. Already it was noted that
the city will increase in density and complexity, and these increases will produce a
situation where forms of autonomous governments will have to arise.

The idea of urban collectives must not be 'nistaken for, or used as a form of
segregation. The process of defining an urban quarter must be a voluntary effort
rather than one imposed on a group, or members of a group. The creation of
Indian reserves in canada has strong implications of segregation, and until
recently, natives who left their reserves lost recogrrition as status Indians which
can also be seen as a means of containment. Even more stringent forms of
imposed collective dwelling, such as south Äfrican townships, must be clearly
separated from notion of the quarter as a voluntary from of collective dwelling.
Postmodernism supports the idea of distancing the quarter from segregation as it
represents new ways of defining, and hence choosing or dismissing, group
associations, and because it supports not discriminating against differences.
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If ühe decentralized city breaks-up into autonomous political areas based on a
multíplicity of alternative collective notions, then all the necessary ingredients to
form urban quarters exist and only await some form of integration. In the current
decentralized city of segregated functions, integration has been replaced or
subsidized by mechanized transport and electronic communication which assures

the proximity ig reduced in the sense of time rather than distance. Bearing these

considerationg in mind the ideal for the contemporary quarter suggests a

conbination between a pedestrian and vehicular circulation systems that allows
the individual options in either direction.

legend; ciTy wolls/ bu¡li urbon fobric %
lig. 101 growth of the trad¡tionat and

the modern c¡ty.
(source; B¡etenholz).

means from which I see it
sense that they require a

The classical conception of an urban quarter and the

arising in the decentralized city are parallel in the
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framework or demarcation for the city to expand into. Tr.aditional expansion of
urban quarúers was lioited to piecemeal growth inside an area denarcated by a
walled enclosure. In the modern scenario an internal f¡amework for the city is
expanded to prospective areas. This framework represents an urban
infrastrucüure predominated by roads. In the traditionai model the city was

directed to infill a set area between the boundaries of new city walls. In the
modern city decentralized growth is possible because the roads and highways lead
away from the city in all directions and growth clusters along these axis in
dispersed locations, and then gradually frlls the area between them.

The importance of the car as a one of the most domesticated forms of urbanization
cannot be overlooked as a physical, social and symbolic reality of contemporary
culture' As much as roads-and especially freeways make for powerful edges in
the urban fabric, they also help to re-define the notion of public space. Already
roads exist as one of the major foci of public life in North American cities, be it via
the strip or strip-mall. The quarter, using a postmodern notion of peripheral
living, could invert the centralized heart of public space and string it along the
edges of a community. The collective space would exist somewhere between the
commercial ring-road and the car radio rather than in a spatially closed, pubtic
square. In theory a peripheral focus would be as equidistant from everything as a
central focus. The contenporary quarter focused on its periphery, rather than its
heart' still represents a notion of the collective, but one that works from the edge

inwards. This symbolizes tying the community together by its limits and points of
difference, rather than its likeness aú the centre.

Because roads and ca¡s will be instrumental in defining the peripherai focus to
urbanity, the contemporary quarter in witl be partially shaped by the presence of
automobiles creating a dilemma for the notion of pedestrian accessibility. Even
though the automobile will be definitive in making boundaries of new quarters,
their existence within the quarter is not absolute. The potential to decrease the
dependence on the automobile will be an unavoidable result of increased density.
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Pedestrian accessibility becomes not oniy a matter urban maturity, but also a
consideration that it can no longer dominate the development of the quarter.

The idea of the automobile as a more intrinsic part of the contemporary urban
quarter is part of a greater realization that, the industrialization cannot go

unnoticed by the concerns of urbanization. How these cultural means of
production are re-interpreted by the quarter is not entirely cÌear because industry
is still an evolving, presenting new possibilities for re-integration. However, to
think that the contenporary urban quarter could exist as a pre-industrial
conception - the artisan and craftsmen community that Léon Krier envisions -is no ionger possible, for it is unlikely that industrial production will readily
disappear in the near future.S If industry is a de facto proposition of
contemporary culture it is more important to consider the shifts from material
and product oriented industries towards information and service based ones. This
shift has been noticeable since thè world war II in most industrialized nations.
The reorganization of industry and culüure, termed postind.ustríal society,
suggests that the dehumanizing and anti-social effects of industry are
increasingly performed by machines (the automation of industry). In their place

more advanced forms of technology (computers, communications and information
networks) increasingly replace the interface between humans and machines.

There is a conception that high-tech industries are more compatible with
residential environments in comparison to so called heavy industries. The
decentralizing effect on communities by heavy industries aided in the separation
between place of work and place of residence and the disruption of traditional
proximity and integration within the historic urban quarter. conversely, the
predictions of Louis writh anticipated the importance of a metro-regional
construct because of advanced technology and communications systems.

wllem von vllet- - Õnd Jock Burgers. 'communlfles ¡n Trons¡flon from Thê IndLßiriol to lhê
Poslindustriql Ero' ln Neiohborhoôd ond commun¡tv Envkonmenls edlted by l, Altmon ond A
Wondersmon, (Nêw York; plenum press, l9B7), p. 27O,
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However, one can note that these postindustrial means dominate the business
world and are less able to replace certain forms of physical contact desired by
humans in more personal levels of social interaction,4 as was succinctly
illustrated by the Casüro district's call for a re-humanization of the city.

on a national level, in a country like canada with its dispersed clusters of
population, it is increasingly necessary to employ advanced communication
systems. on a local community level these means cannot totally infiltrate, or even

substantially replace, the need for face-to-face contact definitive of the urban
quarter' This observation becomes even more marked given the canadian
tendency towards a strong cultural mosaic. There is a potential to explore the
contemporary quarter to develop international levels of communication quite
different from those of the locale. This offers an apt meals of incorporating post-

industrialized places of work into an integrated community. The quarter would
still operate as an emotional collective while having the greater, newer
communicative ability superseding its traditional neighborhood conceptions.

It is essentially the collective notion that describes the quarter as meaningful.
Through various forces of contemporary culture such as industrialization,
postmodernism, an impression of the contemporary urban quarter was carved.

from the decentralized space of city. These factors illustrated the idea of
combining and resolving the potentials collective desires and urban infill with the
dilemmas of changing cultural trends and fragmented landscapes to bring about
one possible scenario for the contemporary urban quarter.

That there has been, to the present date in the history of canadian urbanism, only
limited attempts or facsimiles at urban quarters in the design of our cities is not a
hind¡ance. This lack can be regarded as an opportunity to contemplate the idea
more seriously. These contemplations began in the light of the earliest

Mlclìoel P. srnilh, Ihe crtu õnd socro|Iheorv. (New york; st. MorÌin's prêss, r97Ð, Þ, 172-s.
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inclinations towards integrated, fortified towns, and ended w.ith the contemporary
urban quarter as a vital coordinator for the coming future of urbanism.
considerations about the development of the modern quarter are ansrvered in the
essence of the quarter as urban theory, and not as a romantic, histo¡,ic formulae.
changes do not alter the idea of the quarter as a colrective urban home, as a place

where dwelling occurs in a meaningful, compatible and humane way, even when
notions about meaning, compatibility and humanity can change.

There is no accurate way of testing the hypothesis about the contemporary quarter
without developing actual, site-specific examples. Even then there is no guarantee
that the meaning, feasibility or utility of the theory would work perfectly, or even at
all. An effort was made to develop the theory to accommodate re-interpretations
the quarter would require on actual sites. In this light, this work represents as

complete a theory on the contemporary quarter as possible; one that may bring
about fruitful results if is carefully employed with the sensiüivity, intuition and
knowledge derived from the varioue contexts a city builder works w.ith.

The contemporary quarter is, and likery w I be for some time yet, a dericate
balance of understanding the forces shaping urbanity. The weight of history must
be balanced with the reality of the present. The importance of the existing context
must be calculated with desi¡es to change that context and desires to let it changes
by itself. The idea of the community nust be felt and understood intrinsically if it,
is to be used as an indication towards the shape a quarter wilt take. urgency must '

measured against patience, pride against production, and construction against
destruction. The intricacy with which the act of design is performed will reflect
the conplexity, amenity, space and emotion a quarter embodies.

I wanted to plan ø city, but it had, plans for me.
creating a dreøm from which one day i will'awahe'.

George Konrád : The Citl¡ Builder.S

5 George Konród, the Clty Buitder. (New york Vjking penguln lnc., l9B7), p. l40,
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EPILOGUE

The city, the other great mother on this
planet is pregnant with quarters again.
The quarter is the egg of the city, and the
city is an extended embryo of human life.
The change to make the quarter's soul
reach-out beyond the limits of time and
flesh is up to us, and yet, change in itself is
the inevitable result of time. 'We can be
children of that whole extended urban
family. 'We 

can be to the quarter as leaves
to a tree, and the quarter is to the city as a
tree to a forest, and then we will be at home
with roots stretched from earth to sky.
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